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Cows.

Four years
ist prem.;

P Pa.mer. Thorndike,
Sweet apples are an excellent feed for
B Vickery. Fnity. Ad and 3d.
Working cows, if supplied in moderate quantiWhite A Collin. Thorndike, 1st prem : A
ties and under favorable circumstances.
Clark. 1 mty. Ad; Edward White, Thorndike,
There are some drawbacks to the ordi’Three years old Steers White A Coffin.
••:'>ke. 1st prem
P.d< r Aver. Freedom, Ad ;
nary methods of feeding apples to cows.
Rand. I mty, 31
'Two years old Steers
W hen these animals are turned into the
A Collin. Thorndike, ist prem ; Geo. Clark.
orchard to feed, they always start at
t. Wt.stun Whitten, 3d. Yearlings--Geo
l mty 1st prem. : G.-n B
Pillsbury', Fuity. once for the apple trees, to pick up the
i!
A White. Thorndike. 3d
Steer Calves scattering fruit on the ground before setA i.i
E Kami. Fnity. 1st prem; G.
Pillsbury, tling dow n to feed upon the grass. Apple
'. A»1
Geo Ciark, Fnity. 3d
Dairy Cowsfeeding in such a manner causes great
Senhm
1st
G.
B.
Unity.
prem
Pillsbury.
1 ; "
1! .J
Mouiton. Fuity. 3d. Stock uneasiness among the cows: they are
G
B Pillsbury. Fnity. Ist prem. ; C. S
restless, roving hurriedly from one tree
Km>x Ad. Geo Clark. Fnity, 1st.
Two
to another, showing more or less excited H.ilors
C. >
\ use. ivinx. Ist prem.
ment.
Perhaps it would he better to
Pillsbury Fnity, Ad. W. 11 J Moulton.
Om year old lleifers--C S
*1
pick up the apples and feed them to the
Vose
Is' p;e:u
linen Thompson, Fnity Ad and
cows at the barn, rather than
permit the
Matched Horses c J Bartlett. Unity, Ist
cows to gather them at random.
\
8
Rami. Thorndike. 3d
Carriage
V> hatever tends to cause nervousness
A
D
Bumps, Thorndike, 1st prem
or a restless disposition in the cow serves
t' 8i.!•<)'. Troy. Ad
Frank E Rice. I uity. 3d
Levi Rich. Jacks-m. Ist prem ; Geo B
to lessen her production of milk, both in
1 .i"»
-1
Two years old Stallions- J
as well as quality.
A cow that
ipiantitv
unplad;. Plymouth. 1st prem. : Bcuj. Hunt,
has a natural tendency to roam about
-d
\
D
di.
Three
Bumps,
years old
the pasture will never be profitable in
*>
Hunt. ! i.iiy Isi prem Mares and
< ates,
N
\
the dairy.
Unity. Ist prem ; Geo B
Kvery elfort should he made
1 Lily
Ad
Edu ard Shibh-s. Thorndike,
t" induce quiet among the animals ol the
i icee years «*hl (A lts —Frank Chase.
Unity. dair\. that, through
leisurely feeding,
>•
i»-m
K
Rich. Thorndike. Ad ; F. K.
their loud may be economized to the
3d.
Two
old
Colts-Eli
Fi.ily
years
’y 1st prem 'l eadings Press Shibies.
greatest possible extent. The running
i-t i'rem
\ has
Bessey. Thorndike. Ad
from one tree to another in the orchard
8! eep
Edward 81nbles. Knox. 1st
during a large part of the forenoon, which
<
-arse \\ «’« i»*«l BucksV S Rand. Unity,
< ’t. i>
Ih-ssoy Thorndike. Aa Edward is often noticed in the ease of many cows,
Idu-mm m*. 3.1
Coarse Wooled Buck
may raise the question whether under
Ku it c tes. 1st prem
Knott Cates. Ad:
such circumstances the apples do not
ii
•h.
Tin rml ke Fine Wool
prove more of an injury than a benefit.
8
1.award 8hibus. Ki:cx, 1st prem.
wc Sheep
K »tt Cates. Th<»rn
Perhaps such a falling-oil' in milk ensues
t pi m
El n T n uipsou, Unity, Ad
Ed
that some persons are warranted in the
a:
c.at!'M‘ Wooled Ewe
W|,o
Idiom dike. 3d
statement that the feeding of apples to
auihs -Knott Fates. 'Thorndike. 1st prem
Ed
cows is really injurious
Our own expe! AA ;'o. Thorndike. Ad: R 8 Rich, 3d Draft
rience is in favor of sweet apples as a
’v •’
Edward \' l.Cv 'Idiorndtki 1st m< m
A
">
K i::<:
T!ior.,M. kc. Yi
Draft Horses—.1. M.
feed for cows, and we regret the small
><
S Rich. Thorn
li
>11. I .my. Is?
pen.
this season as compared with the
supply
»•
: i
'«<•;.t's Driving Harness
ii: e set
Boston
bountiful crop of last year.
.i.u.ie? il Rackiil!, Thorndike. 1st prein
:
I :k Bartlett
Budget.
i.ity 1st prem ; George B
I
Yd i
li Lane. Burnham Yl
h a' John M Thompson, i nity. I>t ; r<
West
vs.
Agricultural Products of tbe
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-\
Fates* I :. :y 1st prem. Winter Ap
Those of Maine.
I. 'A
1st prem
S
H -u'* T: ;
A
My
F t.:k < a 1. T.oy -U Fall Apples
!;.
Thcagi icultural pmductsoftlic “West"
K M h
f1st prem : Frank Fall. Troy.
1 nity. .11 Bears--Levi Hi eh. I shown at the recent State Fair probably
frank Bei:
>.
.'acKsor,. 11
i!■•use, Troy
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iptivated none of our farmers. Maine
M
h
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y 1
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H
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Mrs Isaac
most any farm product.
The average
: c ii
Thou, like
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:
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yield of wheat in Maine is usually higher
•i.
Mrs
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than that of most of the great wheat
F.
F.irnforth. Lnity. Bi. Sage Cheese
raising states of the W est. In IS7P, the
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Hmigmau. Thorndike. 1st prem. : Alls
* 1
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average yield ot wheat in Maine, as given
i
Mrs Robert Fornforth.
Brown Bread Miss Alice Fornf rtli
in the report of the F. S. Department of
W! eat Bread -Ahs* Alice Fornforth, 1st
Agriculture, was Pi bushels per acre,
W
Mr
ii us.*. Troy. .’1
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while the yield in Minnesota was 12.(1;
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Fharles Trafton.
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Carrots
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bushels. If Western land agents want to
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J in U ebb Troy
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There is no likelihood of
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Troy 1st prem
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for hay is worth just as much as forty
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acres of wheat, and requires much less
Mrs
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Couimetvial

f.'rtilizers

were

used,

in

idition to tlie barn manures, to give the
•i n an early start: horse cultivati on was
.ale to take the place of hand hoeing, to
isiderable extent, and the land was
mre

heavily dressed, so as to secure as
yield on one acre as had formerly

rge a

obtained on two acres. In this way
o' cost of
production has been so much
11'dueed that farmers are saying that it is
icapei to raise corn than to buy Western
■ni. even at fifty cents per bushel. Conquciitly. corn raising has greatly in"ased some very large crops have been
i. -"d, and it is generally regarded as one
the cheapest and best crops raised on
■eii

in'

mini.

In I-7i» Mr. A. S. Thurlow of Poland,
iai>ed 101 bushels of shelled corn on an
acre.
The corn was all kept until Jan. I,
I —(I. when it was all weighed, lino pounds
"i average ears shelled, and the whole
crop calculated therefrom. This was an
ithentio crop, well attested, and which
received the ^oOeorn premium ottered by
the Lewiston Journal. Other crops as
large, or larger, have been reported, but
the corn was not so thoroughly dried as
u that ease.
B. F. Maxim of Wayne, in
H8n. took the first premium iu Kennebec
enmity, for the best acre of corn ; he raised 111 bushels on one acre. The corn
as shelled and weighed Nov. 14th. The
corn would shrink considerable after that
date, but allowing for shrinkage, it must
In- admitted to be a v ery large crop.
There has been a lively interest in
Maine among the boys. Stillman of Boston, uttered $:J00 in premiums for the
argest yields of corn raised by boys under
eighteen years of age. Si x hundred boys
competed for these prizes, and some remarkably large crops were raised. The
corn
was weighed 'within twenty-four
hours after it was husked, and seveutyve pounds of ears allowed for one bushel
of studied corn. According to this method
of estimating the yield, more than fourJiftlis of four hundred and thirteen boys
who reported their crops, raised more
than one hundred bushels per acre ;about
one-fourth of them raised at the rate of
two hundred and fifty bushels per acre;
several at the rate of two hundred and
forty bushels. F. K. Small of Stockton,
took the first prize of $200. Even some of
the girls caught the enthusiasm in corn
raising, and Miss Ada J. Mills of West
Bethel was awarded a special prize for
her enterprise in raising corn.
Thus, it will be seen, there is a lively
interest iu corn raising in Maine, and the
It would not
future is very promising.
he surprising if Maine should produce all
the corn used by her people within ten
years.
[Auburn Correspondence N. E

Farmer.

Hut Ethel is not at all free with
strangers, and would, 1 am convinced, do
nothing clandestinely.
Any man who
meets her must like Ethel; but it' he intends love making he must be open and
honest about it. Hut she is susceptible;
1 am a little fearful for Ethel. 1 will keep
them.

A blue

eyed child that sits amid the noon.
O’erhuug with a laburnum's dropping sprays,
Singing her little songs, while softly ’round
Along the grass the checkered sunshine plays.
All beauty that is throned in womanhood,

Facing

a

summer

garden's fountain-walks,

That stops to smooth a glossy spaniel down.
To hide her Hushing cheek from one who talks.

near

happy mother with hei fair faced girls,
In whose sweet Spring again her youth oho secs.
With shout and dance and laugh and bound and
song.
Stripping an Autumn orchard’s laden trees

A

An aged woman in a wintry room—
Frost on the pane, without the whirling
Heading old letters of her far off youth.
Of sorrows past and joys of long ago.
A

Modern

Love

NllTICS FROM TiSK Id ARY OF

snow

Story.
A

LADY TUTOR

May Gtli, 1HBII. -1 am neither nervous
nor hysterical, but at this moment 1 am
sorry that I have mislaid my smellingsalts.
A man--a young man —said to be
good-looking—has been admitted here
into this house, and is actually unpacking
his portmanteau in the room over my
head 1 And this is a hoarding-house for
girl students; and he has been admitted
by Mrs. Williams, our landlady and my
old friend! 1 am afraid that I shall sleep
badly to-night; and I have live chapters
of Boman history to prepare for my class
to-morrow,
it was Jane who said he
was good-looking: she took his portmanteau in from the cab. Is this a matter on
which Jane is competent to give an opinion f
May 7th—I did sleep badly; and my
analysis of the motives which led C.-esar
to attempt tiie conquest of the Britons
was not so clear as 1 could have wished
it to be.
But I am better now, for 1 have
heard the whole story. The gentleman,
whose arrival and admission into this
house last night produced in me, and indeed in all of us, such an extreme degree
of astonishment, is Mr. Arthur Lindsay.
It seems that lie has known Mrs. Williams ever since he was a boy at school:
and she says that she feels like a mother
to him.
She is in the habit of saying
that she ieels like a mother to us girls;
but that is a different thing.
I have
known several young gentlemen since
they were boys at school : and 1 don’t
feel like a mother to them, and I am sure
they don’t feel like sous to me.
We heard till about it -1 should say
“him”—at breakfast this morning. Mrs.
Williams was down lirst as usual, and
Lula Brown was down last as usual: and
Mrs. Williams had to begin again to
please her. i If Lola wouldn't lie so long
in the morning we should bo better
friends.) Mrs. Williams says that Mr.
Lindsay arrived here at ln.-'Jd o’clock
last night from the Hast India Dock,
having come straight from the ship \\ ellitigton (a good subject for an essay for
my class—“The Tactics of Wellington
and the Tactics of Wolselev,’’) of which
lie is First Lieutenant.
He lived with
Mrs. Williams and iter husband six years
ago, before he went to sea ; and arriving
| in London, iters was the first house lie
thought of. lie knew nothing of the
change that had come over her establish I
ment: that is to say he knew nothing of
us
We are the “change." There were j
no female students when Mr.
Lindsay
hoarded with Mrs. Williams.
Mr. Lind- !
say was astonished to hear of us; we
I
were astonished to hear of Mr. Lindsay.
it seems that we were all astonished. !
When Mr. Arthur Lindsay said that he. I
had come to stay with Mrs. Williams;
Mrs. Williams said that it was impossible,
she explained to him the situation.
She
saiil that site now received only lady
boarders: all except one, who was a lady
tutor, were students of Queen Anne’s (.'ol
lege : that all of them were pretty (she
told tis that she said “all;") and that it
was certain neither the
parents of the
girls or the Principal of the College would
he pleased to know that she had admitted a gentleman as a permanent hoarder
among them. Lola Brown asked what
color Mr. Lindsay’s hair was; and 1 asked
Lola Brown if she had finished her French
exercises.
Mrs. Williams, resuming after this interruption, said Mr. Lindsay caught at
j
the word “permanent” almost before it
>
mill.
.v.on.),, in
was out of iter
mouth, and said, “Oh. hut
I shan't be permanent.
I have only two
N \ii.s to mi-: I’oi Nu. The farmer months’ leave
; in nine weeks I must be
wiio knows what number of nails lie on hoard
again. ! need see nothing of
wishes to use in some particular job will the
ladies, and they need see nothing of
lind himself interested in the following
me; and what could possibly happen in
table, which shows him approximately nine weeks f”
how many he will get to the pound, of
Lthel Austin demurred to the lirst part
the various sizes in common use:
of the last sentence, and Lola Brown said
Sizes.
No. to lb.
Length.
j a “great deal” might happen in nine
3 penny
I inch
7*57
weeks. She .said that her Aunt Sarah
j
1 penny
3.53
inches
14
had married her i'n<‘lo George in six
2 inches
lt*7
«'»penny
s
101
weeks and separated from him in three.
j:inches
penny
10 penny
inches
PS
j
Lucy Fair said that Lola’s Aunt Sarah
3 inches
12 penny
,51
i SI
and i'ncle George ought; to have known
:i\
inch
;s
34
penny
better; and Lola asked Lucy, rather ir- !
i reverently, as I thought, whether her {
Brighton Cattle Market.
Wi:i.m;si>a v, < >-•{. id.
grandmother was still alive.
| \ >unt of s-t'H'k at market : (.'atlie, 17*41; sheep
“The end of it all was, dears,” said
and lambs, 3-*m; -wine, 17,o.V.i; veals, To; number
Mrs. 'Williams, “that 1 consented to take
1''
n* -l«Tii cuttle, los| ; northern and eastern cattle,
too.
him in.
You see it is only nine weeksaf-«
l*ri rs *<i !*<*cf cattle ¥ Ion It, live weight, extra
ter all, and lie will use the bedroom at the ;
jimbty. $o •>- '■ a7 27*; iirst, $7* T.lgO .5u; second, $7,
27,ij7* >2 *v third, $ 1 37 <j7* 12 ... poorest grades of
top of tlie house and will use the small
"sen, bulls, etc., $3 7*0u4 27,.
library for a sitting room. He will take
llrigliton Hides, nc. ¥ tf>; Brighton Tallow,
his meals alone, and he will hardly be in
^
¥ tt>; ( .untry Hides, TV ¥tb; Country Tali"W, 7„ ¥ tb. ( alt .‘Skins, 12«12L'c. ¥ lb; Northern
at all during the day.
I shall have a
Lamb Skins, 77* .j$i 25 each.
wire-blind fastened across the study !
Working < )x**n—We quote sales ot
1 pair girth c it., .5 inches, jive weight 2400 tl>, $110;
which overlooks the little room ; and you j
I pair girtin', ft., s inches, live weight 2<*00"lt», £127*,
had better, I think, say nothing about Mr. i
i pair girth 'i ft., 3 inches, live weight 23oo tb, $100,
! pair g rill 7 it. 2 inches, live weight 3200 li., $13S;
Lindsay at ilie college.”
j
1 pair girth Oft.
in* lies, live weight 2shu tb, $127*.
.'•ns. u miauis
says mat .nr. i.musoy is i
"fore Cattle- Yearling-, $11 n 10; 2 year olds, $10
better looking than when lie went away. j
«27 3 year olds, $24 3 47* ¥ head.
Milch Cow-—Kxtra, $.5.5 « 75; ordinary, $lS«7*u;
May 11th -Ought I to tell Miss Grin- I
W
springers, $l"<iho per head.
quote sales of 2
dle?
Miss Grindle, as Principal of the 1
at $*;o ea* li; 4 at $40 each; 1 at $4*. 1 at $00; 2 at
$" !; lat$42; lat$7>'»; lo at £24 3.57* each.
college and responsible to some extent
Swine—Fat Hog-—Frircs 7*i7 V ¥N. live weight,
for the surroundings of the students, not
store pigs sell dull at prices ranging from 7*1 lor ¥
tb live weight, **r at £2 ooo.5 .50 ¥ head.
only in the class, but at home, would, I
am afraid, object
peremptorily and decidedly to Mrs. Williams’ new boarder.
It would be supposed from its popularity that
She would take it as no excuse that Mrs.
only one substance is now known to the world for Williams had known Mr.
Lindsay “since
the relief of rheumatism, and that is St. Jacobs
he was a boy,” and was prepared to
Oil. JSt L>uis (Mo) Dispatch.
vouch for the gentlenianliuess of his conWhen a “bank goes up” it generally fails to
duct at all times and in all places. In“come down.”
deed, 1 am not at all sure that she would
(jo out 1:1 the damp air. or sit unprotected in a
not decline to listen to any reasoning on
aud
throat
will
feel
sore
aud
draught,
your
your
the subject, but would bring matters to
head uncomfortable. You have taken a cold, which
you can remove as promptly as you received it by a head at once, and give Mrs. Williams
using Ayers Cherry Pectoral.
the alternative of losing or retaining the
When the father is wealthy matrimonial stock girls and myself, and, with us, her lucramay he quoted at par.
tive connection with the college, by losMr E Purcell. No. II Ann street. New York,
ing or retaining Mr Arthur Lindsay.
used St Jacobs Oil for rheumatism with entire re
Hut is there, in actual fact, so far as I
liet—writes a New York journal.
[Richmond myself can see, any danger to be
appre(Ya.) Christian Advocate.
hended from this gentleman’s remaining
What is the worst thing about richest Not nine weeks
?
I
us
do
not know.
among
having any.
To be sure, Mr. Lindsay himself, expect•I cannot recommend “Ei.ixiuoi Life Root”
ing a negative answer, asked, “What
It has entirely cured me of Kidney could
too highly.
possibly happen in nine weeks ?”
of
live
Complaint
years' standing
But 1 can’t help remembering Lola
R
A
Somes”
“Yours,Uc.,
Brown’s reply about that ill-considered
Thousands of others testify the same.
union of her ridiculous Aunt Sarah and
A Chicago man wants to know when the new
L’ncle George.
Let me think, now, who
Bibb* goes into effect
we are here, and what quantity of possiThousands of ladies have found sudden relief
ble self-control and proper feminine dig
from all their woes by the use of Lydia E Pink
nity there is contained among us.
ham’s Vegetable Compound, the great remedy for
diseases peculiar to females. Send to Mrs. Lydia
I, Susan Plinn, aged twenty-five, lady
E. Pink! am,
Western Ave Lynn, Mass tor
of mathematics and ancient
professor
-Jw-PJ
pamphlets.
history, and tolerably good-looking, am
The days are getting very short, and a good certainly safe.
Miss Grindle has nothing
many people can sympathize with them.
to fear from me.
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The fever stricken invalid who may have had
his recovery retarded by infantile weakness will
rapidly recover under the intluence of Fellows,

Hy pophosphites.
The yellow visaged sufferer from Fever aud
Ague cau calculate on a speedy and permanent re

covery from Ins disease after all else fails.

“Light ot my life, farewell,” said Sarah
kissed her r«*d hea led beau good uight.

as

she

Dk Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters are a super
ior combination of Barks, Roots, and Herbs not
attained by any other manufacturers of Bitters

Keep in the stable aud always at hand Henry A
Johnson’s Arnica and Oil Liniment, as it is the
best remedy for Hurts, Bruises, Strains, Ac.
For Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma, and all
Lung Affections, use Downs’ Elixir, which has

the test of
found wanting

stood

tifty

years, and lias not been

Mary Merven, aged twenty-three,

stu-

dent of Queen Anne’s College pretty in
aquiet way, hard-working, undemonstrative and reserved -is also, I think, perfectly safe. She has told me herself that
the majority of gentlemen she has met
are not attracted to her, and that she
herself uses no arts to attract them. She
says she is wholly wrapped up in her
work; and I believe her. No, if there is
trouble in this house it will not be with

.Mary.

*

Ethel Austin, student, aged nineteen.
Ethel is a nice, pretty, and attractive,
but also a good, girl.
Ethel says herself
that she “likes fun;” and I know that
her cousins never think their holidays
have really begun until she has joined

to*Ethel.

Lola lirown, student, age seventeen
Lola's a little rogue.
She would flirt
I am not sure that she
with anyone.
does not still keep up a sort of secret correspondence with a male cousin who has
been forbidden her father’s house: and
she shocked me once in church by whispering that the curate, a most exemplary
young man, as 1 believe, was making
It is
eyes at her all through the sermon.
quite likely that Lola was making eyes
at the curate : hut from the manner in
which he has several times spoken to me
at Sunday school, 1 suspect the curate of
more taste and propriety than to make
Lola is most certainly
eyes at her.
to be feared.
She told Mrs Williams
once at dinner that she would marry any
one over fifteen: and the way in which
she uses those wicked blue eyes of hers
whenever we are out walking gives me
reason to he thankful that 1 am not her
mother. 1 had to deprive her of her class
in Sunday school after the first day’s
teaching : for she diseaitied the parable
of the Prodigal Son, which was the subject of the lesson, and kept the boys in
tits of laughter with one of her absurd
stories about two eats called Romeo and
Juliet, which belonged to her Aunt Sarah.
Should there ever he any reason to regret the admission of Mr. Arthur Lindsay
into this house, 1 fear it will be in a great
part provided by Lola Rrown.
Nevertheless, 1 will not tell Miss (Aindie: at least, not yet. Nine weeks will
soon pass, and I will keep near to Ethel
and watch Lola.
May 1:5th—11 is a week to-day since
Mr. Lindsay came into the house, and
nothing has transpired to induce me to
alter my resolve of not acquainting Miss
(irindle with the circumstance. We have
none of us seen him.
Lola does not disguise her impatience but I lose no opportunitv of reproving her.
loth -Lola Brown, as fate of her
determination would have it. lias
been the first of us to see Mr. Arthur
She met him on the stairs
Lindsay.
when coming down, more late than ever,
to breakfast this morning.
Ethel questioned her eagerly, and she vouchsafed
the following description:
“Eight hair,
5 feet lo inches, and jolly, 1 tell you."
At dinner this evening Lola appeared in
a new necktie oi extravagant color, which
she was hold enough to tell Mrs. Williams was her “war color." To us in
private she makes no scruple of her intentions to “go for" our gentleman boarder.
Mrs. Williams and I took her apart
privately and reasoned with her. We
showed her what was due to herself as a
young lady of name, position, and tender
years; to the great college of which she
was a student: to Mrs. Williams’ establishment, which, fertile time being, was
her home, and to Mr. Lindsay, whose affeetions were, perhaps, engaged elsewhere, or he might he a gentleman easy
We
to ho ensnared by girlish wiles
urged her to think of her aged graudmother (her nearest living relative, alas!)
and the unfortunate nuptials other Aunt
Sarah.
She seemed touched, and promised to put away the darning neek-liandkerchief.
But we had no sooner ended
than she ran to the window, and looked
down tlie street after I>r. Dicks, who
lives opposite, and whom she declares to
he in love with her.
I asked her where
w as her modesty, for this gentleman lias
gray hair and seven children.

May

own

May -,’“d Yesterday, for the first time
since iiis arrival, Mr. Lindsay made one
ul our little B o’clock dinner party.
The
arrangements agreed upon on the night
of his coming was that, whenever he did
not dine away, lie should be served by
Jane in tlie little library, which, when at
home he uses as a sitting-room.
Breakfast he takes after ns. for he is generally
a late riser, and he is seldom at home at
our lunch hour in the middle of the day.
But yesterday it chanced that he came
in unexpectedly while we were at dinner,
wanting his ow n dinner in a hurry : anil
Mrs. Williams, hardly thinking, as she
afterward said, wliat she was doing,
made a hasty and smiling apology to us,
that she had “known Mr. Lindsay since
ho was a boy," and told Jane to request
him to step down and take dinner with
us.
lie came down at once, and was
seated next to Lola, who said after dinner that she “would give three weeks’
pocket money to have had on her aesthetic dress—pale green, with blue spots."
Mr. Lindsay was introduced to us all,
and there was a momentary confusion oceasioned l>y our rising to bow to him.
Mr. Lindsay said some polite commonplaces m a pleasant, genial manner, and
turned to talk with Lola, between whom
and himself, he said, there had already
been an informal introduction in another
place. By and by the conversation became general, and I endeavored to obtain
an opinion from Mr. Lindsay on tlie relative merits of the ancient and modern
methods of naval warfare.
His acquaintauce with tlie battles of antiquity seemed. 1 must say, a little imperfect, and he
was less interested by my account of the
part played by the Persian licet, in the
battle of Thermopylie, than by Lola’s relation of ail engagement with washtubs,
in which she, hei brother Tom, and her
cousin Edward had once taken part on a
pond at the bott mi of her father’s garden.
Mr. Lindsnv seemed almost entirely engrossed with Lola. Mary Mervon
took tlie very smallest part in the conversation, and did not once address herself to Mr. Lindsay.
But I noticed that
he looked at her several times, and handed her the bread twice.

.May

M.'ith

-During the geography lecture at college to-day, Lola Brown, being
asked the height of the Chihorazo Mountains, replied promptly “live feet ten !”
May “bth Mr. Lindsey has dined with
us twice since his first appearance at our
dinner table.
He makes himself agreeable to each of us in turn; and in this, I
think, shows both breeding and sense.
Lola persists that he gives signs of being,
as she vulgarly puts it, “gone upon” her;
but beyond his seeming to be always very
much amused by her stories, I do not see
that she has reason for claiming partiality in his conduct to her. He and I get
on most pleasantly, and he has borrowed
my Grecian history to gain a clearer insight into the proceedings of the Persian
and Grecian Meets at the battle of Thermopylae 1 am sure there is not the least
necessity for me to speak to Miss Grindle.
May Both -I am amused by Mary. She
sticks as closely to her books as ever she
did, and seems as determined as always
to secure a high place at midsummer.
But away from lessons she is never tired
of bantering Ethel and Lola on the subject of Mr. Lindsey. Ethel doesn't like
it, because she docs like Mr. Lindsey—at
least, 1 think so and she is, I feel sure,
one of those girls who would-never suffer
an affair of the affections, however
slight,
to become a subject of badinage.
Lola,
on the other hand, is
delighted, and adds
suggestions of her own to Mary’s which
would give matters a serious color, if one
could be persuaded to see a shade of the
serious in anything to which Lola was
concerned.
But I must talk to Lola
again : for I think that in such a matter
as this, even jesting should not be carried
too far. Of the three girls, Mary alone
seems not the least Muttered by the entry
of this male bird into oui little dove-cot.
Lola says that Mary is “deep;" but 1 be
lieve she is merely indifferent.
Mary
and I. when alone, never talk of Mr. Lind

Yorktown in 1781.
he should go yet. I will not speak to
Miss (J-rindle—at least not until I have exPublic attention being concentrated upon Yorkplained to him that point in the charac- town, a description of the events connected with
its former siege and reduction by the allied forces
ter of Leonidas.
June dbth—It is nine hours since the under Washington (being adigest from an account
by Washington Irving) will doubtless be interesting.
ceremony was finished ; but my hand still
Preparations having been concluded, on the
trembles while I write that Mr. Lindsay -7th of September, 1781, the French and American
was married this morning, in the prestroops encamped near Williamsburg, about twelve
miles north-west of Yorktown, and made ready
ence of Mr. and Mrs. Williams, to- Mary
for the decisive blow. Cornwallis had fortified
!
on
Mery
Yorktown, by seven redoubts and six batteries on
Lola Was right; Mary is deep.
Forthe land side, connected by iutrcnchments: and
surprise on the top of surprise this turns there was a lino of batteries along the river. It
out to be not a six weeks’ love match, was Hanked on each side by deep ravines and
creeks
into York River ; their heads, in
but the completion of an affair of seven front ofemptying
the town, being not more than half a mile
years’ standing. They were engaged be- apart. The British hail availed themselves of
fore ever he went to sea: and he came these natural defences, in the arrangement of ex
here never knowing whom he was to find: tensive outworks, with tlie redoubts strengthened
by abatis : Held works mounted with cannon, and
and they knew each other the moment trees
cut down and left with the branches pointed
they met when he entered the room, that outward
Gloucester Point on the York river immediately
night be first dined with us! Xny, she
knew him before, when his name was told opposite Yorktown, had likewise been fortified,
its batteries with those at Yorktown commanded
us by Mrs. Williams. And yet not a word
the intervening river, on which ships were station
to any of us from either of them. Joking ed, protected by the guns of the forts, and the
with Lola, tender with Ethel, earnest channel was obstructed by sunken vessels. The
with me about Thermopyhe; and Mary defence of Gloucester Point was confided to Lieut.
Co). Duniias, with six or seven hufidred men The
silent all the while, eager only to finish
enemy’s main army was encamped about Yorkher English essay. And not even to ask town. within the range of the outer redoubts and
field works.
us to the wedding! —but perhaps that
On the night of the doth of September, Washingwas kind.
Mrs. Williams, too, only to be
ton and his start' bivouacked on the ground m the
told last night when wanted as witnesses
He slept under a mulberry tree, the
open air
at the ceremony!
Mary, who kept her rout serving for his pillow. On the following
own counsel, and when she did speak morning the two armies—the American and
French—drew out on each side of Beaver Barn
only .jested with Ethel and Lola, balanc- Creek,
a
tributary of .lames river, extending
ing their chances of success, giving her- across the Peninsula to York river. The Arneri
self the humbler role of looker-on—Mary cans forming the right wing took station on the
east side of tho creek: the French forming the
is at this moment Mrs. Arthur Lindsay.
I believe I was the first to offer my con- left wing on the west.
liuu uigiii aor'i > imwains aoamionea ms out
gratulations, and that 1 offered them with works amt ilrow his iroops within Yoiktown
becoming heartiness. Little Ethel fol- thus gaining time to complete his fortifications.
-:s
were seized Ihe next
lowed me, and if the task was anything The abandoned yutw
of a hard one to her, her manner did not morning by detachments of American light infanami
French
nd
served to cover the
try
troops,
show it.
parties employed in throwing tip breast works.
The combined Americin and French forces
Mrs. \\ Ilhams has suecumed to excite
ment and neuralgia.
Mr. Williams sits were 13.000 strong, exclusive ot Virginia militia.
And on ihe morning of lie \!Nth they marched
in the lower regions, chuckling frequently:
trom Williamsburg towards Yorktown. encamping
and under the stimulating influence of to- at night within two miles of it.
driving in the
bacco, becomes communicative to Jane pickets and some patrols ot the enemy, (ion. de
t’hoisy was sent across Yoik river, with Lauzun's
on the subject of his own engagement to
legion and (ieu. Weeden's brigade of militia, to
Mrs. Williams.
watch the enemy on ihe side of Gloucester Point
Jane, prophetic after the event, takes
By the tirst of October the line of tho beseigers,
credit to herself for having long ago as- nearly two miles from the works, formed a semisured everyone that "'this was what it circle, each end resting on the river, so that the
investment by land was complete;
while the
was a coining to."
Count de Grassee with the main lleet, remained
Lola foolish little Lola—has locked in Lynn Haven bay, to keep oil' assistance
by sea.
herself into her bedroom, and is making About this tune the Americans threw up two re
doubts in the night, which on being discovered iu
strange noises with the furniture upon the
were severely cannonaded.
Several
the floor.
I have tried to reason with weremorning
killed amt wounded. While Washington
her from the other side of the door, but was superintond’ng the works a shot struck the
she only answers through the keyhole be- ground close by him. Rev. .Mr. Evans, a chaplain,
who stood near, was greatly agitated. Taking off
tween her sobs, that “she knew Mary

say. Hut, then, we have always so many
other things to talk about.
June Oth—Mr. Lindsay is now a regular attendant at our family table in the
evening. At first bo made excuses -as
that lie wanted dinner in a hurry, and
the like: hut he now obeys the bell as
punctually as any one of us, and no longer thinks it necessary to offer
explanation
or excuse for
I am
his appearance.
bound to say that neither explanation or
excuse is looked for.
I take a curious interest in noting his manner in addressing
us.
He talks to me as he talks to Mrs.
Williams, quite without hesitation or circumlocution j and generally commences
with a question. Mary and he, when
they talk, arc almost invariably engaged in a brisk, wordy duel. They spar
continually, and only stop short of downright hostilities. Hut I observe that he
defers to her, and generally manages to
come off worst in their rhetorical encounter
Also 1 notice that Mary does not seem
to be more excited in talking with him
than when she argues with any of us.
To Lola, Mr. Lindsay speaks with more
than confidence.
His manner to her is
buoyant, gay, and almost presumptuous.
He addresses her as I could fancy
him addressing a bosom friend of his own
sex.
All his jokes are directed at her,
and he spares no pains in trying to draw
her out. that he may see her at her gayest.
When he speaks to Ethel it is a
softer and gentler tone, and his whole
manner seems changed.
She also watches his conversation closely, and brightens
sensibly when it is addressed to her. Hut
her responses, though cordial, have always in them something of reserve.
Lola is really too loolisLi. Jn
,lune Mil
the study this afternoon 1 picked up a
piece of paper that had fallen from her
blotting pad, on which she had been making a variety of calculations relative to
the cost of furnishing houses, and in one
corner

were

among them

some

being

pencil memoranda,
one

to the effect that

“deal-topped tables, with mahogany legs,
would do very well for the Iirst year.”
1 am told that she has secreted in her
bedroom a copy of the House Register
and has set a pencil-mark against an advertisement of “a small unfurnished house
in a surburban district, suitable for a
She says she
young married couple."
brought away the paper from her aunt
Sarah, with whom she took tea a few
nights ago. For myself 1 do not at all
approve of a young girl’s visiting a relative who was separated from her husband
in three weeks.
June i j.

i do

really begin

row.
June

~~:u

l

tuui no

lett Lola
to the study,

sooner

last evening and returned

was

I

than Mr. Lindsay came to give me back
the History of Greece I had lent him.
He staid for half an hour and we talked
the whole time about the battle of Thcrmopyhe. 1 le seemed to me more animated, earnest and interested than I had
seen him before, and gave a most intelligent opinion on the conduct of Leonidas
in that memorable engagement. Ongoing away we shook hands, and he said
that it was a genuine pleasure for him to
talk on any subject with one whose mind
was so well informed and impressionable.
1 thought of this after he had gone, for
he seemed in what ho said to have let a
new light in upon liis own character.
He
has always shown himself pleased to talk
with me, and he seemed at his best last
night, when we talked uninterruptedly
alone.
May it be that, while he enjoys a
laugh with Lola, he linds a higher enjoyment in rational and intellectual converse ?
There is a point in the character
of Leonidas I think I could make more
clear to him.
I should like to pursue the
subject. 1 will lend him the history of
Greece again.- It would be a pity that

deep.”

afraid ihai my sleep will be broken again to-night, and (as happened, I
think, on the evening T made my first entry in this matter) I have to prepare foilin' ( Jreeian history class to-morrow : and
I have mislaid my smelling-salts again.

to tear that

matters in this house are assuming a
somewhat serious complexion. Mr. Lindsay now makes a point of attending every
meal : and Lola says she should be ill if
1 have had to
he were to miss dinner.
get Mrs. Williams to speak again to Lola :
hut 1 van not ask her to speak to any one
els<, although a word of counsel and advice is. 1 fear, needed elsewhere.
Less
work is got through in the study than
was being done a fortnight ago, although
we arc a fortnight nearer to the examinations.
Why is it that, within the last few
days. Mary seems to have avoided me;
while she and Lola have more than once
been on the verge of an open quarrel If
Libel does not look at all well, and her
usually sweet disposition has undergone
Mr. Lindsay has taken
a visible change.
to frequenting the study, and has met
Ethel and Lola more than once in their
If he really has a prefafternoon walk.
erence for any one of them, why does he
not avow it
l!ut he is attentive to each
and, so far as one may judge, to none
more than to another.
Yesterday, just
as 1 entered, he left the study, in which 1
Mrs. Williams and 1
found Mary alone.
have spoken together, and both agree
that it is well his leave will expire within
two weeks.
Still, there has been, so far
as I and Mrs. Williams have seen, nothing that could lie called love making: but
though we have discovered no cause, the
eifects are unmistakable. Mrs. Williams
will not speak to Mr. Lindsay without
positive reason of complaint, but ought
not 1 to speak to Miss Griudle .'
June I Mb--To-day Mr. Lindsay has
taken Ethel and Lola on a visit of inspecIt had been
tion to his ship Wellington.
arranged that we should all go, but an
unexpected engagement with my class
detained me, and Mrs. Williams (who
however, very unwisely, as l thought,
was unwilling to let the visit be postponed) was confined to her room with a severe attack of neuralgia, -a complaint
from which 1 am sorry to say, she is a
constant sufferer. At the last moment
Mary excused herself on the ground that
she was late with her English essay.
When Lola heard of Mary’s refusal she
made use of a slang.expression which my
brother Charlie is in the habit of employing when skeptically inclined toward anything that is told him. She ejaculated,
“Walker!”
June Ibth—Lolo, after coming home,
told me that she managed to get separated from the others on board the ship,
and that while she was lost among “forecastles and binnacles and things” Ethel
and Mr. Lindsay were alone together for
an hour.
June 21st—i wil. tell Miss Gnudle toA scene occurred here this
morrow.
evening which spoke for itself that the
present state of things ought not to continue.
Ethel had said at breakfast that she
was going with a friend of her mother’s
to a concert at St. James’ Hall in the evening; and accordingly, at dinner, Mr.
Lindsay appeared with a handful of hothouse flowers, whVh he begged to be allowed to make into a bouquet for her.
Ethel had hardly said, with a smile and
a blush, that she would be very pleased
to accept them, when Lola, without a
word of warning, got up quickly from the
table, and ran out of the room. Ethel
took the flowers and went to the concert
Mr. Lindsay complimenting her on her
appearance as he handed her into a hansom.
Going to search for Lola, 1 found
her in her room sitting on a low chair,
with her feet on the dressing-table, sobbing violently. I ought to have scolded
her, and did make the attempt, but she
cried so passionately that 1 was first
obliged to comfort her and dry her tears.
15}' way of rousing her 1 told her of an
engagement she had made with her Aunt
Sarah for that evening, but she entirely
refused to go out, and was disrespectful
enough to speak of her Aunt Sarah as an
“old fool.” It was late before I brought
her to a reasonable frame of mind.
Yes,
I will .certainly tell Miss Grindle to-mor-
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his hat and showing it covered with sand thrown
by the shot. See here, General,' he exclaimed.
"Mr. Evans, said Wasiiiugton, wiili giuvo ideas
antry. You had better carry that home and show
it to your wife and children"
The British now began to suffer for want of forage and, to secure some for their famishing an:
mala, on the evening of the \M of October, Tarle
ton, with his legion and a body ot mounted infan
try. crossed to Gloucester Point, and the next
morning at ten o'clock, as the wagons and infantry
in guard were returning, loaded, to the York river,
word was brought that the Allies were advancing
on him in force.
It proved a bod}' of French lius
sars and lancers, under the Chevalier Lauzen.
A
skirmish ensued, in which Tarleton was cast from
Ins horse and his troops thrown in disorder and
roughly handled, when he ordered a retreat The
British loss was one officer and eleven men killed
ami wounded, and the French two officers and
The next day, Get. 1th, Gen.
fourteen hussars
Choise, being reinforced by a detachment of ina
rines from the fleet of De Grasse, cut oil all communications by land between Gloucester and the

The various sub committees of the naval advisor)- board on construction, ordnance, equipment,
etc
have submitted their reports to tne board.
Plans for four classes of vessels have been sub
mitted. These vessels are regarded as the best
adapted to the needs of the service. They are
styled in the report J>, 1 1. Id aud 10 knot ships.
The three iirst classes are to be of iron, construct
ed ou the most approved plans, and are intended for
loug cruises if necessary, as ample space has been
allowed for engines, boilers and bunkers. At tho
same time they will be
supplied with full sail pow- country.
er, so that they may dispense with the steam moGen I,in olu had the honor, on the night of the
tive power, aud so husband tiieir coal until neces• ■tb of October, of
tile tirst parallel before
sity may arise, when steam may be put on. either Yorktown 1, was opening
within lioo
of the enemy :
in chasing or
retreating. The 10 knot vessel is nearly two miles in extent, yards
and the foundations
designed for river work >r for cruising in shallow were laid for two redoubts, lie had under
him a
waters, and will be constructed of wood, as that
large detachment of French and American troops
lias been found to be the best material for vessels
and the work was conducted in such silence in a
of that class. The large or lb knot ship is to have
night of extreme darkness, that tile enemy were
a spar deck and carry *d4 or more guns, consisting
not aware of it till daylight. They then opened a
of *-,-J 0 inch breech loading rilles aud two or four
severe cannonade, but tho men were under cover
8 inch rilles. the latter mounted on pivot
carriages and continued
working, liy the afternoon of the
ou the spar deck, and having a direct lire fore and
Pill the parallel was completed and two or three
aft.
The French system, somewhat modified, of
batteries were ready
platforms projecting from tfie sides of the ship oil
"(ieu Washington put the match to the tirst gun,
which the heavy rilles may be mounted, has been
Thatcher, a turious discharge of cannon and
adopted, thus giving a wide range of fire The says
mortars immediately followed, and Karl Cornwal
engines are to be of the compound type with three lis received
ins first salutation." Tho cannonade
cylinders. The boilers, cylindrical in form, arc was
up almost incessantly three or four days
designed to carry si) pounds of steam, and the fromkept
these batteries, and from three others man
bunkers will stow coal enough to drive the
aged by the French. The halt finished works of
ship with full power for six ami a half days at a | the
enemy suffered severely, and the guns were
rate of
lb knots per hour. tlf course* with
dismounted or
and many men killed.
ordinary steaming, she can keep the sea a n. oh The red hot shotsilenced,
trom the French batteries north
longer time, and it is calculated, steaming at cast of tlie town reached the
English shipping and
the rate of ten knots, she can rcadih cover a
destroyed tile Charon, a forty four gun ship, and
distance of l.biiu miles
Her model is a beau
several transports.
tiful one, combining speed with great carryin tue liignt ui [lie
lilt, mo second parallel was
ing capacity. She will be db8 feet long, with bo
■pened by Baron Steuben's division, within Km
feet beam, ship rigged, and will have a tour bhuled
of
the
works
when
the British made now
yards
propeller. Her displacement will be about o.sdO | "tnbrasures, and lor two or three
days kept up a
tons
The I 1 knot iirst class sloop-of war will be
Two redoubts. BOO
din feet long and lb feet beam and I,AID tons dis ! galling lire on those at work
.’■arils in front of the British works, kept up a
placement She is an open deck ship, full rigged
Banking lire upon our working parties, euliladnig
Her armament will consist of IJ guns,«'» aud 8 iuen
the intrcnehments. anil it was resolved to storm
breech loadingritles. The second classskwp ot-wur
them on the night of the I Ith the one nearest the
will be '-*?b feet loug and 10 feet beam, with a dis
river by a detachment of Americana under Lathy
placement of d.0-0 tons. Her armament will con
ette, the other, by a French detachment led bisist of eight U and 8 inch breech loading r !••.; As
Baron do Viomenil
before stated, all of these heavy cruisers will be
Hamilton led the advance of the Americans.
driven by compound engines of three cylinders
The men, without waiting for the sappers to demol
each. They will all have room enough for im
ish the abatis in regular style, pushed them asideor
inense supplies of coal and an abundance of pro
pulled them down with their hands, and scrambled
visions, together with ample quarters for officers ever
like rough bush fighters
Hamilton was the
and men. and will, if built by Congress, add
first to mount on the parapet, placing one foot on
greatly to the strength aud efficacy of the navy,
the shoulder of a soldier who knelt on one knee
uow in about as weak a condition as its enemies
for the purpose
could desire. The gunboat type, to be built of
The men mounted after him
Not a musket,
wood, is expected to be a good 11 knot vessel unwas tired, and the redoubt was earned at the
point
der favorable circumstances. They are especially
of the bayonet
Our loss was one sergeant and
adapted to the China statiou, where an immense eight privates killed, and
two wounded.
thirty
deal of river navigation is expected by the smaller
The British loss was eight killed and seventeen
vessels of the various squadrons in those waters.
prisoners. The French stormed the other redoubt,
The gunboat designed by the advisory board will
which was more strongly garrisoned, with eipial
be 10d feet loug, ‘Jd feet d inches beam, and about
gallantry but less precipitation They proceeded
10 feet draught of water. They are to be driven
to rule, and lost more men than did the
by compound double-cylinder engines of bbl) esti- according
Americans bv their headlong ittaek
Several
mated horse power, aud carrying 100 tons of coal.
nobles were wounded and some killed, and one
Their armament will be one «»inch breech-loading
third of the gallant regiment, the Koval Auvergne,
riffe pivoted amidships, and two do-pounder rifles
were slain
mounted on the bow and at the stern
They will
Washington gazed upon these assaults with inbe schooner rigged, carrying a topsail, and will be
tense interest, and
disiu muted from his
handy under canvas. The plans already prepared horse took his stan having
1 in the grand battery with
are, of course, only in outline, the details remainileuerals Knox and Lincoln am: iheir stall. The
ing to be worked out whenever the necessary an
risk he ran of a chance shot, while watching the
thonty to build them is given by Congress
attack through an embrasure, made those about
him uneasy. One of his aides de camp ventured
Maine Miscellany.
to observe that the situation was very much ex
If you think so." be replied gravely,
posed
MEETING UK THE STATE GRANGE.
■you are at liberty to step back.
The Maine State Grange will assemble at Angus
Shortly after
wards a musket ball struck the cannon in the cm
ta. Tuesday, December 'JOth, tor its eighth annual
brasure, rolled along and fell at his feet
lieu.
session. Complete arrangements have beeu made
Knox grasped his arm. "My dear (General," he
for a very comfortable and pleasant session. Board
"we
can't spare you yet."
It is a
will be furnished at the best hotels tor one dollar exclaimed,
spent ball." replied Washington gravely, “no harm
per day. Every subordinate grange iu the Stare
is
done."
When
all
was
over
and
tile
redoubts
should* make it a point to have as many representwere taken, he drew a long breath, and
atives present at this meeting as possible. At the
turning to
Knox observed, “The work is done and well done !"
annual meeting held iu Watervillo last year there
The redoubts thus taken were included the
were visiting members from all parts of the State.
At the coming animal meeting an entire set of of- same night in the second parallel, and howitzers
were
mounted upon them on the following day.
ficers tor the State Grange aud two Executive
The loss of them nearly drove Cornwallis to do
Committees are to be elected.
spair. and lie wrote to lienry Clinton “that he did
A MARKET RK l’TMl’KINS AND AIT’LES.
not dare to show a gun at their old batteries."
Johu Winslow oones A Co. have commenced
The second parallel was nearly ready to
To
canning pumpkins aud apples at their factory, and retard the danger, ornwallU "ordered an open.
attack on
intend it they can get the apples aud pumpkins in
two of the batteries that was nearest completion
sufficient quantity to put up a large amount. They
and their guns to be spiked. The enterprise was
pay three collars a ton for the pumpkins deliver
undertaken a little before daylight of the Hith, by
ed at their factory. Quite a large quantity has ai
Lieut. Col. Aborcombie with lloli men. and proved
been
lb
canned.
are
from
to
ready
They
paying
nearly successful—the batteries being forced by
•JO cents for apples aud take natural trait when it
the British and several pieces of artillery spiked.
is of the proper size, and windfalls, seconds of
At this moment the supporting party from the
Baldwins, chilled apples, Ac. It is estimated that trenches came
up and the enemy were forced to
there are ten thousand bushels ot apples that retreat. The
failure to disable these batteries was
would either be left on the ground to decay or be
a great disaster.
Cornwallis could not show a gun
fed to stock but for this outlet for them
This in
on the side of the works exposed to attack : his
dustry will create a market for the farmers which shell were nearly expended:
the place was no
will bring them quite an income and of which they
longer tenehlo: and he resolved to attempt to
will not be slow to take advantage. [ Bridgtou
His
was
to
leave
his
plan
escapo.
sick, wounded,
News.
and baggage behind, cross over to (iloucester
WHAT'S IN A NAME.
cut his way through the camp which be
1’oint,
A recent article on the derivation ot names conit, and force his army by rapid marches
tains the following: The name of James G Blaine loaguerod
through Maryland, Pennsylvania, and the Jerseys
is said to come from the town of Blaiu iu Bret
and join Clinton at Xew York.
His plans failed
-‘Blaen in the Welch," says the
tagne, France
him. however, for that night a violent storm of
author, “signities the summit or top; the same as wind and rain scattered the
boats on which ho re
pen-brigand oar, the highest part of the mountain ; lied to cross the river, and the project had to he
the end or toj. ol an object, the inland extremity
abandoned
of a glen ; a leader or chief.'1 The name of SenaTho hope's ot Cornwallis was now at an end.
tor Hale is said to be from the Welsh. *‘a rnoar;
Uis works were tumbling in ruins about him
also huyle, a st.lt water river
That of Senator
Frye, is from tLo Cornish British. **a lull, a town under the incessant cannonade; his garrison was
reduced by sickness and death, and exhausted by
or home ou the most prominent part ot u hill or
constant watching and severe duty
On the 17th
eminence. German, f/ei, free, Dutch, vry, or try,
be dispatched a (lag to Washington proposing a
free
cessation of hostilities tor 71 hours, which was ds
dined by Washington, and a suspension for two
Clippings.
hours granted in order to receive his Lordships
The Calais Times and Belfast Journal are eu
proposals. When they were received they woro
gaged in an earnest discussion asto which locality not satisfactory, and Washington drew upasehed
is entitled to the 'Aroostook tiade." We like that
ule of such terms as he would grant. On this tho
kind of tali', but feel confident that
action is
armistice was extended, commissioners from both
''what will take the cake.
As it now looks we •sides met, and a rough draft of terms of
capitula
think the Bellast Journal has the best prospect of tion sent to
Cornwallis, with a note from Washing
ton expressing the expectation that they would bo
wimiiug the prize. [Aroostook Republican.
(iov. i’laisted, Greenback Governor of Maine,
signed by 11 o'clock of tho morning of the tilth of
was married the other day,
right in the lace of a October, and that tho garrison would be ready to
resolution adopted by the state convention ol his march out by two in tho afternoon. Lord Corn
party declaring emphatically against fusion and wallis was obliged to comply, and n tbo same day
pledging the party to keep free of all entangling the posts of Yorktown and Gloucester wore sur
alliances. There is no dependence whatever to rendered to Washington as tho Commander in
Chief of tho combined army ; and the ships ot war,
be placed on a politician. | Recks Sun.
and other vessels to the Count do
In New Huglaud the farming interest is more transports
Grasse, as Commander of the French tloet. The
prosperous than it was ten years ago, because number of
made by tho capitulation
practical farmers have ceased to compete with the amounted to prisoners
7073, of whom 5050 were rank and
West in raising crops which can be undersold at
file. The loss sustained by the garrison during t he
their own doors by the West, and arc devoting
siege, in killed, wounded and missing, was .757.
their attention to dairy products and minor arti
That of the combined army in killed was about
eles, which, thanks to a system of railroads, can 300. Tho combined
army to which Cornwallis
be sent to a quick market at a profit. In the visurrendered was ostimated’at 10,000, of whom 7,000
cinity of all the largo cities and towns practical were French, 5,500 Continentals
and 3,500 militia ;
farmers are improving tho quality of their stock,
and the siege, from the first investment of York
and first class butter nt very high prices is difficult
town until the articles of capitulation were signed,
to obtain in Boston to day
[Boston Journal.
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occupied

days.

Boston Books

Millliu A (Jo., au

Houghton,

their chief holiday book tho “Home
Ballads’’ ot Bayard Taylor, with designs by W.

nouuee a3

Hamilton Gibson, Hovenden, Murphy, Millett,
Vewell, VV. L. Taylor, DbMman, Church, Bolton,

Jones,

Marble aud Edwards, the engraving
B. Closson and George T. An

X.

J

by W.
Boston, J.

being

done

W. Linton, of New Haven, and
drew, of
Gray, Orr A Ueiuemann, of New Vork. They will
also

bring out a handy volume l*mo edition of the
“Poetical Works of Olive Wendell Holmes,’’con
taining all his poems up to tho latest date, revised
and rearranged by Hr. Holmes, who will preface
tho whole with a new and very characteristic poein.
“The Portrait of a Lady' will come out as soon as

it is liuishod, in the Atlautic. Miss Sarah Orno
Jewett’s “Country Byways" will add a fresh vol
ume to her truthful and sympathetic pictures of
New

England country life. The Whittier “BirthBook" will eontaiu carefully selected passages
from Mr. Whittier's poems and prose works. The
day

Memoirs and Correspondence of James T. Fields,
edited by his wife, will tell the story of his social,
busiuess and literary activity, weaving into the
narrative

a most engaging selection from his cor
respondonce with his illustrious friends, and may
bo expected before the snow flies.
The North American Ren ienv. The discussion

of ‘The Christian

Judge

Religion," by

Black, which

Col. Ingersoll and
commenced in the Au

was

gust number of the North American Review,
continued in the November

of that

issue

is

publica

tion. Col. Ingersoll now replies to the strictures
of his opponent, and presents much more fully
than lie has ever before douo the logical grounds
for his

opposition to Christianity. The article will
be received with interest 1 y those Nvho have read
the first part of the debate, as well as by all those
who believe that tho cause of truth is best advanc
ed

by

free discussion.

Review will contain

Symposium
most

Presidential

on

eminent

Au early number of the
exhaustive reply. In a

an

Inability,

jurists. Judge

four of our

Thomas M.

Cocley,

the

Hon. Lyman Trumbull. Prof. Theodore W.
Dwight, and Gen. B F. Butler, discuss the several

weighty problems arising

out of Article

of the

Constitution

“England s Hereditary Republic" is
the title of. a significant paper contributed by the
Marquis of Blaudford. and Senator George F. Hoar
Nvrites

statesmanlike article

a

“The

on

Appointing

Power" of the President of the United States.
L. it ell's Living Age. Tho numbers ot The

Living Age

for October I;»t’n, and October*J*Jd, con
English Letters, by Sir

Four Ceuturies of

tarn

Henry Taylor.

Nineteenth

Century

the Future of

;

Islam, Fortnightly: The Essayists, and Old English Clans, Cornhill
Mary Sehonewaid a Study in

Pn»phecy.

Fraser: Hints for an Autumnal Ramble.

The late J din Ilill Burton, and Beseiged in the
Transvaal, Blackwood; Reminiscences of George
Borrow and W. S. Landor, Athemeum: Electricity
Factor on Happiness, The Art of Friendship,

as a

aud Sea

Messengers, Spectator: Arclneoiogiea!
Egypt, Times : The Revival of Irish
Manufactures. Economist; My Troubles in Russia.
Chambers' .Journal. Egyptian Excavations and
Discoveries in

Mummies. Nature

with instalments of “In Trust,'

and the usual amount of poetry.
Peterson's Magazine. The November number
of this

monthly is out. It contains
engraving, “Half Afraid," a col
ored fashion plate, several engravings, a number
of Nvell written and interesting stories, designs for
a

ladies

popular

beautiful steel

needle work, household receipts, etc., etc.
Suim-Xt; Items. Work upon a steam whaler of
about bill': tons, will bo commenced ut the yard of
Goss. Sawyer & Packard. Bath, as soon as the In
tornational Company's steamer islauuched_The
Vessel-Owners' and Captains' Association of Phila-

delphia

have

adopted resolutions advocating the
by Congress of a law abolishing all com
pulsory pilotage-Messrs. Goss A Sawyer of Bath
have contracted to build a ship of *2000 tons for
passage

Capt. Besse and others of New Bedford_The Ga
zette says
Capt. Courtland Perry, of schooner
Yankee Maid," is one of Rockland's smart young
(.easting captains. Lie has made eight trips to New
York this
weeks.

eighteen years
other French

of them inside of three

two

season,

This is

good record for

a

ot

captain only

a

age-Havre,

Marseilles and

places are building great

ocean

steam

ers-The average length of time required to
build a schooner at the Morse yard. Bath, is about

forty five days.
Fish and Fisiiind.

The Lubec

correspondent

of tlie Machias I’lilon, says the herring season has
been a very successful one, the catch being twice
us large as that ofjast year. The
theory recently established is that the tish return to
second

year-The

been running

our waters every
Lubec sardine factories have

full time and

on

doing

a

thriving

business-The porgy steamer Helen M. Pierce.
"\viied by Portland parties, has been purchased by
Messrs. Wolff A- Reesiug. of New Yoik, and will
be taken to Milbridge, in Washington county, to
tie used in their sardine

canning

business at that

place-On the doth of September there
vessels

engaged

were

373

in the Gloucester fisheries.

Generalities

Ilug cholera is breaking

out

giuia.
A

two

Toronto.

legged dog

is one

in spots through V ir-

ot

the curiosities ot

Ears of corn from Gartield’s farm sold for
apiece in Painesville. Ohio.

£1,

it is reported that a new conspiracy against the
life of the Czar has been discovered

Nelson W. Aldrich of Rhode Island, born in Is 11
is the youngest member of the Senate
The net protits of the Western Cnion tor the
past year are represented to be £.*».fil0.*j*2.
Edison leads all the exhibitors at the Paris Elec
trieal Exhibitions, taking live gold medals
Not withstanding the severe freezes last winter.
Florida will send .*>0,000,000 oranges to market this
season.

Judge Jeremiah S. Black married his wile when
she was 17 and lie
Their golden wedding is
near at hand.
Garfield's head is to be put on the tive-cent post
The plates are now being engraved
age stamps
in New 'i ork.
A vignette of the late President will appear on
cheeks for six per cent bonds, continued at d per
cent., which are being printed.

TinNew Hampshire has *s*2d*2 Odd Fellows
order has an income of £7)4,000 annually and a
fund
of
about £180,000.
surplus

Purnell, the Irish Laud League leader, was ar
rested Thursdav, and lodged in Prison
His arrest
causes great excitement m Ireland.

Henry B. White Secretary of the Shoe and
Leather Insurance Company* of Boston, is a de
faulter to a considerable amount, and has ab
sconded.
The exports ot domestic breadstutls from New
York, for the nine months ended Sept. do, is,so
were £177,IwJ,dll': during the same period of 1881,

£*200, *20-1.‘2*27.
The whisky and tobacco dealers
paid £1*2,000,000 to the internal

»>f Cincinnati
Revenue Do
last
and
the
of Milwaukee
brewers
partment
year,

paid £700,000.

were injured and twenty killed
Laudeuberger's mill in Philadelphia
Wednesday. Most ot the killed and injured leap
ed from the fifth story of the burning building.
An appeal is published asking tor contributions
tor the Garfield hospital at Washington.
The ap-

Twenty persons

m

a

tire at.

peal is written by Secy. Blaine and invites gifts to
be tor warded to James Gillillan. Treasurer. Wash
iugton.

Tlio widow of President Abraham Lincoln, who
stopping at the Clarendon Hotel in New York
city, is ill and under medical attendance. Her ill
lies... however, is not regarded as of a dangerous
character.
is

Tho (lartield monument committee, in reply to
say the estimated cost oi tho proposed
monument iu Luke View Cemetery will not bo less
than #•■100,000. The committee believe the amount
can he raised iu three weeks.

inquiries

it is suggested in Washington that Queen Victoria’s modest request for a good photograph of
President liarlield should be answered by a present
from the government, authorized by Congress, of
the best portrait of him that ean be procured.
The Michigan relief committee announce that
they now have abundance ofclolhing for the supply

their wants, and request further eontributious
be made iu money, except such articles as quilts,
comforters and blankets, of which a quantity ean
be used to advantage.
of

Tho balance sheet of the Post Otlieo Department
for the quarter ending September HO, shows a
delicioncy of #70,000 as against #.’>00,000for the eor
responding period of last year. Tbe result is duo to
Postmaster General James’s judicious, economical
and efficient management o! the department.
Kdwiu Booth's wife has left him on aecouut of
troubles about property. The formal parting took
place last Friday night iu New A'orkeity, and that
night Mr. Booth did not tinish his performance of
Othello, Samuel Piercy taking his place in the cast
The friends of Mr. Bootli say tho eauso of his ill
ness was an overdose of morphine.
The Toronto Mail says of Canada:

“The

conn

try is prosperous. Kvery man is employod. Kvery
business is booming. Kvery factory is humming
its music or lemuuerativo industry. In the hold
and in tho mine, in the shop and in tho factory,

there is tbe hurry and inspiration oi more work to
do than there are hands and time to get it done

Maine
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KAII.ROAD ITEMS.
The Boston Journal says Mr. I’ayson Tucker,
Superintendent of the Maine Central Railroad. has
been ottered the general management of the North
ern Pacific
Railway Company Salary
Bangor is moving. The corporators of the
Northern Aroostook railroad have voted to locate
their road at once from some point on the Kuro
pean and North American line to Boulton
The Maine Central R R survey from Dover, to
Brownville is under way. Col Wilder lias charge
of the surveying party of twelve men The middle
route from Dexter to Dover is said to be the
favorite.
I he Maine (entral
Railroad Compauv. com
inenced last week to lay a double track from Mor
nil’s corner to Woodford’s station
The rails of
the Portland and Rochester road are to be moved
to the left from Morrill's down to Woodford s to
afford space for the double track.
The gauge of the New Brunswick Railway,
which was made '.V feet wide, has been extended
to 4ft S' inches (the medium
gauge) from Fredcr
ictou to Caribou.
This will furnish t hrough con
nections for freight to and from the west, and
save the
delay and expense ot trans shipment at
W oodstock
The engineers engaged in making the railroad
>urvey between Bucksport and Kllswnth have
their work now about halt completed
The rail
road will cross Toddy pond at the narrows
Two
routes will be laid out between Bin
ksp.»rt and the
narrows and also between the narrows and Fils
worth
Bv this railroad Blue 11:11 will he brought
within eight miles ot railroad communication and
a branch will
probably be 'milt to lliut enterpris
mg mining town at an early day.
The party surveying the route o: the luteina
tioual Railway—Civil Kugineers McMillan and
Middleton, with a crew ot In men -reached tin*
Penobscot liver last week about half
:i,dc from
The surveyors «>t the
Mattawamkeag Bridge
I’exter A Houlton road, under Messrs Wildes
and Amlersoii. reached the
cinity .>f Medway
about tue middle *>t September, crossing the Pc
nobseot above the junction of the brain lies.
(Aroostook Pioneer
l’he Commercial say s ot the Bangor and Fatal: i.u
Iron Works Railroad: The living ot rails from
Milo to Brownville has begun, the road bed having
been tinished that distance
It is exp eted that 1
this part of tin* road will he in running order by j
IF
1st
The rest of tin* road L-d will probably
j
b- ready bv that time but the
laying ot the ruiJs ;
will be deterred until another spring
The freight I
cars ire being built
by the Portland Company, and j
me locomotive ha* been purchased fr<>m the Maine
« mitral Railroad
The rails now laid wen* pur
based of the Furopean A \'or*b American C«»*. It |
is
proposed to run one or more passenger carsovci
the road during next summer and fall
1 til-
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1 he Somerset
eopu-.s a recent artiebfrom the Journal on Agricultural Fairs, and com
ments on it as follow s
dn our fourth page will be found an article on

Reporter

the decline o!

the agricultural lairs
Two years
predicted just this state ct allairs Tin*
decline is no worse in other parts of the state than
is m this county
We have not had any fairs in
Skowhegau this year ami there have been coinpar
at:ve few held in the county
Si.II there have
been more than there should have been. Two
ears
there
were
eighteen
exhibitions,
>
ago
great
and small in different parts of the county. They
were nearlv all
however town showThis cun’
dition of affairs has been on the increase until n »w
us we then
predicted the larger fairs have been
abandoned.
Ibis is all wrong
Two good show--,
one in the eastern and the otle-r in
tic western
part of the county would have been « : more r* al
vain* than twenty live ot tlu* best town lairs that
could possibly be held.
ag-» we

1
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A trial involving many point-ol important-*- t
business men was held at the last term of Court m
Machias. The case was that of Tamlin Klwell vs
is S
iv an
tlie amount
r.HKM
The action was upon a note g.v.-:. -y K*1
ward Longfellow A Sm. in 1^1 J. f*»r a lot ot logs
purchased of Klwell Sullivan pi.t his naiie- "ti
the back of the note payable directly to Klwell.
and endorsed by him to S. W Pope a ('**,
1’i,*defence was that Sullivan put his name **ii the
note after the coinph*ti<)n of the sale of the logs
without consideration, and therefore wi. g
liable.
The court charged that if Sullivan's
name was put on after
completion of contract
null without consideration, he could not be held
The jury returned a verdict for defendant.
Plain
‘ill s counsel tiled exceptions in rc.ation to auinis
sion of testimony, and motioned fora new trial
Walker for plaintiff: McXiehol for defendm:'
The
gist o! the whole matter, of course, is that n ,t m..n
endorses a note after the
unpietion ol th*
tract upon which the note is given, he earnin'
held except a special consideration be paid !.-■-•
(Calais Times.
>

!

Charles Grant, a young mau about twenty-five
years of age. sou of Hiram Grant, of Hampden,
was drowned on
Friday, while gathering drift
wood.
Kennebec county is tilled with speculators from
Boston. New York, aud
Philadelphia, who are east
io purchase
apples. They offer $*2.50 per barrel at
the tanner s residence for greeniDgs.
baldwius,
and russets ; hut the fruit grower's spinal column
is rigid for $8.
Twenty-five divorces were granted by Judge
Dan forth at Portland Friday.
The Kennebec Journal says: With hay at fclB a
ton. potatoes $1 a bushel, butter scarce at 28 cents,
and eggs 28 cents a dozen aud going higher,—it
seems that Maine isn't the
poorest state in the
I’nion for farmers, by a large majority !
Samuel D. Fades. Esq the senior editor of the
Piscataquis Observer, has suffered the severe affliction v f the death of his wife, who died on the
loth inst., after a severe and painful illness caused
by an atketion ot the brain She was a most estimable aud amiable Christian woman.
Mr. F. o Beal has purchased the Bangor House
and stables for SAOJMH) from the Bangor Savings
Bank.
Fre-1 M Haines of Fort Fairfield has raised, this
year, loot) bushels of potatoes, 8500 of which are
merchantable, from about IB acres.
From 2.1
acres of new land lie has raised 800 bushels.
We tind the following iu the Studio Notes ol the
N Y Herald
M. J Burns is back from his favor
ite Monhegan. Me
lie started three pictures out
of doors while there.
The largest, some live feet
l *ug by three tect high, is called
“Heaving the
Seine," and contains nine figures in a row boat
Tiic Itshermeu are careful portrait studies
The
two other works are views close at hand of
tishing
sloops sailing with a good breeze.
i he following changes have been made iu light
house keepers:
\tnos B. Newman has resigned
principal keeper at Mt Desert Book Fight sta
1>n. ami James A
Morris has been transterred
ii'oin Dew Island Thoroughfare Fight station to
till the vacancy. Capt. Charles A Gott. first as
si slant ke -per at Saddleback
Ledge, has been ap
p<‘luted to till thi vacancy at Deer Island Thor
Nathaniel Bowden, second assistant
oughtare
keeper at Saddleback Ledge, has been appointed
to the place vacated by Capt. Gott.
The following is the amount ot crops gathered
at tie* Insane Hospital this autumn
21B8 bushels
i potatoes: Aim) bushels onions: B tons, 1BA
P'Uid- Hubbard squash; 17
pounds summer
s* j:: asl.: IV B bushels heels; B< M) bushels
turnips;
o"i> bushels
apples ; 21 bushels tirst quality wheat
br.uu
bushel sowiug on one half acre of laud.
Professional trappers in Maine sell furs of the
value ot Hindi more than $100,000 a
year.
The Ameri< an says that manufacturers at Hlls•■rth arc making their arrangements for lumber
operations ibis winter. There will be a large
amount of lumber cut. as the favorable
sawing
M iMW
will reduce the stock of logs to be kept
»vei to a much smaller amount than was
supposed
ear;)' in the season.
The Moses Brothers put up about lOo.tHk) cans
•IA on; in Dexter this season
The frost cut them
short some '.’0,000 cans of what the season's work
would have otherwise been,
Nwirly Dio.ooi1,000 logs were rafted on the IV*
nobscot ibis year.
New N .k ami IL-stun decidedly prefer Maine
horses
! !.e -.very House where the British made oeea
'•. -md
head quarters when they held Castine, is
-till standing and in go d repair
There is an ap
tree
in front, under which the "Bed Coals”
p.e
drank tneir gro*: and played dice. This tree is
jirobably *1. largest apple tree in the country. Its
diameter one foot from the ground is hive feet
1 hough !i ore than one hundred years have rolled
'. vay. since its tiny leaf burst from mother
earth,
it still continues to bear fruit.
I Fly tons o' blueberries was
from
Bath
shipped
lur;:.
the past season
Most of the berries ship
*v
v*
!
piclo-d in the towns of Georgetown and
Chips! urg !*\* persons, mostly women and children
l no prices received
by the pickers averaged about
hve cents per quart, and the amoiiut received by
them aggregate some SB.noo which was mainly
«1 istri!
ted among tlie poorer class of these two

towns

!

!
,

!

j
I
!

j
i

Ido* Home Farm of last week says. Mr. Hall
C Buihugh o! tin* linn of Bodwell A
Burleigh,
reached home at the “Lang Farm" Vassal boro ugh,
on Saturday last, and their animals on
Tuesday of
this week iroin their long Western Fair circuit
starting Irom the New England Fair, Sept. 10th,
Mr Burleigh took west with him thirty-one head of
Hen-fords and seven ot Polled Angus, exhibiting
them at the Michigan State Fair. Jackson : Indiana
8'ate Fair. Indianapolis and the great
Exposition
at st Loins. Mo
At every one of these fairs the
centals received the highest admiration from
large crowds < t people, and won fifty three tirst.
;u. I eighteen second
prizes, winning the Herd
;u :*• in everv instance where they were exhibited
as

.1

hern

■

McLaughlin

of

Portland, challenges any

owned in the State of Maine to run a
'i.r-e in five race for Sldd. against his horse Jim
T "ver the Presumpscot Park course Oct. -J'Jtli.
j M 1 Davis
and John \. Kennedy of Portland,
SOLON S KNI uU' 1-.I» KKTIUKMKNT
have accepted the challenge o- Conley and Ilamm
Tiie Lewiston Journal says of the c*«»mpn 1 >«»ry
•f Halifax. to three races for *DH)0 a side.
retirement ot Solon Phase from tie- editorship o'
The Bangor Commercial says that the present
the Kuquirer: inquiries of G reciib.tcker.s in this I -t a-oi; has w itnessed a marked rise in the
price ot
section show a diversity of opinion as to tin* effect
ah grades ot shingles, and the advance is
support
ot this deposition of the founder and most eon- | ed
a
brisk
demand
by
It is stated. unofficially. that Mr Tucker will
spumous advocate of Greeubackism iioin theGreen
back organ which he lias built up. Those who a.v
not accept the
superinteiideney of the Northern
in favor ot having the Greenback
party j >in iiam.s j Paeitie railroad.
with the Democrats—generally old Democrats-Ldinund <C Doe. for more than hat!' a century
either by a close alliance, or by uniting in the same
ax ad i vc misim-ss man of A r.
gust a. died on Fridav,
after a short illness, of paralysis of the brain, aged
party approve Solon (.'base's deposition, and look
-ii
He was one of the leading members of the
upon it as removing the sole obstacle to this poll, v
Tlmse who are in favor of maintaining a distinct
Methodist Lpiscopa! church.
Greenback party and supporting Greenback prin
The marriage of Miss (iertrude F Moore, for
without
alliances
that
cipics,
compromise prinei
merly ot Oardiner, and the well known public
pic generally old Republicans—c •udemn S *1 <»'s reader, is announced to take place m Augusta oil
deposition as a blow aimed no i;]y at the founder !b .’••lb of October. A Chicago gentleman is the
“f the < ireenback party, but at the
integrity of the happy man.
I
Watervdle Mail says
A Frenchman over
part}- itself They say that this blow is intended
t<> ultimately turn over the Greenback
party to the •’"years old, has recently married a girl of Is for
Democracy, and declare that at least ■> ono’ if not I* s fifth wife: hence the drumming and tooting,
lu,inn‘Greenbackers can not he sold out in ibis lately beard at the Head of the Falls.
w
The house, oil, a large barn, furniture and cattle
ay
AN KNCOl-IiAO!N<; orri.ooK.
belonging to Mr. Sb.man. a farmer of Litchfield,
were
burned Saturday night while the family were
Air Jones, the manager of the Portland Mm can
ut a husking.
Loss MUlOu ; cause unknown
Die Agency, has issued a circular in which he say>
Saturday forenoon a patient in the Insane Hosthat, notwithstanding the crops in Maine are some
what below those of last year,
pital. named Benjamin Kackliffe. from Yassalboro,
yet that the limb
Mi.eided in liis room, by cutting bis throat with a
prices of liar, potatoes, apples ami other distinct
ive Alaine products, are giving our farmers better
1 ieco ot glass obtained by breaking a mirror. The
man had been at the
hospital but a short time and
receipts than ever before. The impression pre
vails that fully an average stock of logs w ill In* cut
previous t.. being brought there had made several
though an advance in supplies will deter sonn*. ineffectual attempts to take his life.
Merrill a Bro. scorn packing factory at Cumber
while the present favorable condition in the lumland Center has made a profit of about >*000 this
ber market will encourage others to i o-reas.* !
season
The Portland business men haw done
operations
Albert S Fells, esq who died at Koekport.Sun
frotu ,o to .n per cent, more business tie- pasi
da\ was one ot the original settlers of that town
than
t-u any
September
September since the war.
>'d lor many years engaged in ship
In every direction
building. He
Country credits arc healthy
was conspicuous for his
we notice evidence of thrift: increased
integrity ot character and
acreage
under cultivation iu Aroostook is quite apparent : ; enterprising habits, and his death will be deeply
In

r-e now

j

>•

a

large

old

amount of

new

buildings

and

repairing

is observable all over the state; mort
canceled or reduced, and the rate ot interest
lessened.
ones

guides

-v

aiw>

v

inh.MAi.iu

s 111

*o

s

\\|i

k

i,i.>

regretted.

ot

j

ms

I'.KOTH KK.

halt past eight Tuesday morning.* .ipi chas
K SI:ita of sehooner I'm le Sam. fmm Kocklurid.
Jime laden, accidentally shot hi> hr«>th.-r Ldvard
Shaw. in the hack, with a chuige of shot lr >m a
musket which he was oiling
The schooner was
lying in Hog Island mails, Portland harbor, and
they had been gunning previously
KJmund was
standing in front of his boat while Charles was in
the rear «.t the cabin. Kdmund said Oh *
barley.v
and fell, (diaries sprang forw ard and camrht him.
but he only lived two or thr«»c minutes.
< liarh-s
is
twenty and K linuml was twenty nine vears ohi.
was
Neither
unmarried
\:i officer went down
and brought up <’h tries, caving the other oflieers
in charge of tin* vessel
The schooner had no
other crew than the two men, but others from the
neighboring vessels arrived in .t lew minute.-.
\t

was

i.aiuv..y.\N<

11

i.

1

Augustus Sponled/ of
iashionable
merchant tailor, has lour beautiful children
two
boys and two girls. Louise, the eldest daughter of
eleven summers, whose health is quite delicate,
was found by her mother, oife
day last week in an
unconscious condition
to sing a sweet

with eyes closed. She soon
melody learned at Sabbath
school. At its close, she said to her mother, in ail
animated toue. “(iertie has not got the diphtheria
is canker.
The medicine you gave her was too
hot
Put dry sulphur on her tongue and cover it
with camphorated lard.'
The application was
made with satisfactory results
Consciousness
soon after returned, and
opening her eyes she cx
claimed, < Mi, mother' 1 had such a curious dream.
I saw way down liertie's throat."
Was it ciairv o

began

ance

[Aroostook Paper.
IN’

iiic

OKNKKAL.

reports unsiHess brisk in tloiiltou.
A Houltou man sent a drove of I Lie
sheep to
market recently.
A grange store is being built at Xorth Brooks
ville. mix ju ft. JO ft. post.
There is general complaint of tlie depredations
of fruit thieves.
The Skowhegan factory basket up joi.ooo cans
of corn.
It all the circumstances are favorable there will
be another large cut of lumber on tlu* Penobscot
this winter.
A busy winter is anticipated along the Kennebec.
It ,s expected a very large quantitv of ice
will be cut.
The crops of Aroostook are all harvested, anti on
the whole it has been a prosperous year for farmers.
Messrs. Burnham A Morrill, of Portland, have
put up this season at their factory at Minot Cor
uer. .j:ti),(XMI cans of sweet corn
Three hundred
tons of this product, have been shipped West via.
the Grand Trunk Railway.
Sixteen divorces were decreed at the last term
of the S. J Court in Rockland
A strawberry blossom was picked in a
Bridgton
pasture ( let. Hth. Some of our exchanges report
ripe field strawberries at about Ibe same (late.
lu 1x711 the hay crop of Maine was 11 1 millions
of dollars, while all the oilier crops were valued at
only 7| millions.
The amount of Lewiston-made cotton goods
sent to China is increasing every year.
The Hill
mi'ls have reeently made a good start at disposing
of a portion ot their product in that direction, and
the immense shipments made by the Continental
have frequently been commented upon
At the recent meeting of the Maine
Pedagogical
Society oflieers were elected for the ensuing year
as follows: President. Prof.
11 L. Chapman, of
Bowdoiu College: Vice President L. G. Jordan,
Lewiston High School: Secretary and Treasurer.
E. W. Hall. Colby University, Watervillc : Execu
tive Committee. A W. Burr. Hallowell Classical
Academy : It. Woodbury, Castine Normal School :
Members of Advisory Board, Miss U. M Kim
hall. Gorham Normal School.
By invitation of Secretary Blaine. Governor
Plaisted and wife accompanied him in the revenue
cutter which took the Secretary and the French
and German guests from Washington to Yorktown.
The State Convention Y. M C. A was held in
Bangor last week and the following officers elected
for 1 SSI— President, F A Smith. Portland : Vice
Presidents, Pierre McConville. Bangor; J. R Lib
bey, Biddeford: J’. X. Dexter, Lewiston; Joseph
Emerson. Ellsworth; J. I! Leonard, Auburn ; Re
cording Secretaries—C. S. Pearl, Bangor; 11 F.
Thurston, Rockland ; Corresponding Secretary, II
H. Burgess, Portland: Treasurer, A. F. Stetson,
Bangor. The above with the following constitute
the State Executive Committee: C M. Bailey,
AYinthrop; J T Harper, Biddeford : U S Bulieu.
Bates College
riuueer

j

)

i

Farming in
The census tables
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Subscription Terms, in advance, $2.00 a year;
the year, $2.'h»; at the expiration of the
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B. .strout writes to the Lewiston Journal
success of the Lewiston Reform
( iub under the administration of President Hilton.
He says: The Club is very large, and
perfect
union exists among its members. They are
keep
ing their old iron clad pledge in a wonderful man
uei. it being
very seldom that one of their number
falls
In the last few weeks seventy two new
members have joined. Their meetings are deeply
interesting, and all of them are crowded with attentive and interested hearers. The clergy have
nobl) aided them in their work. Sabbath after
noons
especially the Methodists; and the Club
teel grateful lor all such aid.
Hall C. Punton is wanted for the forgery of a
receipt of the American Lxpress Company for
>11*1.11.. which he sent to Hammond A Carney of
Portland, for whom he was a travelling salesman
and collector. He was found in a down river town
and taken to Bangor and while at the Bangor Houston Friday slipped
away from his captors.
The large steam saw mill in Bath, belonging to
the heirs cf the Willimantic Co was totally destroyed by tire at three o'clock Saturday morning.
Loss £*Jfi,O0O; insured for *10,000.
Samuel Packard, hook keeper for Loss, Sawyer
A Packard, shipbuilders of Bath,
jumped from the
cars at Falmouth
Monday, fell under the wheels
and was crushed to death.
A horse and wagon, owned
by 1, B. Roberts,
traveling salesman for Peering, Milliken A Co.,
was
stoleD
from
that
Portland,
city Saturday by a
woman who jumped into the wagon and drove off
at full speed.
The police were notified, and the
Marshal and Mr. Roberts started in pursuit, hut
found no traces of tho missing team or of the thief.
Further search was made Sunday with a like re
suit. The stolen animal is a bay color, about ten
years old, weighs 1,000 pounds ; has a star in the
forehead and one white hind foot. He was attach
ed to a Concord wagon. There was a red pad under
the saddle and a red band to the bridle.
The Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts is
trying, at Cambridge, the suit of the President and
Trustees of Bates College, Maine, against the
widow and Fxecutors of the late Benjamin C.
Bates, of Watertown, which is based upon the al
leged promise of Mr. Bates to endow the college
with *100,000 in addition to his previous gifts,
provided the friends of the institution should raise
au equal amount.
The defendants deny that the
promise was ever made, and also that the condi
tions mentioned was ever complied with.
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In that article it

Star concludes

the article

follows

Tli.i- policy <>t tho Maim* Central appears to in\
to extend its lint* hrough the state to this county,
thus ensuring for all tune to come a larger lreight
business than can be afforded by a similar area
This is a gigantic tin
any where in New England
•lertaking for a New Kngland railroad company
ami one that may well amaze our people, blit that
it can be successfully carried to completion none
can doubt. That it will be begun we have the
p-.s
Hive assurance «.l President Jackson
The people of Aroostook very naturally feel a
profound interest in the proposed opening up of
this immense territory. There is now no such
bod} of fertile land lying uncultivated this side of
the great West
\ county equal in extent to the
whole state o| Massachusetts, with a soil equalled
< omieeticut
that
of
the
only by
valley. Us vast
water power waiting to be utilized
its valleys
and hillsides covered with timber of every kind
known to our climate and with a rapidly iuen-as
ing population it has more to give the state than
is dreamed <•;' by those who have never been with
in »ur borders
That such a corporation as the
Maine Central should seek to reach here for future
woaltn is not strange: it is only strange that thi'*
great work has been delayed so long

says

harm than good
A good, hones',
capable man. who understood Ins business, would
he ot great service
Now n is a rare thing for one

Northern methods.
that time tilled with
noisiness
the

failed

was

which

limits

persons,
after

with

!

year at tin*

port

of

charges towage dues. $ is ISO. custom
house hill, shut, or more, shipping commissioner,
Then local taxation in Maine. This ship
Aic.
would he ass.-ssed at not less than $10,000, and 1
think the average tax would he about
per cent

making the

Here

tax

wo

have

t

tax

on

the

ship of >I.ob.»-js ,it least, three fourths of which is
extraordinary, us compared with the taxation of
other property. Can we expect ships to pay the
anything ! When

owners

it

really

look at this matter

we

as

strange that any man should
invest m ships for the foreign trade. All our ports,
it may he added are as had as Now York with re

waste

cultivation

propel
places
would have given a living to 111am famiIn the markets, vegetables, small
lies.

1

m one

gaid
\
now

itant

a'

prices. To the Northern man the
proposition was a simple one. Till these
waste places, market the products, and
the problem of making a comfortable 1;\

is

seems

pilotage

to

<la\

lew

fruits, poultry, ,Ve., commanded exorb-

it

is.

s ago 1 had a letter from
my brother,
of ship W'aehusetts. «d Roston, dated

master

lloiubav. India Sept. Nth, in which he says his
tin* only unengaged sailing ship in port, and that

he exp ets to he obliged to go to Calcutta to load
for home, while thirty live steamers are loading
at 11 uubay for
Kuropc and getting cargo as last as

It lbtngor is awaking from its Kip Van Winkle
What we need and I mg, il not of securing a competence was they want it
He >a\s he is informed on good an
sleep, we are glad of it
what we confidently expect, not as the result of
solved.
Ho-nty that these steamers can afford to take car
any sentimental feeling on the part of capital, but
Tile Southern farmer has a great vat ic : gees cheaper than he can. Now is not this proof
because self interest will bring it about, is a rail !
road which will furnish us the necessary facilities
ilia? som.- change in our navigation laws
tv ol crops pom which to select
those positive
for the shipment <*t our products to market, and |
is nee ie i
| -i'c that John Roach says in the
that, too, at an early peiiod
If Kangor doesn’t
which promise to he most profitable oi
North American Kevn w that it costs more to sail
wish to he “left out in the cold." she should
•promptly take measures to protect her important by.-t suited to his lands, lie ma;- ilso ! mir ships tban tie- Hiighsh. 1 sailed under the
railroad and business interests," as the Whig and
raise crops the year around, so that his Rnglish (lag four years and I know he is mistaken,
nurier says she will do.
so far as relates
to the ships of the two
land is never idle.
In fact, he mils needs 1 at least
The Aroostook Pioneer, after mention
countries while at sea. As a rule the captain and
the thrift and industry characteristic of
of tlie work allotted to the survei in,u
mate of an American vessel get larger
wages than
the Northern people to makehimself rich. those of
other nations
Hut all the other men on
who
are
to
parties,
accomplish
expected
.Mans have become- so, no doubt, judging heard get about t u* same
their tasks in about two
adds
pay. while our ships car-

|

|

months,

ilistaucus between Portland
and points in Aroostook, as now traveled, and the
miles saved by the proposed lie a road, as given ns
From Fort
by President Jackson, el’ tlie SI. F.
laud to Presque Isle. Ill; by proposed route. VI ill
I’ortlaml to Houlton, AOC. : by new route, ’J*Js To
one unacquainted with the roundabout
way of
reaching us by rail, the ditlerenee is surprising.
To reach Houlton from Bangor, one has to travel
sixty eight miles to gain thirty-live To l’resquo
Isle it is still worse. The distance from that
towu to Houlton I t post road is 1J miles; by rail,
loo. A belter day is dawning -let ns rejoice.

Fallowing

the

arc

The

Piscataquis, (Dover) observer
says; •The people of this county hail
this great movement with joy, and speed
the time when it may become a reality.”
The

Washington ('on espondence of the
Philadelphia Press of Saturday savs:

from facts and figures gathered
writer in Istis.
I'm- example, a

by

the

white

man, in St. dames Parish, La., with the
help of his son, raised the following crop
from

thirty

cotton,

in lsii7: Two hales ol

acres

hogsheads of sugar, forty bar

two

rels of rice, one hundred and tifty-twn
barrels of corn, twenty-live barrels of

potatoes, six barrels of liish pota-

sweet

ten barrels of onions, live barrels of

toes,

pecans (nuts), two barrels of peaches and
carrots of perique tobacco.

twenty-live

The net value of these

in the

products

New Orleans market at that time would
he about two thousand dollars. Then of

valued, because

"Mr. Blaine will not surrender the State

other

I lepartnient portfolio until alter Congress
meets in regular session in December.
M hen lie tendered his resignation he de-

amounts

were

quantity

of beans, lettuce and other \ eglie also cut twenty-live cords

sired its acceptance at the earliest convenience of the President. It is well un-

lie is all

that,

and

a

jolly good fellow,

too.

Better make it

even

money

say

one

dollar.
Successful ettorts at cotton raising have been
made in Pennsylvania
It is said that the farther
north cotton is grown the belter it is.

When the

North

Bole

somebody ought to start
tion in the vicinity.
“Cape

Cod Folks”

tire

a

is

discovered

cotton

planta-

sensitive.

They

Boston publishing linn to pay
$dd,(MMi damages tor the use of their
want a

names

products,

etables,
of wood,

in

a

recent novel.

l)r. Bliss is still
himself

engaged

in

vindicating

the newspapers.
If tie
would give the public a rest, that would
he bliss.

through

Boston will try to raise
guaranty fund, and hold

a

live million
her World’s

Charles 1-1 Nash, publisher,

Hallowed,

the Maine Farmers' Almanac for IHX-y.

sends
It

is

us

per

haps

netdless 1,, add that this almanac is a yard
wide, all wool, and don't shrink or fade
It is not
a \ ennor, but a venerable and reliable
publication.
"Hath" has met
years
tiiat “Maine

emigrants

generally

specified,

lie had two

him.

worn

no

for he had

huge

out horses to

freednien to assist

The butcher need

door,

exact

were a

stop

never

at his

store of

plump porkers
and calves.
Ills wife, from her poultr\
yard and dairy, not only furnished the table abundantly but sold enough of eggs,
chickens, turkeys and ducks to pav all
a

the household expenses.
Another illustration is that of a man who lived in Tenthe

nessee near

cleared in the

and who

Mississippi line,

of Pii7, from six
acres of land, sg.ititd, after supporting
comfortably a family of six persons, Inn

ing

good

a-

home and

The

wear.

season

a

next

plenty to cat and
In; expected to

ycai
He raised fruit,

clear s.'i.imhi.

grapes,

vegetables and poultry and all the labor

performed

was

himself and

by

a

in

most of which was well w mi,

(leorgia,
and who bought

the

added,

as

of

with the proTo this may he

place

ceeds of his lirst crop.

concluding illustration,

a

a

to

a young man from Maine, for
resident of Virginia, who told him
men

had boen the most successful

tidewater

hold their

own

Virginia”
everywhere

Maine

men

ry smaller
Americans

and are

crews

buy

better

easily handled.

more

provisions,

which are

cheap

if properly looked after, as 1 know from
experifur sfiips make better
passages, so that wo
have less time to pay our men for.
Hut when we

er

ence

gel into New ’i ork

our

custom

house and

lulls will be twice

commissioners

as

one

hundred years ago

our

Baltimore is importing cabbages from Germany
Secretary Blame arrived in Washington

day

fore

shipping

as the British Consuls bills,
including shipping and
discharging crews. For example, on one voyage I
shipped a mate in Now York at >00 per mouth tor

When I got to sea L
voyage to China and back.
found he was worthless aud l had to do the best 1
could with him until I got to Shanghai, where 1

a

took him to the British Consul and told my
story
aud tiie mate told his
1 said to the Consul that I
knew the
the best 1

had a family, and 1 wanted to do
could for him. and would like him dis

charged

mate

man

and

shipped

sailmaker at >:*u
It was so arranged and the fees were
per month
either tw>> or tour shillings sterling. An Amen
can <
would have refused to do anything of
a-

as

the kind, ami if possible would have put me in for
two hundred dollars costs.
I have Consuls

one or

my possession in which a charge of live
dollars is made for arresting and putting on board
a
deserted sailor, [while 1 have several bills in
bills

m

which two

shillings sterling

about

fifty

cents—is

charged by the British consul tor the same work
W hen iny brother, J. W. Meti
was in the
ship
Republic, while at Bong Kong one voyage during
sul

Ci.:

Bailey's

time, the consul forced him. with

out any good cause, to discharge six men and
pay
the three mouths' pay. making a loss to the ship
of about $700
Hi* was unable to see Mr. Bailey

all

of

the captain of
a

while in the

personally,
a

ship,

if lie is

British consulates,

worthy,

treated

is

Repub

above mentioned

l intend by aud by to make
examination of the article by John Roach in

the North American Review for August.
ilftllowell. Me Oct. gtl

the

M

,\IccJ

an

farm, brought

down his labor

saving

plements and hired live hands.
sult of this investment

was

o.DiMl bushels of

made

corn

The

imre-

the sale of
in

a

These

exceptional

are

eases

n! course,

but vvliat has been done may be done,
l'robably those who would inv estigate the
results

now
as

might discover

the outcome of

ev en

greater

improved

meth-

cultivation, the use of labor saving
machinery, and an infusion of the Northern spirit of enterprise.
ods of

:;i

wheat is fully 100 against s.» last year, and in wheat
New England averages 07, which is considerably
better than last year, although there is complaint
of too much rain during harvest.
The Vorktown centennial was a decided failure,
due in some degree to mismanagement and to dis
among those having charge of the celebration. but mainly because a small, out of the
way place like Vorktown was not adapted to fes-

sensions

Those who invested
huge scale.
money in temporary hotels, restaurants, etc., met
with total loss. Secretary Blaine says of the vis
itors to Vorktown that they “endured all the her

rors

a

and discomforts of

The

Republican State Central and Executive
Virginia have issued au address, in

Committees ot

inna—who visited the

which it is said—

held in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Mr.
the cattle

<>n

exhibition

Fair recently

Quimby reports

very line, the show of
not quite equal to the

as

horses excellent, although
cattle, ami the displays of fruit, vegetables and
fancy work as extensive and varied. A large

building

on

the grounds

was

devoted to rnachin

cry, agricultural implements, carriages, etc. The
exhibition is said by Air. Quirnby to bo far ahead
of any fair ever held in this State in every respect
and the prizes
proportion of
the

on

same

were very liberal, and in about the
SB to #1. us given at our State Fair

class.

Yet the Halifax papers pro

nnunced the fair if not altogether a failure, very
far from what it should have been. These Dominion fairs are held each vear in different cities, and
the government gives them aid and encouragement.
There can bo no doubt but that they do

neighbors

conduct such exhibitions.

A silk rillo is said to be a late Japanese invenBut it cannot do more deadly execution

tion.

than silk has done in,
The
“in

a

so

state

or

rather on, another form.

called

independent press appears to he
of mind” concerning Senator Frye. The

Senator should feel flattered
A life of the late President is to be.writteu under
the direction of Mrs Garfield

without any of the

glory."

The Bangor Commercial publishes the impres
8ious of a Maine man—Mr. David Quiinby, of Cor
Dominion

war

Fully ninety per cent of the Republicans of the
State believe that the new movement, under the
bold and a'jle leadership of General Mahono, if
cordially and earnestly supported as it should be
by the Republican party, and the whole power and
inilueneo ot the Republican Administration, will
surely defeat in November next the prescriptive
Bourbon Democratic party.
Archibald

journalist,

rorbes, the distinguished English
wrote his impressions of the Yorktown

the request of the New York Tricelebration
bune correspondent
Mr. Eorbes is highly coin
at

plimentary, and

speaks of

Governor of Maine."
Governor of Maine
is

one man

-the brilliant stall'of the

But he does not say that the
brilliant, and wo fear there

was

in the State who will

Billy !>.. with running mate trotted
Beacon Park on Saturday in J I I ;

a

mile at

day,

'Tin* j m

ia
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s.fb per month for ordinary s.-a
men-The schooner 'Joshua Criu die." ot Fils

worth, has been sold t<> California parties, ami
uuder the command of ('apt. Thomas Merrill win
soon leave tor San Francisco.
.The late gale on

forgive the

was

severe.

Along

ihe

Kingdom eighty live vessels
thirty eight persons

One hundred and

large numher

lost

or

missing.

It

is

New Lugland contributed the
|.a-t yearsc.entv
f“»r per cent ol the f in Is reeeivo 1
the \
can Hoard of Foreign Missions.

a

tishormeu have been lost.... fin-

«>l

schooner Jennie

K. Morse, ot

Brunswick. is

m

luarantiiic m Charleston, S (.' in distress by a
collision with the schooner Wave Crest
..The
steamship (treat Eastern lias been sold at and ion
London for ^Ibo.(too ; hardh the value of the old
iron-The Bangor Whig says that the tine ship

in

“(ieorge Stetson,” ('apt. Higgins,

on

her reecnt

voyage trom San Francisco to Liverpool with
grain, netted about Sdn.hno freight money alter

paying all her inward and outward bills at Liver
pool. The (ieorge Stetson was built .it Hath, is
about I S ib tons and is owned in Bangor
She is
the return passage from Liverpool to San
Francisco with coal laden at Birkenhead... .The

now oil

three masted schr. Willie L Newton, a h:ucraft of about HSb tons was launched Irom ('rosin's

new

yard, Bangor Saturday.

She will be commanded

by Capt. (i. D. Pendleton, formerly master ot sell
Wm Flint, and is owned by Bangor. Boston, and

Brooklyn parties-The

Dutch steamer

K meg

der Nederlander, from Batavia for Amsterdam
broke her shall and foundered in latitude b. south
(>l east

longitude

Six of her boats containing 17b
missing_The Boston ship S-a

persons are
Witch is now in her home port after
years

seven

on

an

absence of

foreign voyages, sic is command

Drew of Maine, author of the
very interesting letters published in the Boston
Journal over the signature of “Konnebeeker
ed

by Capt.

The

John H

International line steamer building at
Bath will be \!b0 feet long, b7 feet beam and 11 feet
new'

depth

of

hold.

It will contain St staterooms ami

carry about (»(>() passengers comfortably.
will register about IbOO tons.
Fish and Fishing.

The boat

The South Hancock bank

have returned with full fares, which they arc
now curing-V clam was dug at Bucks Harbor

the 1,; h. the bar <> the Su preme t '■.
Washington passed resolutions of resp-t
memory of the late .Indue (Milford
'hi

few

days ago that weighed
pound-Some good catches

three fourths of
of

a

Philadelphia Saturday,
three straight heats in

was

won

L

L

bv St
’<».

wanted.

Among the buildings to be erected in Cnmpobello, the uow summer resort, is a jail. The proprietors mean to be prepared for all kinds of
guests
Seventeen hundred and eighty tive emigrants
arrived at New York from Europe Saturday.

tish-hook in

There was propounded at the British Association
the idea th^ salmon when in fresh water take no
food. This idea has been exploded by practical
men, who say that salmon when in fresh water
will eat eels and weeds. A Maine farmer speaking

subject says
thing it can lay its

on

the

that “a salmon will eat any
hands on."-It is reported
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Editor Moore, of the Phil
has returned lrom the West, quite

resigning

the

editorship

of Chase's

Enquirer says

“l have learned

tract to

soon begin the publication of a series of interest
ing incidents connected with the early history ot
that town-Chase's Enquirer is to hemoved t<>

Lewiston, and placed under the management *•!
Samuel A. Berry, of Deering-The Ossipee \ al
ley News has entered upon its sixth volume, under
circumstances..Col. /. A. Smith, of
the Boston Journal, lectured on Journalism before
the students of Hebron Academy last Tuesday

auspicious

from Gloucester that the mackerel catch promises

evening-Mr T. J. McIntyre has become edit

to be largef than tor several years

of the Bangor Freeholder.

r

»

the malh

a-

appearance

1

\\ AsliiNdT*»\, l>. V' Oct.
|s>l.
1 ! .•
e'etary of state has just issued a letter «•;*11 air.ang
the reports <>l consuls from all parts o!
h> world
upon the condition of the eottou goods tia-le in
their several districts, and npoii the wants ; u ii
d
people in yarns and manufactures T ic
>
this work, a.- the secretary >ets t rth. .- to
our cotton manufacturers a comp etc exp..-an.,i.
inni"
the present wants of loroign uiiikets an
chances of developing ami extending tins
It is a variable and i:
American industry
s
ivc work of about |0l» pages
on;p ri •:eg
retan s analysis of some l"
pages, with in. .p
t
pendix shi»wmg fully the cotton goods 11
:.
Knglaml for ISSi). the present inaucfmu
ditious of that country, the wages paid, h as of
labor, product and profits thereof, the dividends
declared, etc Then follows, in order of eontincnis.
the consular reports thereupon, enumeraiiug the
existing advantages and disadvantages .f each
market, the past and present supply and the wall's
in sorts, styles. >i/. s. quality, etc
Tins part is a
complete textbook for our manufacturers Then
follows a supplement, giving tirsi. the opinionthe British and other consuls from their stand
points, and interests in c mtradisi diet ion with
own on this industry and trade
second, a table oi
Ab pages of the
'tarid's ot the wo: Id on cotton
goods.' which has been prepared at the depart
incut of state from otlicia! and authoritative data,
and followed by tables of values of tnunet and
weights as quoted in the said tantis, showing
the equivalents in ITiited States value.- and
weights for the benefit <d American cotton e\
porters in estimating competitive prices current
These reports of consuls have been ,u an; m;
by samples of the present supply in each consulate
district, and descriptions of the wants of each
people of the world, which forms the most v il ta
hie illustration of the world’s consumption ami
necessities in cotton goods that has ever been
presented in any form. It gives, in fact, to \uter
ieuu manufacturers and exporters, in compendium,
what it has taken tireat Britain
wars to learn
by experience of reverses as well as successes.
a
Such
work has never before been attempted
The valuable samples with the report are to be
sent immediately by the department ot state to
the Atlanta exposition for exhibition there and
examination generally by all interested therein.
One of the interesting facts brought out in the
secretary's letter is that more hand made than ma
chine made goods are consumed, and another is
that the I'nited States exports four tilths of the
cotton manufactured abroad.

ventions, however-The New York Herald says:
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Important to housekeepers: To preserve poaches
Lock them up in a safe deposit vault, or send
the children to live with their graud mother.
(Boston Journal
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lie manifest » issued by the Land Leagu-- .s
construed r-. mean no surrender t.< tin* I'.nghsh
Government.

lace

lioirse.

I’. n-ival,” nmr.*
Tin* iaz.elleer of Maine puts il -low

1

l'!i<-

and de-. rved

one

Augusta. <... has now m operation L •■.ono -pm
dies i i! her e. it ton til ills, n pres.*!! ? i n-r au in vest u enl
of sdiiuo.iiod.

11n- I’rit ish coast.
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Madame Ih nt/'- Minstrels w re poorl> pal ionize!
in this city last week. The company is an excellent

ami .hum*.-. Malloy have boon held at
Haven for the murder of .loiuiie ('ramcr
It i:
refused

It is estimated that Id.n'.Mt tons ot
produce
h’l tons of c..al were lost during tin* recent

hoarding

lir-l ela-s

a

alter I.

on

liiuYlork

Nov. 1st. it

Mr. Fiery Andersen has leased the Over House,
in this city, and w ii! keep up its past reputation t-

Snow fell in New Brunswick the night ot the
Lth to the depth often inches.
Light inches fell
in Quebec.

was

County Council P. ..f II will inert
Morning Light Hrange, at Monroe, on Tue-

with

At Hendon, Lug., Saturdav. Dr. farver heat Mi
Pennell in a pigeon shooting match Gy nine birds

contented to remain in Maine_Solonflia.se. in

peaches they

The Waldo

of

pickerel have
only improve-

never

omission.

have all the

Belfast hoarding Imu-e keeper ha- coined a
word. A sign on tin* do«.*r reads- ‘‘Mealei
aeeoinuiodated here.”

^ ellow fever is increasing in the Barhadoes
Lleven deaths occurred on the 11th and I ?th inst

New

t

\

Perkin. Ill
has given Girt!, to a boy
every fourth of Juh during the last four years.

on

next.

new

1 he cabbage worm is causing wholesale destrue
tit»n in the rual districts around Philadelphia

lady

Monday

on

Bev. Wooster Parker, of thi*- eity. had a slight
stroke of paralysis on Friday evening of last week
Be is recovering.

The rainfall all over the Northwest continues,
and the trouble from high water is increa.-ing

A

last week ho

which closed

Saturday.

gor

■

of !>d, nut the general condition of this
per ecui. lower than a year ago at the
same date
This tailing ulf is due l<» drouth
The
general average condition of the potato crop on
average

<>n

l»uv

are

ing drinking water from farmers.

file reception given Monday night by Sei-r-e.tr.
..:,e
liable information concerning the State
It i- an 1 Hlaiue to the French and Herman g •> > a
ot tin* most brilliant entertainments eve- m\ n in
•S vo. volume of till pages, and contains numerous !
r
Th.<
e|o>,-s
the
•rm.t
reception
Wasuinglon.
illustrations
The introduction occupies •pages. 1 tent ions there to the distinguished foreign \i- t us
and gives a general account of the State, historical.
j
A a
;
The Michigan belief Hoinui'ssionci's
descriptive and statistical. It etnb: a*es descrip i York announce that ^lnYl.ssO in ii.-emy has
been eccive J, and about Shn.Oi!!) more gone dire.
lions of its bays. harbors. capes and islands:
,,ds and
from individuals, and about Si >.oou u
mountains, valleys, rivers, lakes and ponds ; treats
Further contribuiions are sM; soli ued.
supplies.
of its climate, its birds, tishes. .(uadrupeds. min
H f inst
Advices from Santo Homing.' t"
erals and metals
railroad# ami telegraphs: govf i. u
state that the revolution is entirely <•;
ernment, finance, military organizations : chan
era1 bureaux has returned to theeaj iial u h--r« lu-um- hundre!
ll ad been received with a salute
table and reformatory institutions: education,
■'.i rem.-A
The sugar crop promise- a;.
literature and the public press: general history, ami guns
ahuudant \ ield
part taken by Maine in the civil war The body
a;At WiislungloLi Friday the grand "in
of the work is arranged alphabetically, including
ig
indictment against Captain H W Howgati
towns, post offices, plantations, mountains, lakes,
ing him with embezzling over S'1 t.i'itu fi.m
I nder each head all possible ami government
rivers, etc
iptain Howgati not appear: g
Ii
when called, his bond of Yio.iioo was fu teit- -1
available information is gathered and presented in
lias since been arrested and jailed
a most readable manner.
Kverv source of inhulion. James Hilltillam treasurer ! t in* eX'-nit i\
mation has been made use of in the preparation
committee. has ereived from t r.-:, .rctu-nt frieinl
of the work, ami a large correspondence earri -1 <>;:
a pro tier of all tin* granite from lu> .piarry nee.--*
m o! Hie Haitie!il Mem- iial 11 ospi
with private parties to obtain facts not gem-rub \
sun to tin- civ.
tal The granite is said to he ol tine quality and
accessible. The book is sold by subscription unlv
will probably be accepted
The hrst cost id 1
and the State will be thoroughly canvassed.
that
llosjutal will !>e, ot course, pr-ijuu : -mi'-'\ dim
islied
all will have an opportunity to subscribe

reported

tivities

H. I> Kussell. ■' Corn

\ aruey wnicli will lx* of great v alue to even- res
blent of Maine, and to all who desire full and re

were

few

months.

Maim:

oh

lost

Indiana farmer, who observing*
Drouth also
pt 1st was in. against !>d m ISSti
that tin' climate of Louisiana matured its atlccted this
crop, as well as the ravages of the
crops in a very short time, rented a river beetle, in New England the condition of buck

case

(iA/.i iTKKK

hill, Heston, lias published under tin* above tie
book of reference compiled by Mr lienrg.* .!

were

r.o

hotels in Boston

hools,

>■

apt. <>. 1>. Pendleton of Isleshom.U to coimnan
the new schr. Willie I
Newton, launched at Bui

«

the coast ot England
coast of the United

an

principal

insolvency

<

previous engagements.

Some of the

eity

The

short vacation, will open again

...

Tin- hist special report <>t the Department ot Ag
it*u 11iire contains reports of the condition of crops
in: Sept. 1st
The corn «*r*»p of New England is

»Toj)i>

s

recognition or it;.- nien.li> relations Indu.-en
A lull no-.v before the Gvorgia Legislatin'L
(ireat Britain and the I'cited'State.-, and rspee
m.
impose a tax of Y1 on exerv pistol. Ink*.
ially as a mark of respect for the Om en. Prc-nii i,t knife or sword cane sold in the State.
Arthur ordered the forces of the aimy and nav, it
Yorktowu to salute the British (lag at the el-—* <d
and
Navigation was much impeiod in Nor:
the ceremonies
Fats: rivers Saturday by a heavy fog
There worThe corner stone of the monument to !«.• en t.-d
sevi»ral collisions, but no serious ones.
at Yorktowu was t• imally laid wit!i Masonic
M he .1 ean.netto search ship Rodgers has been the
honors on the isrh
Tha chair occupied hy the
recipient ot the most (bun-ring courtc-ies on the
Crand Master was occupied h\ (ieorge Washington
part ot the Russian authorities in Sibeiia
when (irand Master of the Virgimi Masoi
ihe
sash a d apron worn hy the Cr uel Master were
New 1 ork city's water supple is running short
worked hy Mrs Lafayette and presented
\N ash
and M ivor Grae-- admonishes citizens ot ti-c a'---i
ington in 17s I; tin* gavel was made from portion lute necessity of vig irons ecnuiouiv itl >'
of the quarterdeck of the ITiited States frigate
Lawrence, Comuiodi re Perrys flagship at the bal
Secretary VYin.lmn was nominate.! t-.r Sm at.-r
tie of Lake Krie. S.*pt 10, isi:t
in the Republican caucus at S! Paul Thursday
night, and elected by the Legislature 'l’liesdaxThursday was devoted to the review ot ihe nil
itary and naval forces 'Ten thousand troops acre
\ hurricane at Ma/athm, on the gulf «-t fa! if, r
in line
The naval display was a grand one
ilia, in Mexico, on September *.".»tli. d -troxe!
The prominent features of the displa> was a ,-a
several vessels, dOO houses and .<»• hum an lives
lute to the British flag. A bout sundown the Bt :t i-h
Hag was shown at the fore ina.-t of tin* Trenton
The Government hold* f-'.OOii.dOO nt c claimed
and a gun was tired
Instantly the other slops run money order deposit* and then can he i...thing
up the same colors ami auswee along the L.m and
done with the mor.i-v without the action of r. n
from tho grassy slopes ot the old f at i limit ions,
gross
and from the distant camps down the nvrr emu*
Poctors Ilamiuon-l and Sims of New York n*
that
the
innv
joins
answering explosions, telling
the navy in this unusual and graceful aei ot
fuse to testify in tile Gniteau case, except to i\'
courtesy io the mother country. Now the aids 1 that which will help condemn the assassin 1-.
are manned, and final salute was given the \’mcn
death.
can Hag. in which the two French ships
join, and
Tin* month ot formal mourning for tL• late
so with a hearty greeting to (ireat Britain, against
President Garlield expire.! on
I.mI
c.d die
whose armies and tlect the American lioside guns
mourning emblem were ieta-e .--i Irom it-* '.ah!
clamored for liberty and independence a hundred
buildings in Washington
years ago. and to (Juecn \ ictoria. who has in this
time of sorrow, won a new title t<> the loving re
Llforts -an- being made t<> rai-e th
L iglish
sped of every American heart, the centenui.il of sloop of war Pc Hrook. xvhicn founder.’-i in
storm
the great victory at Yorktowu ends
otf Lewes, Pci
Id'S
in
Specie and valuable
to
!
are
believed
be
on
-.ant.
jewels
Fashionauu. Wkiuhno
The marriage of Mrs.
Ycniior looks t-..r a
of th
warm
Mary Black, widow of the late \Y L Black. (a wave on this continentcontinuance
during the appro aching
merchant of Halifax. Nova Scotia ) and \oungcst
winter, broken
waves of a low temp a ati:iu*
daughter of the late lion. Chief .J ust ice Mar-hall, brief duration. by
He predicts an open wiutot Halifax, to liodgetts
Foley Worrall, aiso ot
Halifax, was celebrated at the Russel! House. Washhiict (lierk Siiobct* has been made
ng Sington street. Brookline, on Thursday afternoon. rctary of the V S. Senate Senator Ldtmin 1- -a
Rev Leonard k St- rrs. rector of St Paul's Fpis
tcred t he necessary resolution, to the >i r j v
copal church, otliciuting Only a few private the Pemocrats. and it was unauimonslv passed
friends were present, among them \V 11. Meagher.
Genera! Francis A. Walker, superiun ; d« at -f
Fsq Barrister at law. the two Mr. I: tines. -o:;-.,f
the Belgian Consul at Halifax. Mrs. \V H Mutiroe.
the census, lias tendered his r**s .math
and it
Hr. Douglas and Mrs. (iraham. of Boston. Mrs. Pi's
has been aecep'e 1 by th
Preside!.It s under
of
S
stood Pol
Belfast. Me. Mr. 11 Plummer, and Mr
-aton. his chief cb-rk. w ill h appo.u:
bury,
Apollnnio ot Boston Mr. and Mrs Worraii will ed to succeed him.
visit Philadelphia. Baltimme. Washington. ,, d
In the Superior court at Lawrence. Mass
M
other places m the South and will return to their
ilc. morning the jury returned a v.-t diet d v. 1
home in Brookline by the way of New York. Tim
with a recommendation of merex in tic- case
Chronicle acknowledges the receipt of an unusually
Mrs. .1 ell's, of Gloucester, indie
1 ;..r mans!
rich wedding box, and it joins with manv friends
ter in killing her husband.
in wishing them immoasuralile happiness and pros
perity. (Brookline. Mass Chronicle. Oct. 'll
Advices from Port an Prince. Haiti, are to the
The Journal also acknowledges the receipt
1 *th in.st
t
Fresh disturbances had n. i.rred at
Juemel
Four dwellings had been burned
n
cake and cards ami adds its best wishes to ihose
ecndiarv tires, causing a loss of
ijk.ii
the
Chronicle
expressed hy
which there was no insurance.

Slumn«.

1 mention these things t*» show how poorly our
l am sure ! know
navigation is protected abroad
of hundreds of cases similar to that of the
an

to

Vicinity.

will settle in

Malahar, of Belfast, recently lo-i
Nantucket, sold last week at auction for *'>.40

at

ill

as

gentleman.

In

'■wing

Tn*y,

of

Tin* hull of -eh.

men

defend Guitenn,

help

and

Pottle i> now turning out at his factory ±i.r> mack
erel kit." ilaily.

Situr

W. Gritlin in London. Log.. recently walk- d
miles 17? yards in one hour.
General Butler declines to

Belfast

of

Harding,

W. H.

afternoon.

In l Ivalde county, Texas, thirtv-f.mr
over J.OOO OOO
sheep.

present

were

much at least

sou

about thirteen years of age. Then we
hear of a young man who leased a farm

much good, and our fair managers would liud it to
their advantage to visit them and see how our

Fair.

two

not

not

drag the plow, blit

subject

It is stated that a formidable movement is to be
organized tins winter to reduce the tax on whiskey
from !M) to SO cents per gallon.

tliis soil

News

1

of $J,h.) 1 -IS eolleeteil
fur pilotage, wharfage, and harbc-r

eminent

one

were

Mlllll'

expenses; say towage. $ loo, stevedores' hills, at
least
Ac
Ac.
Then )ou come to the <io\

at

was

city

111

sum

<

tenantless and untilled.

Kveii within the

itll

New York,
ami at a time when it required tin* utmost economy
to enable the \ >sel to pay her running
expenses
and invirainv
I have said nothing about other

the rice, cotton and sugar plantations before the war. and thousands of acres of
were

IHI

ship, hut the

move or moor a

have tin*

Irani this ship

found for the slave labor which winked

fertile soil

Mll-l

we

master's let

selling at ten
cents which cost twenty-live cents per
pound to raise. No substitute had been
Cotton

I"

Here

of

adoption

unemployed

had

houses

other.

Ill' Nil

prosperobject of

New Orleans

more

he called upon to

to

to encourage the cultiva-

was

tion of small farms and the

of the lhm

:

and does

exist-

they

but

The

can

re-

heard of in the

ed after their fashion."

lb-publi-

New \ ork, the captain does not see the harbor
master, and nine times out ot ten that oiticial is a
man who knows
absolute!}’ nothing about a vessel,

in the South, because of late greater atpaid to them than for

merly. They were seldom
days of great plantations,

:

t<*

tention lias beep

owners

newspapers the Aroostook

was

an

vessels, while in most ports goods pay
tlu* greater part of the wharfage
You pay the
harbor masters fees and that is all there is to that.
In tiie case of :» < vessels out of every 100 that go

arti-

an

the world, and that the city reenormous revenue from
them, aud all
m

from the

How's Review for

ed for all that, and their

gor

ceives

can

Wharfage!

the worst

are

marked: "It must not lie thought that
small farms are altogether unknown

upon
gives the scheme a

opposition

of

one

the company have Cully decided to pro
eeed with the undertaking, the North

to the

small

familiar to the,writer,
who embodied the results of personal ob

feasible, that the money is ieady
President Jackson sav-

Udcrring

live under such extortion
What recompense is there
t"i' the x|., per day for laving at
piers, most of
which are unsafe in a gale, both for
ship and
l! is well known that the New York
cargo
piers
this'

as

In

score

What business

I lx

that such farms have not here

the

to the

.•

popular

always been

laws*

York

Then, how long is this pilot employed The aver
ago time, inward and outward, is less than a day ;
so that for less than eight
days' work he gets $1,-

number of small

to disabuse a

under New

not, would sold >in if ever take one.
I also believe the ship would he safer under his charge
than with a pilot, as the system is now conducted.
Kvery st.'p captain knows what a Sand}’ Hook pilot
is, and how much responsibility there is in them.

would compare favorably with
those of any other part of the country.

to he used, ami

as

Generalities.

harbor in our hearts to day- so profoundly thrilled
with the expressions of sorrow anil sympathy
which our national bereavement has evolved from
the people of Kngland and their august Sovereign.
Hut it is altogether fitting that we should gather
here to refresh our souls with the contemplation
of the unfaltering patriotism, the sturdy zeal and
the sublime faith which achieved tin* results we
now commemorate ; for it we learn
aright the les
sou of the hour, we shall be incited to transmit to
the generation which shall follow, the precious
legacy which our fathers left to us, the love of
liberty protected by law.
Of that historic scone which we an* here to celebrate, no feature is more prominent and none
more touching than the
parlicipation of our gal
hint allies from across the sea
It was their pn s
dice which gave fresh and
vigorous impulse to
the hopes of our countrymen when .v• I nigh
disheartened by a long scries of disasters: ,t
was their noble and
generous aid extended in
the darkest period of the struggle which sped
the coming ot our triumph and made the capitulation of Yorktown possible a ceuturv ago.
To their descendants and representatives, who are
hero present, as the honored guests of the nation,
it is my glad duty to offer cordial welcome
You have a right to share with us the assoeia
tions which cluster about the day when vmir
fathers fought side by side with our fathers, in the
cause which was here crowned with success, and
none of the memories awakened
by this miniver
sary are more grateful to us all than the reduction
that the National friendships here so clo.selv e<*
meuteil. have outlasted the mutation of a chance
fill century. Hod grant, my countrymen, they
may ever remain unshaken and that even home
forth with ourselves and with ail tin* nations of
the earth we may he at peace.
The Marquis de Kochambeau and Huron Steu
hen responded in French and Herman.
Haul
Kohcrt <’
Haynes centennial ode was sung
W inthrop delivered a:i oration, and .lames n.nu
Hope read a poem. Vbout two thou>.ind people

or

profit they

cordial support.
After stating that the
routes*) far as reported b\ the engineers is

entirely

shown in

of fact there have

point

commented

we

;

Ti,

to

tofore existed in the Southern States.

light upon the subject since it pul»

lishcd

or

impression

Maine

Co.

has

(5,.'>(58

farms, will help

'The Aroostook and other stilt** papers
eontinue to discuss the projected enter
Maine

Centennial.

brought to a successful issue their heioic
struggle for independence. Here and then was

What
>.)ii.»l IS. Now as to pilotage
does the ship get in return for the
money f I firm
1}' believe that ( apt. IStarrett, if free to take a pilot

and indeed within the past
twelve years. Tho figures here

crease

Central.

the

pulsory charges

given, aside from the very gratifying in

ERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE 1’IIAT THEIR
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrear*
requested to forward the sums duo.

prise of
Presque

Upon

fathers

amount ot

closed,

ten

in the

are

the

By compar-

|.'!8 ; in South
Carolina from .‘Cl,I?I to !C),864. This increase has mainly taken place since the

Subscribers are requested to take notice of tin*
date on tin* colored slip attached to tin* paper.
It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
l.'» May >1, means that the subscription is paid t«>
that date. When a new payment is made, the date
will be changed to correspond, and "l BscRIB-

ot

of

which is less than the
average time for such a vessel—$3.Y> 25; harbor
masters fees, s-'J I.J'J.
This ship. 1 think, made
tour voyages from New York to London about
• *'s, and during these lour
voyages she paid com-

of 18(50 and 188(1

figures

census

bama has increased from ">">, 128 to |
8(51 ; in (ieorgia, from 152,00:) to |:)S,ii:)i5

war

Extension

Yorktown

Tiio programme lor the I Pth was
successfully
carried out at Yorktown. The following is Tresi
dent Arthur's address—

wharfage—allowing HO days,

lind that the number of farms in Ala-

we

\ rdians

Nathaniel Kedion died suddenly in Portland Satlay. of heart disease. He retired Friday night derstood that he has no intention of reand was found dead Saturday morning.
maining in the Cabinet, although it is no
Miss Annie Louise Carry's marriage with a New
'i ork gentleman is now settled, and alter that
secret that President Arthur has requestevent takes place she will reside m New York.
The Whig says
Friday morning ex Senator ed him to do so. There is considerable
lbuiiHn, was standing in a store in Pickering
uncompleted business in the State De•“‘j l*are when a : arm er drove up with a load of oats.
Mr Hamlin purchased them and was telling where
partment which should lie brought to a
t" take them, when the
farmer, not knowing that conclusion
by the present Secretary, and
: is customer was ex Vice President of the Cnited
Mates, interrupted him by saying
“hit on
at the request of the President to-dav he
curtly
and rule up with me yourself
“But you have no
-eat in your wagon.' replied llieex Senator. “Never
agreed to remain at his post until the
•'"ii mind
) our does set on that bag of oats" was i regular session of Congress meets.
It is
’be businesslike reply: so tin* ex Senator clam
now understood that some time in De‘-••red up and sat down on the dusty load, and the
j
unrolled away, while the farmer wondered at the
j cember ex-Scnutor l-’relinghuysen will he
quaint look that crept into the face of hiscompan
mu a.- lie gave a nod of
recognition to well pleased nominated to succeed him.’’
lookers-on.
The Augusta grocers, with one or two excep
Dons, have decided to close their stores four eveuPresident Arthur sent to the Senate
ngs in a week
(Monday, Tuesday. Thursday, and
Monday the nomination of Hon. K. 1).
Friday) until April 1st.’
In the department of Maine L. A. K. since the
Morgan, of New York to he Serrelaiw of
annual encampment at Rockland, February DU. si,
the
ie number ot Posts lias increased from Xt to
Treasury. and it w as prompt ly eonT.»,
possibly >M. and the membership in Posts previous
tinned.
Mr. Morgan lias, however, de!y organized, has increased in nearly the same ratio.
It is believed that the present
tained the office.
It is thought that
year will witness
cams in
this Department quite unprecedented.
either Judge Folger, of New York, or
1 lie annua! Fucampment will meet at the Nation
d Soldiers Home. Togus, the date to be fixed
by Treasurer Hillillan will ho appointed.
Du- Department < ’ominander. probably iu
January.
> une
titty tons of cabbages are shipped daily
The wearers of the blue and the gray
tioin Cape Hlizubeth to Boston.
Tbev have ad
vauced from *1.". to
per ton.
mingled fraternally at Yorktown, and
Some gentlemeu from Bangor,
together with a
since then a regiment ol Connecticut ma: arty from Boston went out t«» Lead Mountain on
l nion River a few
days ago to hunt deer, taking litia has been handsomely entertained at
with them
pack ot valuable dogs. The State
Law forbids the hunting of deer with dogs, and
Charleston, S. ('. The bloody chasm is
the violation of the
statoots” so incensed the
closed.
denizens of the vicinity that they turned out ami
shot the dogs. One of the canines, owned
by a
o.
Boston gentlemen, was valued at >lf><).
Smith, Ksij.. a loading Ileinocwiitie lawyer
of Wisconsin, lias published a letter declaring "his
John Matthew- of Warren, fell from the upper
between decks to the lower hold of the ship John B.
purpose to voto for lieu. ,1. At. Itusk, llio ltepuhli
can uoiiiiuco for ituvoruor, liecaiiso lie knows him
Bom as in the yard of Watts A Co., Thomaston,
Fricley afternoon and died at H o'clock Saturday In lie a good, lionest and capable man

concerning the

the

ing

SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
ha\e tin* address of papers changed, must state tin*
Post < Jftiee to which tin* paper has been sent, as well
as the ortiee to which it is to go.

Aroostook

Ttie

Taxed.
week before the

a

3 on might timl something new in the argument
for Congress and the
shipbuilding aud shipowning
States to consider.
Hilt tin* sad
at Wash

The statistics of the last

confirm these views.

census

Boston.
s. M. Pettkngill A Co.,10Stalest., Boston,and
37 Park Row, N. Y.
Horace Dodd, 20."» Washington st., Boston.
Ceo. J*. Rowell A Co., lOSprnccSt.. Now York.
J. II. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.

'•i

morning.

tural interest.

The t'ollowingare authorized agents for the .Jour

The

About

Sidney Lanier contragedy
established and, as we trust, made secure upon
tributed an article to Scribner’s Monthly ington so engrossed tlie public attention that I this continent for ages yet to come, that
principal
of government, which is the very figure of our
have deferred writing until now.
a year or more ago, in which he
argued
political system, the sovereignty of the people.
W e want relief from taxation more than
anything Those resentments which attended and for a time
that the old plantation system of ante
else—from taxes of ail kinds, and there are
many succeeded the close of the war have long since
helium days was gradually being abanceased to animate the heart, and it is with no feel
kinds of taxes on ships.
1 wish to call your attendoned in the South, and the plantations tion to i>ne
ing of exultation over a defeated foe that to-day
ship, of which you know—the Levi <J. wo summon up a remembrance of those events*
themselves were being cut up into small Burgess, hdo tons, Capt. Starrett. Her
compulsory which have made holy the ground whereon we
tread.
per voyage :
farms, to the great benefit of the agricul- pilotage at New York is at least
Surely no such unworthy sentiment could find

within

desiring their i*robate advertising published
Journal, will please so state to the Court.

Ships Are

tlie IVesidmt I had collected some
facts which l then intended to send
you, thinking

shooting

the fact that the late

CHARLES A. 1MLSTSCRY.KlUT.lH,
RUSSELL G. 1>Y ER, j Brsi.NKss Manaukk and
Local Editor.
i
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by the builder ami •inpri-eheauty with largo carrying capacity. The principal
o\\ ner, ( apt. > «.
Haskell,of I leer Me, is thorough
ly in a I ii a ted with I he vessel, contending that -he is
The model

one

of tin*

-cot

liav.

as

lu

th«‘
r.

\va-
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captain is not alone in thi-respect,
schooner impresses all who have -con
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new

she i- in

reality

ing much credit

a

the

very

superior vessel,

builder-

relied

alloat, her
graceful curve-, tall, tapering spars and neat rig.
made a marine picture that carried admiration to
on

When

tin* heart of

everv -eaman present.
An excellent
painting of Hu* schooner, as she will appear under
full sail, has been on exhibition tin* past week at
\\ oodeoek’s book store. The cabin is very hand
-omcly finished in hard wood, and very tastily fur
ni-hed, making for the mariner a comfortable
home. <bi the tabic is a very handsome Bible, the
fly leaf oi which hoars the following inscription
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Mi. and

the
Mr.-, h

owners

\V.

of soli
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Dyer. Belfast.”

Haskell, by
A- before

stilted the schooner will l»e commanded by ( apt.
s
Haskell, of Deer Isle. The tug IJnlph
Boss brought a party from Bangor, and a yacht a
party from Deer Isle, to sec the launching, ( apt
s. (,. Ha-kcll has given Mr. < ottrell an order to
immediately build for him another three masted
schooner from the same model, hut to he a trifle
tieorge

larger.
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lately repaired and coppered
the wharf, is reported to be leak
"in-will probably have to be put
railway to diseover the leak. The

have been tested with water before

surveyors are at work surveying the railroad route
from here to Kllsworth, and it i> quite probable
that the road will be built next season_Merchants
report the fall trade to be unusually good.John
Tilloek who ha- been spending the -ummer in Bot mi, is visiting hifamily in I’.m-k-port fora few
’lays-Mr.-, Barnard's family residenre, which has
been undergoing repairs and improvements for a
number of months, i- nearly completed,
it will be

many

beautiful homes in the state... .The

friends of

prim ipal

Bev.

of the F. M.

t.eorge Forsyth, formerly

Seminary, will be pleased
to learn that he i- enjoying good health and is
I 'lea-ant ly -ituated a- pastor of a Methodist Fpis"paM'hureh in the Wyoming Conference_Bev.
<

■

iTince. .,f Th<Miia.-l'Mi,\ i-ited his „,,n Be\. M. \V.
prince ot tiii> village last week ...Ivlwin Hall, one
\

of

our mo-t

eon

enterprising young merehants,

has

j*lbo,nou. exclusive of machinery and
«ing~, which will be placed in her during the
~o that she will he
ready to go upon the line

-t some

i'1

'"
•'

in \piil next.

given
by

It i- not

her command.

yet settled who
Her engine is to he

It' d

the Atlantic Works, ami is to be of
power, w ith bs inch cylinder and 12-foot
It is estimated by the superintendent of

that her -peed w ill he l:J knots an hour,
dimensions are a> follows: Length over all,

it"

incites; keel. 2U» feet; breadth,over hull,
t. w.-rguards,02 feet;
depth, 13 feet; diain
v
"
addles, .57 feet; breadth, 71. feet; rapacity
?iiii.it>•«!
,j iboo tons, -the is tmiltof New
Hamp
w hiteoak and hard
pine, isdiagonally strapped
!l iron
plates 4 inches wide and \ in thickness,
frames and two water-tight iron bulk
i«

■

"b.

one forward and the oilier aft.
she has
kelsons, of hard pine, 24x12 inches, and
ll;m‘ fastened.
Her main saloon, lower deck,

feet

high,

and

lias

three tiers of berths;

promenade deck is !* feet in height, giving
accommodations for boo passengers, ami has
1,1 * bite
looms, Js on the main deck, usually
ladies’ cahin, while that cabin, the
gentlemens’
"‘d the dining room will l>e in the hold. The saloon
ill Ik* 217 feet
long with an average width of Is
!i' t.
It will Im* very plainly finished and the state
-ms arc to be built in alcoves, for the most part.
• ’here will Ik* six bridal
staterooms, 7x10, hand
'"inely finished and furnished. The pilot house
will Ik* bl feet long and contain 0 rooms, (5 to
let. The boat is painted white like the others on
the line, which she will resemble externally. Tin*
""

11

Company is to lie congratulated upon the
prospective acquisition of such a staunch and commodious vessel.

-Milford

Thi-

isiriod.it tin* October term, 1*7-'. u'iien ;
'il
.re-l a verdict of **.l*.b:>.
It went to*!,.
term and wa- given another tria
PI f. furni-1.

New York elects
other State officers,

a

<>

n

the Nth

of November

Secretary of State and four

an

associate

judge

of the court

of

appeals, it* L>gi9lat ire and four Congressmen.
Pennsylvania elects a State treasurer and county

officers.

Massachusetts

elects

iinly

I.

li«»r-e-,

u. two

harm

and a driv.
lo|- which ne wa- b* pay j<4" per month.
I'm imrM e:
wm th .**«*
I’lie ice was unsafe, the animalbroke through and were drowne*!. i'lie defence
•dined that the ice wa- -ulVieiently -trmig, that th.
i:'iver was too far out in the river and that he h
ii"; *.*\ert him-eif
-avethe Imr-e-. Verdict !
plff. in the -urn of sMo.Ti. 11 idh--k for pill'. Wiwei! and Fogler for deft.

■

■;
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The next
(. I

with

i-e,

ami

aiierlioi>n
-\‘ lion

ing

I

lc- \\ oilman,

u

--.

t

e>

t

governor and
other State olli -er.s. and its L s, islature. New Jersey elects its House of Hcpresentati vea and a part
of its Senate
Maryland elects its comptroller, its
House of Delegates and half its Senate. Minnesota
elects its governor and other State officers, and
its Legislature. Connecticut elects its governor
and part of its Senate.
Virginia and Mississippi
each elect a governor and the other State ollicers
and the Legislature. Wisconsin elects a governor,
part of its Senate, and its assembly. Colorado
elects judges and county otlicers. Nebraska elects
a Supremo court judge and two regouts of the unia

versity.

The steamer Malabar arrived at Now York Mona cargo of
of sugar. This is said to be the first steamer
that ev«*r came from Philippine Islands to the
United States, and she brings what is declared to
he the largest cargo of sugar ever imported into
the United States from any country. The cargo
was shipped by Austin & Co., of Iloilo, and conHamliu. of New York, who
signed to Wiilett
have sold it for $300,000. The cargo will pay a
duty to the (vovcrnjnent of about $PJ>,000

day from Philippine Islands, with
tons

The Whig says that Mr Thomas T. Tiplady and
wife, ol (iarland. were out riding Sunday and their
horse became frightened and started into a run.
Mrs Tiplady was thrown out, breaking an arm
near the shoulder.
Both Mr and Mrs. T were
deaf mutes.
Miss Blanche Willis Howard, t lie author of “One
Summer" and of “Aunt Serena" is described as a
tall, plump, pretty blonde, ufjb the most golden
of gold hair, delicate complexion and blue eyes.

and Brocades.
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monev.

.reeley for plff.

deft,
tin*
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a

report

indictment-,

five

Tinwa-

mi

as

on

Saturday morning. finding

follow

—

Palmer M
burner, hlbridge F. Civgorv and
M. Bullard, all of Palermo, for riof.
I.dgar F. Hanson, of Sear-port. for libel.
'Utoiiia- B. >ever, of searspori. for assau'J with
intent to kill.
Arraigned and pleaded not guilty.
Charles < ouillard and Bella Kimball, of Hampden, for false pretence-.
John siiermaii, of Lineolnv ille, for adultery.
WVOlU

KS.

H. B. Huntington from Lli/.aheth Huntington, oi
Belfast. Cau.se—for being cross, unkind, abu-ivc.
find for tlireateuing t«» kill.
Albert K. Brackett from Kllen >. Brackett. B*
:a-r.
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W ILLl STRATKH WKKKLY

re-

Thompson

f. *r deft.
MaryH. Castle v- Belfast Foundry C".
on.of the celebrated foundry eases and
w lien iJournal went t<»
press.

Lot No. 6.

1

plif.

-a>

1*1 if. -ay\ erdiet forplff. in

wa-

Tin- S "i \i. l’l.o; u: 11 a been fr<-m tin* tir-i -wrI bi yoii'l anticipation.—N. S
Fvening I -t.
It lia- a di.-tim t purpo-c t" which it
ad
in ta-that, namely, o! -upplanting the irioii- pap» r> t«*r the young with a paper more attractive, awell as more wholesome.— Huston •) -;;rual.
K"i* neat lie--, elegance < -t engraving, and c. intents
g'
rally, it i- unsurpassed hy any puhlieation ot
the kind
e[ 1 r.uig!it*t" our notiet*itt>hurgi Da
/.ette.
It.- weekly vi.-ii- are eagerly looked tor. not mil\
b
tin eliildren, but also
the parents \\ h,» are
aiiNiou- ;o j.rovide pure literature
-r their girlaml b, y- —Christian Advocate. liuiVal -. N. Y.
\ W'-ek 1 paper for eliildren which parent- need
i"i f-'.ar I-- let their children read at the familv lireside. -Hartford hail; Times.
dust the paper to lake tin- eye and -e tire tie- at
te lit io n o f tin
> pri n gti e Id F n i
id girls

-i(il>

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
MAUK.EI'.

bush,
Apples
drie< 1, ¥ tb

Beans,pea,hush

PRICES PAID
25a40 Hav ¥

4<i5

3.25A3..50

Medium $2.50u3.00
Yellow-eves2 1 >«2.00
Butter ¥ tb,
23£25
Beef ^ It,
Tail
50g(iU
Barley ¥ hush,
to a 12
Uheese ¥ lb,
Uhieken ^ tb,
12y 11
La If skin- ¥' tb,
121 ^
Duck ¥ tb,
0AO

Kggs ¥ «!«»/..,

20

Fowl ¥ tb,
Geese ¥ tb,

10gl2
ogo
RETAIL

$ Io.imdi I hut
•;y 7
7y-

ton,
Hides ¥ tb,
Land) ¥ tb,
Lant) Skin-,
SI.on a 1.25
Mutton ¥ It.,
7yv
Oats ¥ bush,
15 a:.o
>Oas.5
Potatoes,
^ao
Uou id Hog ¥ tt>
Straw ¥ ton,
$t;.onys.tm
12 y 15
tl>,
Turkey
Veal ¥ tb,
OyOC
;>«*
Wool, washed, ¥ tt»,
Wool, unwashed, ¥ tb, 27
Wood, hard,
$4.00«5.oo
Wood, soft,
£2.50#$3.00

MARKET.

5a
5g0 Oat Meal ¥ tb,
20 Onions ¥ lb,
3G y4
Butter, Salt,
85 Oil, Kerosene p'gal.,» 1 y 2.5
Corn ¥ bush,
(Torn Meal ¥ hush,
85 Pollock ¥ tl»,
3G
Cheese ¥ tb,
13gl5 Pork ¥ tb,
12yl3
Codfish, dry,!? tl>,
5g0 Plaster ¥ 1 hi.,
$l.ou
Cranberries ¥ qt.,
t
sy 10 Rye Meal, ¥ tb,
( lover Seed, ¥ tb,
12g21 Shorts ¥ ewt.,
$1.10
Flour ¥ hbl., $s.50y 10.50 sugar ¥ tb,
’.tall
11. G. Seed ¥ hush, $3.3.5 Salt, T. I., ¥ inirdi,
40
Card ¥ tb,
11A10 S. Potatoes ¥ tb,
la I
a
Lime ¥ bbl.,
1.25 Wheat Meal, ¥ tb,
1G y *
¥ tb,
¥ box,

mnmi.k Ni uiu.n- Four Cent- each.
'i’hi* r.oimd \ oIume for 1--1 will lu- rea-lv i.arh ii;
No\einiier.
l’n e s.J.on. p
tage
ebvri
for Yoi n i, 1'i-im: for 1 «*<!.:».’. rent -. po-tage, Id
cent- additional.
Remittances should be made by P..-ta Mli-v Monm
Order or Draft, to avoid chance of loss.
Xewspapers are not to •opit this tnirertisnuent
without tin
rjtr, x.x- ,>ru'er or' II vkit.k .V Itm • ill
Address 11 A R !*F i: \ ML< >TH KIIN M;w P.i;k,

under tin exclusive eon* I

now

>nl\

JUST RECEIVED!
.11--T ltlXKIVKH A

\vi-: II A\ I

Mariset.

Satu rday, Oet. 22.
Bi tter—Northern creamery, choice fresh made,
33a35c ¥ tt>; do, fair to good, 28g.32c; summermadc
«lo,24A27c; Franklin county, N't., is quoted by Ih>>t**n dealers, 30y32c; hv St. Alban- buyers, 35c;
Vermont and New York dairy, 20«28c ; long dairies,
Vermont and New York, 23 a27m* ; fair to good, 20y
22c ; western creamery fresh made, 33a35c; do, fair
to good, 27g31e: dairy packed, 24y20c ; do, fair h>
good, 17<i18c; common, l(»al7c.
Cheese—Good September cheese sell- at 13gi3Gc
and fancy lots sell at a higher figure; Northern factory, 13g 13 Gc for fine; fair to good, 11 gl2Gc; halt'
skim, 5g0c; full skim, 3g4c; western factory, 12
y 12 G(G do fair to good, 10«12c; Worcester, 13 g 131 ?e.
Kens—The supply is short; fresh stock is scarce
and prices are linn, as for some time past; good
northern and eastern, 2Sg2iic; limed, 20g22c; nearby, 30 g 33c; and very choice new laid eggs sell

higher.
Beans—Pea, Northern, $3 55A3 05; mediums, $3
5og3 00 for hand-picked; yellow eyes, improved, $3

y3 35; red kidnevs, $2 75 y2 80.
Potatoes—Choice Aroostook rose, !>5y $1 uu ¥
hush; Maine Central,05c; northern rose, choice, 05c;
Jacksons, 85gt)0c; prolific, 85g90c; peerless, so a 85c;
sweets $2 50g3 .50 ¥ bbl.
A peeks—Choice selections are in good dcmaml
and sell at $3 25$-3 50; mediums, $2 25A.3 00; common range from $1 00A2 00 ¥ bbl.
Hay and Straw—No. 1 timothy $22 ¥ ton, and
some fancy lots higher; fair to good; 20y21; fine
hay, Hell*; medium to poor, 11 gin ^ ton. Rye
straw, #22 per ton; oat, $0gl0.
10
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The exercises will consist of
Lssays and Papers upon practical educational
topics, with discussions thereon, by mem Iters of the
\ssoriation, and of Lectures by C. C. Bounds, Pit.
D., of Farmington, B. Woodbury. A. M., of ( as
tine, and Ucv. \. \\ Burr, Prin. Hallowed Clus*i
cal A< ailemy.
Ladies attending will be furni.-licd
with tree entertainment. Cordial and earnest invitation is extended to all Teachers. School Officers
and friend* of the Common Schools, to attend and
participate in the exercises of this meeting.
W. A. LUCK, St ate Sup’t of School*.
Fducational Dep't. Vugusta, Oct. Ft, issi.—

For Sale

or

The two story house at the corner of Congress and Miller streets,
Belfast, know n as the ( apt. <J< >11 \
lO KB house, is o IVe red for sale or
to rent. The lot is live rods on the
street and two deep.

Lood orchard. The l»ou*e is
a goo.| one, pleasantly situated in a tint1 neighborhood. For further particulars call on
DAMKK II ABA DKN.
Belfast, (>ct. 27, lsxi—t;{
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It i- an immediate,
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It Is an
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Sold cheaper than by competitors,
.lust returned front the market with
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Thetrade has been eery flattering

to ns and ire shall continue to eater

for an increase of business by nioring goods Iirely. On Saturday. Oct.
22d. onr sales reached a height nnyrecedented since onr entry into
He!fast.
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Boston & New York,
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W vUMi
October 2."), A. 1). I>M.
IS TO <. I \'K NOTH K. That on the 2(>tli day
A <»t o t.. \. I), issi. a Warrant in Insolvency
was i-Mu-d out of th.- (_ ourt of Insolvency for said
< ounty uf Waldo, against the estate of WILLIAM
H. 11 AB1HN<«. of Troy, in said County,adjudged to
be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of said Debtor,
which petition was tiled on he 2oth day of <><• t.. \
D. 1
l, to which last named date interest onclaims
is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts
and the delivery and transfer of any property beand
longing to said Debtor, to him nr for Ids
the delivery and transfer of any property by him
are forbidden by law. That a meeting of tin* < reditors of said Debtor, to prove their debts and rhoose
one or more assignees of his estate, will lit* held at
a Court of Insolvency to he lioldcu at the Probate
Office in said Belfast, on the loth day of November,
V. D. issi, at ten o'clock in tin* forenoon.
Liven under mv band the date lir-t above written.
< HA". BAKKB, sherill',
As Messenger of tin* Court of Insolvency for >aid
( ounty of Waldo.
2\vl-P
K'i:

Mii;i;in
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MR. & MRS. A. D. CHASE.
K*
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\ND Modi:

Metropolitan Fashions

by mail to any address on receipt
priee. Catalogue* free to all.

'senI

Masonic

ment in Belfast,

Cadies

of

Having dust hemmed

1.7b

Lot No. 7.

stock

C. DINSMORE

B

Shirts,

Tiik ( i:i,i:iji;ati:i>

>k

The Men and Women of Waldo County, purchasing goods for themselves and their children, will
save money by railing upon us before they buy.

Foster Kid Gloves! Lot No. 9.

MARRIED.
I n tliis city, < ><t. 22< 1, by Rev. C. E. Libby, William
A. Kimball and Fannie J. Clark, both of*Belfast.
In this city, Oct. 19th, b\ Rev. Wooster Parker,
Mr. John I)! Walker of Northport and Miss Eli/.a
Brown of Belfast.
in Winterport, Oct. 21st, Geo. F. Manslield of
Jonesnort, and Elbertie A. ( rocker of Winterport.
In l nity, Oct. 9th, Joseph K. Dickey and Zelphia
K.
both of Thorndike.
In Searsmont, Oet. 19th, by Rev. J. P. simonton
at the residence of the bride’s father, Mr. Willie M
Thayer and Miss Annie J. Farrar, both of Searsmont.
In Roekport, Oct. 24th, by Rev. W. F. Chase, Mr.
Oscar G. Lane of Taunton, Mass., and Miss Millie
L. Talbot of Roekport.
In Roekport, Oct. 24th, by Rev. W. F. Chase, Mr.
George 11. Talbot of Roekport, and ML- Carrie 1>
Johnson of Camden.

I

full

a

French A d Button Boots, and
all the safest style shoes made.
We have one of the largest
stocks in the State, and if'you
will call on us you will be convinced that we are selling the
BEST QUALITIES at the very
LOWEST PRICES POSSIBLE.
And wc want to impress this on
your mind, that our aim is to
seil the BEST GOODS we can
have made, and warrant them
to be jus! as represented, and
we will stand up to 5he warrant
in every instance.
We want
you to take heed of this advertisement and when you are in
need of anything in our line be
sure to give us a call, and we
shall be pleased to show our
goods and prices, and if possible, sell you something, but
whether we sell you or not, we
shall be just as pleased to
show goods.

Chase,

oilers a very large and beautiful selection of
the very latest designs in all qualities, lings and
Mats in Tapestry. Moquct, Mnyrna, Velvet and
Brussels. Oil Cloths in 4-1. .‘>-1, •»-f ami *-i, to
which he would respectfully ask the inspection of
his friends and all desiring in purchase, assuring
them lower prices than can be bought elsewhere.

CASE GENTS

*

believing

who

Best make in this country, medium
light colors, only lie., sold even
where at -r.

FINE ASSORTMENT
■

Mr. Robert. P.

7be.

prepaid'.
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use*,

Moore*,

This department is
trol of

•SKS.-fflirts,

Iffcivy. mly

$1,000 WORTH

I’RODl VERS

Heef, Cornell,

Boston

Carpetings

Butterick s

All-Wool Scarlet

HARPER'S YOUNG PEOPLE
Per Year, Postage Prepaid,

C. H. sakugkt. No. 8, Main Street.

¥

ONE

TERMS.

Ldwin i.liras from Delphiua l.ueu-. '•ear-moiii.
,'ause—lesertiou.
Lucy A. Curtis from Wihnot >. ( urti-. Winter
port. Cause—cruelty, ahu-e, intoxication and un
laithfulne--. Custody of minor child to mother.
Li/./.ie M. Wansor from Ilenry L. Wansor, searport. < au-e—drunkenness and desertion.
Luclla Carver from Henry Carver. Nearsport,
dau-e—great difference in ages, drunkemu --. a
Hie Judge decreed to libellant
as speidfie -um
o
he paid by lihellee instead of alimony. Lil»ellee to pay £* every four weeks t.. the clerk f-»r
-upport of minor child, the first payment to be
ma It* Nov. l‘Jth. Cu.-tody of minor child to libelant.
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them to be profitable to nobody, and we shali sell the best
goods at such low prices that
no
person need buy shoddy
shoes. Fur every day wear ws ed
loubt
net easing
beyond
can furnish you with Boots &
mistnoss tin
.1 t
that the pul*li<
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Shoes of OUK OWit MAKE,
a H1 •, a\ e
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in’ leWh f I’llll i
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assortment of Men’s Dress
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JUST OPENED A
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and ws can show you the prettiest Ladies’ kid Button Boots,
cut from New York patterns,
for $2.00 and $2.50. that can
O F
be found in New England. We
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itnjterfertion is hardly pereeptihle
price dd per cent, less than the
regular juice.

and the

Don't fail to jjive
will receive courteous
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trial.

Yon

treatment.

No
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CHARLES M. CARTER-

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,
BLUE STORE.
1*. S.

Special

All orders

promptly

executed.

.jobs for wholesale dealers.
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.England

to

Cei'Ualine is certain

America.

ty and Sleeplessness.

Silence were best, if baud in hand.
Like friends, sea-sundered Peoples met;
But words must wing from land to land
The utterance of the heart's regret,
Though harsh on ears that Sorrow thralls
K'en Sympathy’s low accent falls.

The lly that walks
butter 11 v.
Rescuod

Salt leagues that part us check uo w hit,
What kuows not bounds of time or space.
The homestead leeliug that must knit
World scattered kin in speech and race,
None like ourselves may well bemoan
Columbia's sorrow: 'tis our own.
A sorrow of the nobler sort.
Which love ami pride make pure and fair
A grief that is not misery’s sport;
A pain that bows not to despair
Beginning not in courtly woe.
To end in pageantry and show.

DR,

GR03VENQRS
TS

But

an

Tile Croat Republic's foremost sou.
Struck foully, falls; but they who mourn
Brave life cut short, good work half done,
Yet trust that from beyond Death s bourne
That blameless memory's gifts may be
Peace. Concord, Civic Purity.

LIVER-AID

Scarce known of us till struck lor death,
lie stirred us by his valiant tight
With mortal pain.
With bated breath
We w aited tidings morn and night.
The hope that’s nursed by strong desire,
Though shaken often, will not tire.

NOT A PAD,

Internal

Remedy
Complaints,

for

;

Livrer

Sueii as
Itn.iui sm>s, Pooit
AriTTin:.
Ini»h;i.srms,
lMSi i.i si1UZZ1NKSS, 1*11.KS, l»oiI.s, .1 11 V

And now our sables type, in truth,
A more than ceremonial pain
We send. Court, Cottage, Age and Youth,
From open hearts, acioss the main.
Our sympathy —it never swerved—
To Wife lie loved, to Land he served
1 London Punch

111. UM'llIUN, Nil i: M'OM.K II,
Uiu.i mat ism, Nia u vi <.i i. Ida rrioxs, m'ijoiti.ors sums, Fkmai.k Complaints, imlTiiri n <
i\D s.u.r Khki m.
The Liver is the Largest Organ of the Human
H-••!>-. It is tin- largest because* it has the most to
<i• i.
It is intimately connected with the digestive
and nervous systems, consequently, any derangement >>i the Liver produces Constipation and a
liumire i evils in its train, and also occasions ner\
ous di>ease.s without number; resulting, if
un'•hei-ked, in paralysis, insanii> -u rleatli. I)r. tiros.
oni«r*s Liver Aid is a wonderful medicine lor immediate action upon tin* J.iver, and thousands of
testimonials have been received
to the bene lit it
has given.
1 »l«

Ocean

During the

Steamships.

three months, says the Loudon
Telegraph <>t the *JBth nIt.. live magnificent pas
senger steamers ol' the largest size and of hitherto
unparalleled power, will have been added to the
mercantile navy of the Kmpress of the seas. Yes
tcrday the City of Rome, the latest born daughter
*>t the Inmau line, lett the mouth of the Clyde on
Liver-Aid has been a Messing to my poor, allliet
her trial trip, which, after it had lasted for six
l mother, sin- tried many, many things for her
hours, was to be succeeded by a more extended
-irk headache, but never found any relief until she
voyage, iu order to test the seagoing capabilities
took the Liver-Aid. It has, indeed, been invaluable
and the behavior in the water ot the first big ves
to her.
She is now using her fourth bottle.
I told
sol that was ever turned out by the Barrow-in
ur druggist how excellent it was, and assured him
Furness Shipbuilding Company. The City of Rome,
that he miirlit -afely recommend it as the best known
remedy lor sick headache. Ile sa> s :t is not ad\er- upon the conclusion ot her six hour trip, was to
tised hall enough. 1 hope \ou will let it become run last night down to St. George's channel to (he
tter v own.
Mu's. M. \ -111YLKU,
s u Hi west coast- of Ireland,
returning thence to
\\ jjd st., \i-w
ork.
Vi pool, whore she was
expected to ariive upon
<u about to morrow afternoon.
To day the Rome
t or -ale 1*\ all Druggists a s« per bottle, <-r »;
and the Clyde—the last two additions to the noble
b dtles for .*.*».
Jyrlf
Jleet of th«* Peninsular and Oriental Steam Naviga
tiou Company -await the inspection in the Royal
Albert dock by visitors whom the directors have
invited to partake of luncheon on board the Rome.
Not many days lienee the Alaska will proceed to
Liverpool, whence she is advertised to sail for
New Y<>rk—it being her first trip—on the *J'Jd of
^
October. The Alaska promises to be the brightest
ornament of the (iunion line, and is the bigger sister of the Arizona, which is already regarded by
many as oue of the best and swiftest steamers that
!
jO Y R U P OFever went to sea
On the 1st of last March the
ievialhan of '.he famous Cunard line, by name the
HB
Servia. was launched at Clydebank, close to Glasgow. from the ship building yard of Messrs J. tfc
<i. Thomson, who, at the commencement of this
rear, were engaged in building for tlie Cunard
company not less than 130.000 tons of shipping.
It was intended that the Servia should have sailed
upon her lirst voyage from Liverpool to New York
IS A REALLY RELIABLE REME•n the !3th of August, but an accident to her shaft
DY FOR WASTING AND NERVhas made it necessary for her to he sent back
to
the Clyde, and her first transatlantic trip will
OUS DISEASE.
not take place before November. She will thus he
across the Atlantic by her two superb
I preceded
rivals, the City of Rome and Alaska: and when
After numerous experiments Mr. Fellow- -ue
iv'le'i ai proilueint tiii- combination of 11 ypophos
next Christmas day arrives the Cunard, the Inman
pliite-, \\ lifeli ha.- i.ot only re-tored him to health,
j and the (iunion lines will be represented upon the
nut iii- sinee l.een l'oiiml -o .-ueees-ful in the treat
Atlautie by three splendid vessels.
By the end of
!.i«-! t
ili-ea-.e emauatint from In.-- of nerve powlc ce in her the ( ity of Rome, the Alaska ami the
er. .in-1 consequent ly nm-eular reaction, \ i/..
Servia will all have been tested at sea.
Neuralgia.
\phonia ,1ns- ..f \ oi<»e
Nervous Debility,
\memia,
Model of the Cunard Liner Servia.
Chronic Dianiuea,
Whooping Couth,
next

on

allays

Nervous Irritabili

oleomargarine

From

William J. Coughlin, ot Somerville, Mass says:
In the fall of 187b 1 was taken with bleeding of
THE lungs followed by a severe cough.
1 lost my
appetite and llesh, and was con lined to my bed. In
1877 I was admitted to the Hospital
The doctors
said 1 had a hole in my lung as big as a half dollar
At one time a report went around that I was dead.
1 gave up hope, but a friend told me of DR. WILLIAM HALLS BALSAM FOR TH 15 LUNGS
I
got a bottle, when to my surprise, 1 commenced
to feel better, and to-day 1 feel better than for
three years past
“I write this hoping every one alllicted with diseased Lungs will take 1)R. WILLIAM HALL'S
BALSAM, and be convinced that COXSSUM FTIOX
CAN BB (TRBI).
I can positively say it has
done more good than all the medicines I have
taken since my sickness.’’

! i\ -pepsia,
Fe\ ei ami A

Ulsters aid Reefers
< hildren’s wear.
( all and exour I’d RM1CII OVERCOAT, rut and
trimmed in tin* latest Mvies from line beaver

amine

NOW OPEN!

Inn

I*

a

PoeltiV'- C:v;>-

all thoMC Painful Complaints and Weakness**
MM Oinmun tuourbent female population.
Itwdlcure entirely the worst form of Female Complaint--, all ovarian troubles. Inflanui:ati< n ami I'lccra
'•n, Falling ami Displacements, and the consequent
Inal YT. iikncss, and is i»artieularly adapted to the
< -Image of T.ife.
!: will dissolve and expel tumors fr> m the uterus in
HU
ally stage of development. Th<-tendency t«» enniaus humors there is chicked very speedily by its use.
Jt removed faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
!'
stimulants, ami relieves w eakness of the rtomneh.
It
ures Bloating, H •ndaehes, Nervous Prostration.
S!« •plessness Dc* ression and Indiin ral Debility,
ct ion.
That feeling of hearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured 1 y its use.
it v. ill at all times and under nil circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female systim.
For the cure t Kidn- y Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDI A E. PI \ k II AM'S VEGETABLE COMPOr.VDis prepared at 223 and 22.'. V\. >t« rn Avenue,
I.ynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price. $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mnition this I’ajjtr.
lor

■

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINIIIIAM’3
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness,
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
Sold l»v ull I)ruggi*tH.

lyrli;

Katahdin

Iron

Works.

IT.ere are several large deposits of iron
ore in Maine, three or more of which have
been worked. The Katahdin works alone
have been found profitable.
The ore isa
rich hog ore, and exists in immense
The charcoal is produced on or near the
in large round-topped brick
kilns, holding from forty to fifty cords of
wood, each. Fourteen thousand cords of
wood are used, annually, for charcoal, besides one thousand cords for the roasting
kiln and other purposes.
idle fire is kept burning in the furnace
continually through the year, and every
four hours in the twenty-four, the molten
iron is drawn out and run into pigs.
The quantity produced averages one
hundred tons per week. and sells in New
Vork, and other places, at the present
time, for thirty-eight to forty-two dollars
per ton.
The iron now produced is chiefly used
for car wheels.
It possesses a quality for
hardening at the surface, while it remains
softer and very tough within. This makes
it especially desirable for ear wheels and
for other purposes where both strength
and a great degree of surface hardness are

Ulsters.
Irailn.

ANDREWS

of the fre-

PERRY DAVIS’
PAIN KILLER
IS A

rriiELY VEGETABLE REMEDY

For INTERNAL and EXTERNAL Use.
A sure and

speedy cure for Sore
Throat, Coughs, Colds, Diphtheria,
Chills, Diarrhea, Dysentery, Cramps,
Cholera, Summer Complaint, Sick

Headache,Neuralgia, Rheumatism,

Rruiscs, Cuts, Sprains,

etc.

Perfectly safe to use internally or externally,and

certain to afford relief. No family can afford to
be without it. Sold by all
druggists at
60.., and 91 a bottle.
PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

Iyr25

SEAMEN WANTED.
IIITNDRE J> SEAM EN WA N’TEI IN ROCK
land fur coasting. Apply to
JOHN S. RANLK'l'T. Shipping Agent.
Rockland, Aug 30,

ON

K

ed that “iron has its time for usefulness,
just as man and horses have.” This fact
is fully recognized by railroad men and
bridge builders, whereupon the Northwestern Lumberman remarks:
“This
mortality in iron and steel, under vibratory influence, may account for the bursting of circular saws, which often causes
sad havoc of life and limb in mills. The
intense vibration of the dizzy steel, by
reason of its long use at last
brings the in*
evitable weakness, and it suddenly flies in
pieces. If sawyers could arrive at some
definite knowledge as to the life of a circular saw, as the railroad men do as to
endurance of axlos and wheels, many
serious accidents might be avoided.” It
is quite probable that some of our manufacturers might furnish the desired information.

Somebody asks, “What is a hornetf”
It is a baby lightning rod that supplies
its own electricity.

mir

easterners

Neuralgia, Sciatica, Lumbcgo,
Backache. Soreness of the Chest,
Gout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swell-
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The

prices

50c., 05c., 70c., 75c., fCic.,!K2c sl.flO,
Ml- and ¥1-5.
The finest qualities of
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are

very

greatest bargains

and the

heavy,

olleied.

we ever
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ompri

(

Burns and

Sprains,

IN

FLANNELS!
wide, in line quality, and the desirable shades of the season,

Fancy
Nn«I

AT 50 CENTS.

-O F--

Mil inery & Fair/ Mi!
Tt 1.1.

FANCY
We also

I,INK

LARGE LOT OF

W. T.

Cloths!

F.

week
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vi-itin,” the

The Place to

hope-

please all

to

Caldwell's

keep

Bookstore.

give satisfaction, and it

proves poor we are
good, l’ricos from
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ready
v

a

An-. Is. |s«d.- :\V]

Shawls,

WOOLEN

Long

YOUNG

-FOR

liOOl)
a^e,

OPin“f

Ladies, Misses & Children,

IS

VERY

in one

ease

F. WELLS’.

BITTERS

are

Books, Magazines, Periodicals, &c.
TO

Belfast

Book

AND

HAVE

Bindery!
THEM

Bound in the Neatest
tiii:

i i:in

Styles

!

highly

One

case a

roil i:st n;i< r:s.

As iIn* pre-cut year for Magazine;- soon expires,
is tin* time to have them hound and thus preI >«» not neglect I hi-, ami von will soon
them.
have a handsome library besides sa\ ing your book*.

special bargain

-erve

Sabbath School anti other Libraries rebound ( heap.
*20tt
Hepairing neatly done.
-Work called fur and delivered if requested.
ic
Cal! ami -mm* samples and learn my low prices.

AT 50 CENTS.
Also

a

Ji PM PM P Pit TUP PL AC P

lull assortment at different

prices,

MKEFI.
Hum
Over Sniffs Shoe Store)

:

DCl rACT
DtLrHOI.

H. H. CORBETT.

from 07e to # 1.25.

ONE LOT OF

■

etc.

IRON BITTERS-the only Iron
that viil ta.t blacken the teeth
or
give headache.
Sold by all druggists.
Write for the A i> (J Book, 32 pages of
useful and amusing reading-—sent free.

full Fashion &

Preparation

BROWN CHEMICAL CO.
Baltimore, Md.
lyre

Immediately.

FAMILY TO MOVK ON A SMALL FARM
in Belmont, to take can.* of place and small
stock. Inquire of
3w41*
LINCOLN BLANCHA IM), Belfast.

A

Special Notice.

persons indebted toil ilfobbes
requested to call and settle immediately.
they do so all accounts will in a short time
pass out of mv hands for the henelit of mv eredit
ors.
II. II. FOBBE8.
Belfast, Oct. I'», 1881.—42
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In

all

#1.02.

'W'id.tlis,

—-A T-

Misses Vests in all Sizes.

B.

F.

'll

WEILS'.

CARRIAGES AT BARGAINS.
I*; st list |‘|HIdK oilers the remaining part of
Ids -took of carriages at great bargains, t<>
I
close out.
Now is your time to buy a lirst class
Terms to suit. ( a-h, stock or
carriage at a trade.
K. 1’. HANSON,
good paper taken.
West Sears|>ort.
N. li. < Mie of the best ox presses in the county
or
rent.
.‘59
for sale

npil

HOSIERY! HOSIERY!
son

a

keep during

the

sea-

large and attractive stock of
Ladies, Misses and Children’s
most all values, from the lowest
to one dollar a pair.
i l

very
Hosiery for

wear

in

price

up

Inventor.** cannot employ a person more trustor more capable of securing foi
them an
•arlv and favorable consideration at the Patent < H
ice.
EDMUND BUItKE,
Pate Commissioner of Patents.”

Boston, (>< toh. r pi, tsyn.
Dear Sir
You procured foi
since then you have
hundred' of easeand
iroeured many patents, rep'ues ami extension-. I
iave occasionally
employed the best a.ircneie- in
Sew Yi»rk. Philadelphia :iml Washington, but 1 -till
■five you almost the whole of mv Imsines-., in vour
ine, and advise others to cmplov vou.
Yours truly,
CEOIp.E DKAPEB,
Boston, dan. 1, issp lyrl
PDDY.Psiy

ue, in Istu, my lirst patient,
u ted for and a*lv ised me in

Vgcnts wanted 1'or Idle of Pres
idem < iarticld. A eomplete.fnithful history from cradle to grave,
l>y l he eminent biographer, < ol. i onwcll. IJ« m »k all
ready for delivery. An elegantly illustrated volume. Kudorsed edition. Liberal terms.
Vgen.l-take
orders for from *20 to .‘in copies daily. Outsells am
other hook ten to one.
Agents never made money
so fast. The hook sells itself. Kxperiemv not. nceesary. Failure unknown. All make immense prolits.
Private terms free. < .1:« hu.i: minson A < < >.. Port
twin
land, Maine.

GRAVES’ PATEN
IMPROVED

STARTLING
DISCOVERY !

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.
A victim of youthful imprudence causing Prcma
ture Decay, Nervous Debility, Lost Manhood, etc.,
having tried in vain every known remedy, has dis
covered a simple self-cure, which he will send KLT.L
to his fellow-suttcrers,
( hat ham St.. N. Y.
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NOTICE.
oilKKY, informs friends and
patrons that she has just returned from New
York with one of the finest stocks of hats, bonnets
and millinery goods ever ottered here.
lssi.—10
Searsport, Oct.

MILS.

A. B.

MATHEWS,

Belfast, Me.
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HAVE BEEN IMITATED
r excellent reputation ini'’ ed by worthless imitations. The
h::o arc cautioned against buyPt.- surs having similar soundi:

>

A

•”os.
See that tlio word
O L N T is correctly spelled.

v

Bsnson's

Capcine

Porous Plasters
Are the onJ” improvement ever
made in Plasters
One is worth more than a dozen
el any other kind.
Will positively cure where bike,
remedies will not even relieve
Price 25 cents.
Beware ol‘cheap Plasters
with lead poisons.
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AYER 6c CO., Lowell, Mas*.,
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I'i'utiinil and \nal>Iicail (livmists.
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\ \ \ \ I’.. Moi;>K, A'lniini-11 at rt\
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lair of .)( mil'll >!« >K>1.. I a t«• of ".-nr-p a
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-ai'l
a- a
minty .-l \\ al'lo, *lrn*a-nI, ha\ iny pr.
lirr -rroinl ami tinal am ount for allow am v.
< >r-lrrr<I, That tIn1 sai<I A'lniiiii-tratri\
yi\ «• m; i,
to all prr-ons in|rrr-tr.| hy rau-iny a
rnp\ of thi"i''lrr to 1M* publish*-! tlircr wcrk- -ur«-«* —1\, K in
thr lirpwhlir.an .Journal priut.nl at l>rlla>t. that thn>ay apprar at a Prohat. Court, to hr hrl.l at I'.,
fast, within ami for -ai'l County, on thr -*«-«.n I
Tin s.lay ot \"\rinhrr nr\t. at lm of tin- cUrk hr
I.mr noon, ami show rau.-r, i! am
ht
haw, w
thr sainr -hoiil'l m*l In* allow ,*<|.
I VM K>
!*> I. \)h( >\. .Iii'iyr.
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A I test
\. \ I' 1. 1. 11 11. K, Pm 1 ~t(T.
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\t a 1‘rohatr Court lirl.l
thr (m111 v of W al'lo.
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Pills,

For all 11m purposes of a Family Physio.
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Cure Your Corns !
BY

HALF A CttlTuRY

I
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iihoiit It-ax in.a' a blcmi-h.
Brii-h !1 i' ai'i• ix ii»li in ea*h l><»t! 1*
\
te* i ci /:/: /s ci

Frier 2a cent*.

For sale b) all l)rug*'hiN.
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SUNLIGHT and SHADOW
By John li. Gonf/h
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when used
|c diseases
inHj££g|
season.
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S
ago,
Fifty
years
15 Elder Downs
■ to
0
given
by his physicians to Kofi
|up
die with Consumption. B O
| jg Under
|o ces he these circumslun-H
|
compound _d this I SO |
In Jt'H.rir,
cm
1, anUH-g|
|o *’‘vcd to a
good old age. I m |
15
You
can
try it for theffltfi®
| to
priceofone doctor’s visit. B* |
Pf
For sale everywhere. B
f|j
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AfitlXTS!
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''Iaii: nr Maim:.
W XI IMI s -.. t><-( IS. \ t>. |SS| \
V
I'' I'- T< ‘(.INI
»l‘11 K. I’hal on till I'.1
day o| October. \. D. l>s|, a W arrant in Insol
flu x
xx-a.- j->m d "lit of tin < "lirt of liisoixeinw
«*r -aid
miuf
"I \\ iI I".:i- .tin -1 In-1
I \\‘ 11
raft
t. I \ M
i L \ IN ->< >N. id M>mt x iII-'. in said < mu
he
u
x
-1»1 t• i»r Debtor, >m pe
an I
v, adjudged t"
it it'll of -aid Debtor, xx hi* h petition xx a- tiled on
In* I'ltli dux of Dei.. \
D. Issl, to svliieh la-t
mined date inter* -I on
laim- i- to be eomputed.
I'lmt the pay men! *i anx <lel.i and llie deiix erx and
rausferof anx propertx belon-in- to said Debt..*-,
o him or lor hi' use, and the
delivery and transfer
d anx propertx bx him,are forhiddeii bx laxx. That
meetiim of the ereditors of -aid Debtor, to prove
heir debt- ami ehoo-e one <<r more assignees o| his
•-late, xx ill hi* held at a Court ot
to he
K'Iden at tin- Probate < Mliee in said Belfast, on the
•Mb day of November, \
D. |ss|>;ij III o’clock in
he forenoon.
Diven umler nix hand tin* dab-first above written.
*
11 V ^ B \ K I! II, slierilV.
\- Messenger of the ( oiirt of 1 nsoix em y for -aid
t'mints of W aldo.
2\v4*2*

sure

CURED ANNUALLY.

Notice.

Messenger’s

|

remedy for -< te
Coughs, Colds, \\ hoop- £[J 0
ing Cough, and all Lung B
a

n

Trx it and you xvill be eons imvd like thou-andix ho have n-ed it and now te i: fy t*• i!
inn
\sk lor SrhlollerbeekN lorn and Hart Nolseiil
tnd lake no other.
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harmoir. with tin-
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Special attention given to Huy in g and Silling at the
BOSTON MINING & STOCK EXCHANGE.
AH descriptions of Mining-Stocks,
.’.ill
J. G. MARTIN, Stock Broker,
10 State Street,
Boston,

before purchasiny.

H. H. Johnson & Go.

address J. ||. KKKVKS. 13

air1

Irritation, ami

V iv.

If

—

IVe ask all buyers to e.rumineour
stock

Tin*

A-

1

\l. Mhi: A. MOIMOS, Ui low
: I.HW \ i: I»
Hi r* >V I'll.' of T|,o> 11'likr.
a!
I
a*
aMo, iliTi a-i-i|, l:a\ inn pr«
h r u
I i"ii lor an allow a nr. mil of 111 (■ j u-r-* *i:.i t
air oi
-ai'l ilrrra-nl.
< h*< Irrr'l,
That thr a i. i Pnii in r
'o all |'.•ram> int. iv.-tr, |
.a m
hy a u-iny a
|
ol-'lrr I" I n
isw.
:iivi
11 a I »1 i -1 km | thr.
in thr lirpuhliran .Journal. print* '! at II- u i.
thr\ 111:i\ apprar at a Piv.alr <
n.-Pi
•!, u
it lirll'aM, within ami for -ai'l < ■■ nlv,
ih
"ini Tur-ila\ "| N o \-r hi hr r m \l, at .m
.I
hiTorr noon, ami >ln»w ran-r. ii an\
*.
a
thr pravir of -ai'l p. I i t i »i n
h i. I I no I lira.iiii
•I NMKS |) |. \ Ms|l\. I I;
\ trim rop\. \tie-1
\
\. I'u n hi
I;«

II. P HI > Y, solicitor .,f Pal cuts.
TEST IVH »M VEs.

( HAS. M \mi\,
('ommi.ssioncr of Patents.”

m
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was

Regular Made

extra value at

We have and shall

i

>

EDDY,

worthy

It. II.

AT

now

Ladies' Underwear!

alluvinir Nrrv-m

Tim«11
of all

a

r
V!
M
'if \\

\HitevtahHUy of inventions.

dlieialintereour.se.

imr iSilion-

'nii

STRENGTHENING AND QUIETING
NERVOUS SYSTEM,

.•

Pro!mi,*
ourl, lirhl at !’><•! I'a-t,
a
thr < <»unl \
Wahl", on t!i<■
• >< t<*lu
A.
>. 1>>1.
I
r,

No. 70 State St., opposite Kill)), Boston,

THE

-u|i|...rli-.

Painful l»i-e,a

1

cal'

regard Mr. Pddy as one ot tin* most eaptib/e
successful ]»raetitioiiers w ith whom I have bad

;,

THE DIGESTIVE

fum’tim;-. pr«-\ miiiu' ami

IK >A PI»M AN. Ad mini Ira -a ■■!' tm
1 lie
I > pi INI. \\. lat’ ,,t |; !; a 1.
p|( 11 A
a
( ”1 lilts of W Id”, deeea-ed.
-el
He
having p’
hi- lir-t aee.aml >I Administration for almss aia-e.
Ordered, That tin* -aid \dmini-t rat a -is«- n :;
to all per-oli.- inier.*-ted h\ eau-iii,- a >-. ,p\
11 11
l.r t-> he published three'weeki in :,
in-.-e- i
Pepul >li.a n.hairnal printed at Pelfa-t.t hat 111»• ma
t,
app»*ar at a Probate * >airt, t<* he h.-id at Pell
ss it hin and for -aid <
: I ie-du
'.Minty <ai tinof Nos.-lllhel* next, at tell of the i-lo.-k helon* 1 "-a
••’.ml show calls**, if any they has.*, was the
a
should 1 1 Im• allow »-* I.
I A M Ks l, |. \ Ms, ;s.
A true cops
Attest
A. A. Fl l.H lll.K. IP ^i-ter

Secures Patents in the United ^ t. 11 *
ai'O in .real
Britain, Prance and other foreign eounlrie'. 4 opies
*f the claims of any Patent furnished 1»\
remitlin.u
me dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
A o .1 genet/ in the t nifed states /tossissi s sn/nrior
aeilitirs for obtaining Patents or asrert ini ntf the

“I
nnt

m, (

"M "m.un-i ami

■

of
IM.
id

join <«.
A 8t ■*
*1. 05.
Siipt. Worccshr Lunatic Vs)luin, Worcester. Mass.
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UHING

AND

AT 75 CENTS.
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(

\i a Probate < 'our! in i I at P< !la-t. '■ ill.
the ( 'Mints of W -ildo, .’II the -ewn ! |
« n-1
oher, A. I K Iss 1.

•hnu

It

spepsi i, Imliiresl

>v

>

WOMEN

H.

ui in.-

1

..

1

IAN

:

DIAL’i’ll, between _’u and :’,u

i/.

\

REGULATING THE SECRETORY ORGANS
Ami. !•;. enal-iiuir llieni to perfonn Him m >p(

A T. LFW|s,xxid..\v oi IP
1;!. j.
|.|;\\
iaie of Pella-;, i’i 'aid County of W ai h>.
U
-•ea
-1. has iim pre-eiite-l her pet i | i.pra s : m 1
the appointment
.lo||N
Pliooh\km
i'irater el the estate ot -aid de.-ea-ed
1
Ordered, i'liat the -aid Petitioner ;ri\ apersons intere.-ted by eau-intf a copy ot Cm --r-h-r
to he published three week- -U'-.-c
j\ •:x in ihe IP
puhli.-an .hairnal printed at l’t !la-t. 1 h:it I k- ma
.'I-pear at a Probate ( -airt. to he hel 1 n p. 11..within ami for .-ai'! < omits on the -.-«••»n -1 I'm -das
"f November next, at ten of the clock hef.a .and -imw eau-e, it any they have, whs tin- pr.is,
--I -aid petitioner .-liouid iml he icraul
1 A M IS h. I.A Msi >\ hi I.
A true copy. Attest
-A. A. I- 1 1.1*1111. IP a:
1

w

R.

extra heav\

libbed SHIRTS AND DRAWERS

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Lack
ofEnergy.Loss ofStrength,

I-

ithin and
i Tin

Ai a I' ,'ohat.e 1 airt In-Id at I lei fa :. within a
the < oimtv of Waldo, on the -<•<•«>,.■: Tm> tol er, A
I). ls-1.

PATENTS.

Call! Call!! Call!!!

LA U< 11'.

GENTS’ UNDERWEAR!
Special bargains

w
ai

..

ho would like siliia.thur as attend
ant'
a hospital for the insane ea.i hear of-iirli
no.'itioiis by applying to

FOR SALE CHEAP AT

II

PRINTS, CRETONNES, 4c.,

-itij;

r;m

lfiit.

■

Shawls

i! ewres 1
Am.

Tim-

<■

I ^1II. M B>( IH BE P w islies to i ii uin lie n a u v
A
friends ami patrons that -iic lia- moved fr**iii
fhurch street to the rooms over (;,-o. w. Burs --,
in M«( llntoek Block, IliDi stive!, \\ h*-r.- 'lie w el
welcome all. Those in want of a lir-l-ek-i" Hr*
»r Cloak Maker are inv ited to call.
Pa nr rea m
ihh-.
Mils. M. \. s\< )\\
Belfast. Sept. I
ISsI. BTt I.

In ALL SIZES!

tin

ORGANS,

■

REMOVAL.

B.

recommended for all diseases requiring a
certain and efficient tonic.
IKON BITTEltS cmich the blood,
strengthen the muscles, and glee new life to
the nerves.
IRON BITTERS act like a charm
on the digestive organs,
removing all
dyspeptic symptoms, si: h as tasting the
food, belching, heat in t! stumach, heart-

i:\MI

«

Long

of

imthnled ivp

an

■

l"u ii'Tes of <food land,
partly omler ealtivath»i»,
Lfooil pasture and plenty of wood, irood vonn^ or
'•bar*!, splendid building's,-ood supply ot Water, an
excellent cellar.
Will be sold with tanning imjde
ments and stock at a bargain.
Enquire on the
premises.
ELI/. \ .Erl IM'P.

OUR ASSORTMENT OF

etc.

J

Pleasantly situated on the 'Imre
road between Searsport and Bel
last, two miles from Searsport vil
l.me, f.mr miles from Belfast eiiv,

Sacques!

&

Tim
Pile

I \M\I.HAM. heir .-f 1- \ Pl-.l I.A
( ( \ \ I N(, II A AI, late
| I lei | a -1, in
a
a i I <
\\
1} of
aldo, deceased, has inti p,
•ion for the appointment <-f lollN <
pp. nip
A-lmini-t rater «.f the e-tate «.f -ail d,
>r.leiv.I.
That the said Petitmi »-r a i
■t" all persons inl.-iv-hd h\ '-a'l-ina 1 .-.•
j.... (hi
order t-» he puhii-h.-d th;,
week
a
in th
P.T -t, mu
Pepuhli.-aii .hairnal printed
tin s may appear at a Probate <
11 t.
Ink :,t
I lelfa-t, wit hin ami for -aid ( mu;
th•■■mi
Tuesday of November it- \t. at t«•:i‘<• 1 the 1...■ k b,
and
-Imw
if
e.ati-e.
forenoon,
any they haw, win
the priver t -aid p.-titi-ai.-r -In ail'd n-l
-rant.d A M !•> ! >. i.A M>< >\. .1 ink.
A true cops
Atte-t
\. A. Ft i:n mi.::. IP ai-ler

FARM FOR SALE.

I. Id to ¥d.lMl.

fleet

c

i»*r,rii!>:ilf«

REGULATING AND CLEANSING THE
STOMACH AND BOWELS,

—

full line of

Fevers,

A! a Probate Court held at P.-ifa I,
the ( .itiniv .•! Waldo, 1 a, the
< tetober. A. I>. ls.s|.

<

Searsport,

Want of Appetite, Inter-

HOUSE.

Tlir subscriber oifors fur salt* *w
tn rent tin* wall known linn-,* <»n
>prinir si root. rallr«l tin* DTlib*
lh H "d\, a well ;i«l\.*i*ti-t*,l establishment. ami tir-l r|a-> n.>.ar<liny
linns,*.
l| has twrni\ -even room-, with all
n
ami a -rood stable attarh**-!. The Ima-e
is pleasantly localo»|, m tin* ornlro <0 ,• i»-im —, ami
is well adapted ho* a boarding Inm
l:i-a! ]
onl full of boar'h r~.
If hired will be h-t with m*
wit’mmi furniture.
A -rood j. 1 a
Imuakr in.
\ I so wanted a ti i-l ela-s rook.
Applv !■>
1)4 \ SO
in Bit
drlfast, >rt. JO, ]'*"i. f J11

to make it

attention is invited to our line of

Special

DYER

The subscriber offer b*r '.ale his
lioii'C on Main -tret t. near WiP-m
11 ill, laic be residence of \ -a A
Howe-:. The Imu-e P in .a-ood re
pair, piped Ihromdiout I''< r p- and
furnace, cemented cellar, and •■ommamb one of
the linest views in Bella'!. •Hood lot for a irarden,
and has apple tree' Ilia! laM y'ear produced til'ty
Imshels of line fruit. Will In sold al a bargain, as
the owner is jroiny to sea.
If not sold ^.. will be
renied.
h.WID PPIlit 1
Apply b>
Belfast, Sept s, i'' |. :ii;t

Best Dress Silks
me

THE

to Rent!

or

FOR SALE.

her the express if nothing more.
AM*
U K WARRANT KYK.UN YARD of our

to wear well and

Mo.

•2iiio-:'.a

yeiiionoes,

assortment of

large

a

Searsport.

.'aim-!

al,

■<

Her!*

John

>K-

HAMILTON,

i

i

Ii**»»ts ami

PURIFYING THE BLOOD,
\m! tlm. miringr llmmu-. Sojvs 1
<
I ruptioii,--, .* •anker,
< M Mead. An
An

l-il >M C NI >S -I M.ait s iiin
i !
ha\inu- presented hi-petition forllie
•; m:
meat .a Pol’.KPT I-. 1 d \ 1« »\
:
\d-nii
el
the e-tate of NANO |lp< i\V\, ha.
a
M ait
ville, in said < 'omits -•! Waldo, d< eea
«>rdc red, That the .-aid Petitioner
iwI" all per-.»m- int.-re-ted k
in
-op. -1
thi- order to he ]Mih|i-hed three w--> k- -11
ioiln- IP-puhliean .l.airnal, printed \ llelia-i.i n
they may appeal at a Prohate t hun C t<. he held a;
lh-11 a -t. within and f- -r -aid * -ai nt v, ai 1 h<- -ee, ad
Tii.-'d.n --I' N--s eml-. r m-xt, a! ten'-a (!
f‘*re noon, and -Imw
au-e, it am the. has.-, uh
th. j raw r ,a aid p.Tni.au r -lmuhl m t'
•I A M I > l>. I. \M<. )\. .1 aL
A I rue e p>
Attest
\. A. Fi in 11 it.*. IP
1.

/Suffer, i:</(js, /Sett its, <( v.
C. C.

i.ili"ii l'<*r iln- I ill'

a

pound

"in

A-t.

I

At a Prohate <'«airt held at llelfa.-l, w 11 hia .m-l
the < .anils -a \\ a Ido, .-n the ,-ee.aa! I iw• >• tuber.
\. I>. I s— j,

Hides, Calf & Wool Skins,Potatoes,

For Sale

BLACK SILKS
we

<

tio•

.Medi«n, ami

M’Hi'i'ia

...

SOUTHWORTH,

over

I

«-o.11• I*• <

>tn

1

HIGHEST MARKET PRICE PAID

In

Buy

AT GREAT BARGAINS.

are

thr undersigned at Waviaml Kimwlinn'- oilier,
address nir at bn\ is|, l>r*lla.-t, shall hi* plra-ed
irivc them what information thoy may dr-ire in
rrlatinii to tin* art
I'ornis moderate. < bind refer
rnr,*
a- t>* abilit
fnrni-hrd if dr.-iu*d.
l.r.--ons
Kivrn hv mail t** tlm.-e nut «.f thr oil v.
\i:\viT.f, wiim;
llolfast, < ).-t. I:;. >-i. till

-11V

BERRY,

OK

Mrs. ADELAIDE GILMORE.
Mrs. MARTHA BABCOCK.
ISWfttst. Oct. ill lssl.—as

Alt,
Unless

■

—

11 MAIN STREET,
Rooms

Come and Look at Our Goods.

Wanted

U 11 K •'iib>«Tilu;i i, makina arra n ironic it- (■ ii-arii
-hurl hand in Ihi
1.
rity 'iuriiu:' th tail ami
winter. If thus,* inlore-trd'in tin mat:
will rail

nn

patronage.

Ill all fall shades at sl.Otl.

Lais IMariear, Hosien,
Cashmere
CORSETS, TIES, &c.

burn,

1 tlic 1 mt Italian ami American ii:ai*l»!i•
chi /:< ii .s/ /.*/•./. /; /;/./ fast.

r

f:

JOHN

r>,

t"

Fancy Ribbons.

tii'
rim min,” <lt'part men t. she
h" m.I’. la\t»r her w itii their

A.

siii;i \

\

i.

a Probate < "Hi t held at Pel fa
! i. r
l, w :' hi n a
th< < Mint
m* Wald... a the -e, ,*nd Tm
>etol»( r. \. 1». I--!.
H. iihlMIH ami N A Til AN F II* d -in\,
nanie.l I.\e.*ul«>r in a certain in-tnnnei.i
pm
“1
lie the la.-t wii: ami t1“
(in'I
cut
t \\T I.
I.! A M O. Pool’, late .»! llelfa-t, in -ahI ( .an
W al'lu,-i: eea:m«l. having pre.-ente l tin- -aim-w ith
‘"died t In -ret
i'-.r Pr.-ba; -.
I'liat the -ai-! I i\ci*ul<a-- i\.- ma.
Ordered,
all persons interested h\ ean-ii;- a cop-.
•lor to lie published three w .rk- -mI km.
Kepiihliean .Journal printed at P.elfa-i, that ti.s
at
a
<
he
Pmh:ii.|.»
h.*ld
i:,
ma.' appear
-airt,
fa-t, w illi’n ami tor -aid ( -11111
<>n ..ml
Tuesdav of N..\ember next,at t.-n--i tin-- lock
t- r<m -ai, an I show eali-e, if
any they have, w as tm*
-aim- -Imild m-l he ja-o\ ed,
approve-1 and all->w e-1.
•I A M l> l>. I. \M>oN, 111 L
!l
A
Attest
A. A. 1‘: 1 Kin 1:. IP
°Pi

ami <lcnlor i»

m \uiuj:
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Thi

prepare*;!

<

SHORT HAND WRITING.

■

m

A

as 11'

let'iiiu- lew
with -l tie-t rare am I et 1 neat
hi
-el! in all i!
new idea- <d trimmin”.
And
'\kh •’ 1"u” experience in millinery and with her
-lyli-h and popular milliner.

u

!

nr

!; i- -p-iit tin pa
l retail stores oi

m

and
<>

ery thin” iif del i«» make or trim
•das> liotmel or hat.
s

Shop

MOM MKNTS, T VKLKTS. OiUVFSTONFS,

made of

FEATHERS,

a

and guaranteed.
pa-.-age and information apply to !•'
K
CltOWLFY, agent a! Itelfast, .Mr., or 1.1.\ K A
ALIMA, \g« nt>, _»07 I;r- Midway, \. Y.; JO 1 Wadi
ington street, lioston; |o7 South nth street, IMiila
delphia.
hnrio
For

STRENGTHENING

VI

HOWARD,

Manufacturer

AND-

Kiml ireahnent t-» -to,-rage passengers made

-penalty

••

\t a Probate
ourt held at ,”>elfa.-t, w ithin and f, r
H'iomit\ of Waldo, «m the -ei-ond Ti .•
a
1
D. lss|.
r-tob.-r,
HI >1 \ M I- i:i-A( II. \dm:ni-t rah ;
-d n,estate ot WILL! \M I IIIAI II. I.-r
:
p_
toil, in said Comity ,.f Wald". <i<-.-e.;h
in.:
presented, her lir-i account of Admini-I a ion | or
allow illire
Ordered, That Hie -aid Admini-I ratrix mu mdiee
io all persons inter, -led
by eatisin- a e,,|,, ,.i ;j j
order to i.e ptlldi-hed Hire, week.- >ueee--i\el\ l;i
the Pepuhiican .Joiiriiai printed at itel f.a.-t. t ii'i >■■.
be iield it l i
may appear at a Pr-male < 'oiiri,
ta-l. within and for -aid County, on the
Tuesday of Noveml„ next, at ten «,| the < |,„ p be.
fore noon, ami show eause.it an\ tin-, have, w hv
Hie same should not be allow ed
-J \Ml> i> I. \M>ON. -hid-,
A I rile copy. Alt,-t
\. h 1.1; <' III .i;, p,--i ti r.

In l.nnijirorthij linil<lin<j.

AND ID. \riv.

MISS

Square

IKON!

Marble

GOODS!

keep

mittent

New

some rare

1

CONSISTIN'!! OF

Plushes, Ribbons,
Feathers and Plumes,
Hats and Bonnets,
Old Ladies’ Caps,

price.

QUEBEC.

from Liverpool and LHieens

steamers

Itaitimore.

town to

■

>

JO 5 LOi OF 300 SETS TABLE CUTLERY
at '2."» per rent tunler price.
shtnels. Picks, Lanterns. Traps, t ow Ties, Powder,
shot, Partridges, (.tin taps. Wrapping and
Sheathing Papers. Paper Butts and twine.
W itolesale atoi retail, 'special prices to la rue lot vers.
E. J. MORISON & CO-, r>2 Main St.

BOSTON Sc NEW YORK,

Ladies’

Ship Work

STOCK!

PLUMES!

(

Plushes &

>18**
hole-ale

v.

the best make and will sell any lady as
low as she can get it in Boston, and save

Styles

speciality

it

FANCY

Ill inch

Belfast,

Fall & Winter

-h.'^.e'.-

—

Because

from

tpialily

ami
in

OSTRICH TIPS

Mrs. h. ii. McDonald,
returned

BONNETS,

LONG

ALL-WOOL DRESS

Establishment

and have just
Boston with the latest

if'

I

Pains.

A

-in” every

her Ja;u* -lock of

t•

held at Pel I a -1. within and
Ido, on Hie -ee-md I
'a\

the t'ore-oin- petition, < >rd<re<l. H at the
|
litioner irive notice t,, all per-m- interested. h>.
'.•HI dll-a copy of -aid
pel it i m w ith 'hi ..pier then
Oil. f.* be pui'li-lled llll-ee W ee|,
||'e.
j
| n, |[
b’epubli; all Journal, a pape- prinb d ai Kelf i-t thM
*lie\ Ilia
appear at a Pn.l ate < .mr! I• lr hcltin- Probate Ollier iii llelta-t afore-aid. on I in'
"lid Tin -day ol November next, it ten .‘clock in
the forenoon, ainl -how ran-e if an\ the\ have, w i \
the -am- should not he -raided.
•JAM!;- h. LAM>oN. dml-e
A true ropy. Attest
-A \ III i, mi:. Pej!

WV "Her our larur stock ot
llat'il wart', Vails, (.lass. Links, knolls, I run. Slrt'l
Hubs, kpnkcs, Kims, shafts, Horse Mines
and Vails al cMremrl) low prices.

BEAVERS & FRENCH FRAMES.

Scalds, General Bodily

AN!)

invilr- attention

Hie

BOSTON AND
Fortnightly

( .mat

l*pon

a

REDUCING

Miss A. F. Southworth

in want will find it to their ad-

vantage to examine them.

these cashmeres

a<

liberal patronage.
POWKK WITH KOO\l TO KKNT.
C» J? HALL, Leu*iee.
I>ellast, March I,

|

PRICES SO LOW
one

&

"**rt Ol Pi'ob ate.
•'•i' Hi'- I ouulv of \\ a
of October. \. I>. 1 ss|
-t <

nearly

flj,

am! lAvev^ool,

DlKELT TO

';nh

MUIIIM:

work pnunptlv ami jus|

to <!•»

Oirert.

Mining Machinery

Successor to Kklianh A Snulliu orth,

Any

prepare<i

\v<‘ are

Proprietors.

•>.

Isonifomlcrry,

i

tx-ingnpii pped

with

—

miii-

Probate |,*r tin

l-l'WI l.l.'i \ mm olA.oi sear-m.mi, LxemI"!- of Hie c-lrh- .| < \ |.\ |\ |* I.|N< ( *f N.
3 J
lale of Searsinont, in -aid Could
dec a-i
n
< h a 11 ••
spec Ifully represent- that t i,.
-.I
credit- of said deceased, are not -wliieient to
pa\
Hie legacies and ehar-e- of administration b\ the
Ii\ e hundred dollar-, ami that tin
a!-of
all the real e-late o| -aid deceased i- nee,
a
for
I he payment of said le-aeie- and
and
e\pen-e
that he ha- reeeived ail advanl i-eou- oiler of live
hundred dollar- b
-aid real e-tab-.
Wherefore your petitioner pra\-,-honor
liim
a license to -ell and eon\>-v at
.~i':int
private
-ale Hie real estate o| -aid deeea e,|,
includin'.:
the lever-bm of Hu- widow
dowel im-reou. av i 11 -at-t\ -aid le-aeie-. and im-ident i! <ii.tr
and ehai’-es of admini -1 rat ion.
I.I.K'N Id.ldN l .l V o|A.

First-Class Mechanics £ Tools,

Iii 1 • »i*m- lit r fririi'ls tlial -hr has
re-opened her
room-, w hirli haw keen enlarged am! refurn
i-hr.| tt» suit an imren-in” trade, ami whieh
are m»w tilled with a stork of

RHEUMATISM,

I" the Honorable Jml-,
of Waldo.

will Ik* uncle a specialty.
I Hiplicatr p:trl « l*
ull
:ct- <>t
all agricultural implements. in u-e in
till'- vicinity in -t",|v nr ma<le In "rilcr.
Priecs will
be made low, ami we hope ami
expert t>» merit ami

In nil Uio ilosiniblo .slindos and
biiinliims.

FOB

VARNISHES,

UK I. FAST l iilMii:)
\N l>
cpilK
J, .shop is notv lairly miming, and

bniil

VELVETS!

suggesting a practical method of giving
enduring proof of English good will to-

Roach, speaking

THE

BROS.

Glasgow, Galway, Queenstown,

to he held at the Probate < Mike in Leila -t a
fore-aid,
the second Tuesday of November next, at ten
o'clock iii the forenoon, and -how ean-e, if am -In
have, w hy the same ? houhl not he granted.
-1 \MKS l>. I AMs* »\, .JmKe.
A true *‘opy. \ttesl
A. A. Ill f* llKIt.lh
t *-.

>

PHGENSH ROW.

H;

Steamships.

WKKKI.V f-KHVICKS KUOM

a Probate Court held at Relfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tue-dav of
October, A. 1 >. JSSl.
Cpon the fore.LToiny petition, * hder-d, that the petit ioner ^ri\e public notice ti* all person.- inter*-.-led,
by causing a copy of -aid petition, w ilh this order
thereon. to he publish1 I three w eeks -ueoessp. |\
in the Republican doiunal, a
t
paper printeil
Li lfast, that they ma\ ap)*ear at a Probate* ourt

E. J. Morison & Co.. 52 Main St., Belfast.

obtain

Benjamin Scott, Chamberlain of London, and author of several important
antiquarian works, writes to the Times

quent failures of steamship shaft, remark-

AT

Mail

LINE

At

UMBRELLAS, &c.

AND

Mr. John

nnstom

AIs.i

furnishing Goods- Rubber Coats,

required.

wards America bv an act which would
exceedingly enrich the Americans. There
is in the Bishop of London's library at
Fulham, a manuscript in the handwriting
of (Jov. Bradford, one of the leading
pilgrim fathers, giving a diary of the proceedings of the pilgrims, containing the
compact or constitution out of which
arose the federation how termed the T.
s.
The document was captured as loot
by the British, who sold it during the
American war of independence from the
old Dutch church in Boston. Scott suggests as a token of England’s Tleep sympathy with the Cnited States in its great
bereavement that it should present the
document in the name of the Queen and
Nation to the Cnited States.

mi-

ol I!
sai«l County, deceased,
respectfully represent Ihal
-aid minor- arc-ei/.ed and po.-scssod of nm; u:; !ivided fourth part cadi of certain real estate dtnaiin said Liberty, hein^ the homestead farm of aid
Harriet N. Prescott; that it will he for the benelit
of said minors that the same should be .-oldand the
proceeds thereof put at intere.-t; that lie ha- n
•■eived an advantageous oiler for -aid real estate to
wit: the sum of two hundred dollars for the interest of each of said minor.- therein subject p* a mortyaye of about tifly dollars.
Wherefore your petitioner pray- your honor to
tfrant him a license to sell and con\ev tie* intere.-t
of said wards in said real estate tor the -um above
stated to Oscar Paroul, who makes said oiler.
Wm. U. \RK.

1’ailrnad color-. New shades just reeeived.
Plurnlx anil Atlantic Strictly Pure While Lcatl
Linseed Oil. Colgate* Pure Han and Rolled.
lies! oil in tiie market.
Cagle Head) Mixed Paints In asst. cans, all colors.
Artists (nliirs and llruslirs, Japan and Oil
Colors, hold Leaf. Lubricating Oils, Ac.,
Paint and Varnish llruslies. Cliainids
Shin*, Ac.. Ac.
Kxtremel) !<>w prims c- redttee our large stork.
Wholesale ami retail.
Jin.. ;

Reefers.

// ITS, i MI'S. ,iv.
WOOLENS

Royal

LA UK, (jii.irdian of I 1A >-d> >.
and \\ A L I Lit I.. PL*LX * >T |', minor heir
1 N. PR Lx OTT, late of Liherl v, in

IIOWAKI).

PAINTS, OILS,

sails ia long anil slinrl,
Also a njniplnln stank ,if

vnars.

linn a-s.ii-lnmnl ui

\

-A N D

quantity.
premises

|.|

I,,

Overcoats.

Silks, Satins,

Millinery

LYDIA E, PINKKAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

I

A

ALLAN

for tlm Comity

«*n

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING STORE,

LYNN,

-2 £ -1

P

Boys’ Clothing!

linn a--nitiiimu ,,f

<

Not long ago a bright little gir! in the .Sundayschool of M. Luke. M-n, New Jersey, who was
:u
the Calvary Catechism class, taught by Miss
S-.and evidently had reached the bottom
facts of the lesson the creation of man out of the
dust »t the earth -came running home t*> her
neither, overfull of confidence in the Scripture
theon and her own rellective conclusions and exclaimed
Oh. mother. I know it is all true what the cat
'•ehism said about Adam's being made out of. the
dust of the earth —l know it is !"
Why r
-Because I saw Aunt Kuirna whip Grade, and I
saw the dust tly out of her.
I know it is so."
L tie Graeie had been
playing with ashes
[editor's Drawer in Harper's magazine for October.

vit; linn assni'lamtil of

a

■

bn-ini—an,l •li-nss, \\ liinli nrn silling al
li'nm J|N.00 ti) jllti.OO pen suit.

agns

CO.,

Demonstration of the Catechism

genuine

a

All-Wool Sack*& Frock Suits !

A

~

Practical

i-

SUITS !
"'<■ Inn

CALL

The development of the Clyde shipbuilding
Tooth, Ear and Headache, Frosted
trade during the past twenty years or so has
i.cm-.trri.o i.
treated many new accessories in mechanical inFeet and Ears, and all other
Malaria,
Nervousness.
genuity. and among these may be classed shipPains and Aches.
model making, which has now attained consider
N" Preparation on earth equals Sr. J «o ns <
MALARIA
able importance. At the present time every shipua
stt/r, snrr, siinfth ainl < hrap Kxtert al
In i'-mis livintr ii Malarious ilistriet- ma\ pr -tm t
building yard of any pretensions has a model
lonieily A trial entails hut the comparative'}of fe\ e1’ !>\ tile ll-e ot F(‘ltiielll-elves from att.l'
maker of its own
Outside of the yard, however,
lulling outlay of oO Cents, and everyone r-ufteri ig
luvis Compound Syrup of IlypophosphUe*. Jtscithere arc one or two men who also devote their
with pain can have cheap and positive proof ,u td
feet- iii tonint up the -\ -tern enables us to wan! oil'
claims
entire energies to “the trade," and contract for
e mtatioii- <til< r-. ami sue.
eomhat
*li-fully
Directions in Pleven Languages.
models of ships in the same manner as a large
:irm would send in estimates for the construction
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
of vessels
A deal of money is also expended on
IN MEDICINE.
,i wood model, and it is
mu Mi- j.
Tif
an
Hi.- .■!:-« r 1 i
-i.-mii.
quite a common tiling to
| iliit.
A.
VOGELER
&
hear
of
t'.OO
to
£400
to
the
maker
of
a
being paid
pi iin*i|»l(*s <nii|m isinif h ollow
llypoplio.sphitos
Haiti man-, Mil., V. S. A.
an'•aj-.-t nil;, pn'porti.mu 1 an. i
line model of large proportions
At present Mr.
J u-li«i« ms I v
in;
!• •*l. ili.it tnotion upon Mio m-rv»--. nm-oh-s
Kdward Johnson, Dunbarton, has completed a
1 v v 1*2
an-..min :n--- in iin)»artijut \ italiiy. -nvuirtli an.I
splendid model oi the Cunard Liner Servia, recent !
lu-al ti\ aolion i- ironorally appnront w ithin I went yly built by Messrs. J. A <i Thomson. From the
fonr !i• iii-. aii'l tho i;-.ioil
r\pt-rionoi-.! nro ■-j' {Treat size of the model and its well delined
pro
a pormanont ohara«ior.
lyrlT
portions, it is one of the finest ever made on the
For salt* by \VM. 0. P00II A SOX.
Clyde. Proportioned on the ‘quarter scale," viz.:
i inch to tlie foot, the model is II ft. 0_ in in
ledgth. Id in broad, and PlJ in. deep. With won
3S. LYDIA E.
OF
MU.
dcrful regularity and neatness, every detail in the
lit ting up of the huge vessel herself has been
strictly observed. The deckhouses, timber heads,
bridges, binnacles, telegraphers, side lights, an
The subscribers lieu leave to inform
ehors, winches, wheels, ventilators, arc all com
plete. and the ship's boats, a dozen in number, as the citizens of Belfast anil \ i«• i11it\ that
they hang over the sides, suspended bv electro
have purchased the
plated davits, complete the deck requisites. The they
great bulk ot the mountings are made of brass,
bronze, and electro plate. The rigging of the
model, all done up in silver wire, is chaste and
elegant : and the manner in which the little blocks,
*J"ii in number, each about the size of a common
pea. are placed, is remarkable. As an indication
ot the amount of work spent on the model, it
may
be mentioned that Mr Johnson has been engaged
on it for nearly eight months.
fClasgow Pap< r
at the corner of Main and lli.u'h streets,

PINKHAM,

only $141.00. This
bargain.

aood.-.

The good a man does lives long after him, ao
the virtues of a reallv good medicine will last for
ages, and although Dr Graves’ Balsam of Wild
Cherry and Tar may bo new to you. its healing
properties have long been known and appreciated,
and when we recommend you to give Dr. Graves'
Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar a trial for the eer
tain cure of Sore Throat. Coughs, (-olds. Whoop
ing Cough. Hoarseness. Ac we only ask you i<>
use and he bench!ted by the same medicine th -t
has given so much relief to others. The Materia
Me lira does not furnish better remedies for the
diseases of the pulmonary organs than Wild Cherry
and Tar. Their virtues have long been known
and appreciated, ami you cannot tail of relief if
you give Dr. Graves’ Balsam atrial when alllicted.
Sample bottle, 10 els : large bottle, only NO cts.
For Biliousness. Dyspepsia. Constipation, or
Liver Complaint, use Improved Family Cathartic
Fills, made by Dr. Graves: price *J.» cis. per box
For sale by Wm 0. Foor A Sou.
lull

on^estion of I lie 1 .unt-,
Palpitation. * *f the Heart,
Melancholy.
Mental Depression,

»<>

Men, hoy-, and

.Imkre of Probate

WILLIAM*
APRIL

heater.
1 tpright Portable Steam Engine, 3 l-2Hor.se
Power, with Feed Pump attached, and a copper
coll heater.
These engines having been thoroughly repaired,
arc as good as new, and can he seen in motion if
desired.
1 lluntoon Governor (new) right size fora 15
Horse Power to a 20 Horse Power Engine.
1 Air Pump for condensing engine (new,) cylinder SxlO, connections for 1 3-1 inch pipe.
1 Irregular Moulder, in good condition, and witli
over $100 worth of Moulding Cutlers.
1 am also prepared to cut on carriage axles, to
take up end play in box, and will guarantee satisfaction in all eases.
jot f
SHOP IX MUCK IU ILD/XO OX PLPAS 1 \ 7
S Til P P Ty A PA II SHOP PA (• V’on >.

OVERCOATS, SUITS,

When the schoolmaster threatened to tan Johnny,
the urchin reminded him that “a soft tan. sir.
turneth away wrath

<

tile.

GREAT BARGAINS

I

T»> tilt* Honorable
of Waldo.

Vor Sate at a Ha ryain.
following machinery can l»e seen ;ti F. A.
rpiIE
X
HOWAKD'S Machine Shop, Pleasant street,
Belfast, Maine, where lie keeps on hand, or will
furnish to. order, all kinds of rustings at manufacturer’s prices, and will do all kinds of machine
work in a style and at prices that cannot fail to
please.
t Horizontal stationary Steam Engine, 15 Horse
Power, with lluntoon Governor anti feed water

Death

f'ELLOWS71
Womjoounb

1

PRORATE NOTICES.

is not the

t

This is t no /- st honk to woke mo net/ on ever offered to you.
v
Iti.» l'icj'u.<te.<t >v line) book ever published. For l’uthos, h|
Humor, mid 'rhrilliiur Interest it is without a jiv er. Mim-tu
sav
it.
fio't .</»< / ir.’
F.vervone laiiL-h
over
uml cr>
Ten:, of Thousands arc now waiting for it. It is the
honk lor Af/enls. C j'-lotli tJnummif in press.
I OOO Ag« m.w anted, men mid women.
Now is the harvest tine
Ft i<<
I mtnni, and S/icciul Term* at ren. 0Vj*S>.h<1 )\>r
o-nlor t..
A. I> WOlMIIIMFrOS A to, lluitford,
o.o,
l;»w to*

MVUY CLOUFK'S
inchuling a hi-tory ol

UFE AMO DEATH OF GARFIELD.

"inner <
t:
wonders, mur\els, mysteries,
e
«>t the
t ill'
upital, "ns n mniicn .<•. * !/»•:»,"
kete!;< S(
h. I.uille* »t’ the W hile II nine, ami i*
It inelndis IH jin,■ "ustmtions with
.he hi t stHint/hook out.
its >f ]‘n sitfiht ttinf Mrs. <'inri'/</. Send f. >r rireulars,
-!i T\tru Term- to Agents. A grand ehunee totuake im.iicy.
i’lii Hurt lord'T'ubH>*l>ii.|; 4'o., Hurt lord, uuu.
It

ji.utray*

...

IwlO*

*»

■

FURNACE FOR SALE.
H AND FI'l’\ U K, tfood maki* and
on lor, will !»<■ sold rhoap. A ppl\
II. WAIUJN, Main Mivot.

\sK('o\I>
nniplrto
in

O
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